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Ibn Taimiya and His Projects of Reform

A B S T R A C T

The object of this Thesis is to investigate the vievs 
and teachings of Ibn Taimiya, so far as they can be determi 
from his works* For convenience of handling, the material

• p..' _ 'r. *, • ' • >'v •* V ' i " V  yS tf* A'V X" . r* • ' '' . ~  £*? ' /  •'

grouped in six chapters, which deal successively with his 
activities as exegete, traditionist, jurist, social reforms 
theologian and philosopher*

In each chapter, after a list of the available treatis 
of his relevant to the subject, his methods of treatment an 
doctrinal conclusions are examined, and typical examples 
adduced. In a final chapter the general character and dir 
tion of his teachings are summed up, and a list of his exta 
works and of the books ascribed to him is added in an appen 
dix.

Although several writers have touched upon Ibn Taimiya 
activities as a precursor of the Wahhabi revival, no syste
matic examination of his work has previously been made, and 
the present thesis modifies in several respects the views 
hitherto expressed as to his doctrines and his position as 
Islamic reformer.
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CHAPTER I

TAFSIR

According to Ibn Battuta who personally met Ibn 
Taimiya in Damascus, the latter left a complete tafsir of
the Qur'in named al-Bahr al-Muhit composed in the prison of(1) ‘
Damascus in forty volumes* This report is also supported 
by Ibn Hajar al- Asqalani in his Durar al-Kamina# but unfor 
nately we know nothing more about this commentary* What wi 
have at our disposal relating to this side of Ibn Taimiya's 
activities amounts only to about a dozen small treatises 
that have come down to us*

The treatises at our disposal are not enough to ena- 
ble us to ffd&m a definite general opinion on his hermeneu- 
tics i but it is not difficult to come to the conclusion tha 
his tafsir was aimed against the rationalistic interpretatii 
of Razi and Zamakhshari. the semi-mystical views of al- 
Ghazali and the mystical explanations of the sufis in generi 
in his exegesis he also vehemently refutes all the philoso
phical interpretations of the Jahmites and other minor(2)
groups (Hishamiya, Kullabiya and Dirariya)

(1) Rihla 1,216, Prof. H.A.R.Gibb, Travels, p.67.
(2) See Chapter on Philosophy, p*p 183 sq



In refuting th. philosophical interpretations he does 
not seem to be well-equipped as his main arguments for the 
purpose are :

(a) That such and such interpretations did not exist 
during the days of the Prophet or his followers.

(b) That the philosophers themselves were not unani
mously agreed upon such and such problem.

In a word, he always tries to subordinate raal to naal
Traditions that fulfil the conditions of sihha, he 

accepts for his exegesis but sometimes he gives his own int 
pretation to a hhdith without any regard to the views of 
other commentators. Where tradition fails him he is not 
averse to putting forward an interpretation based on the 
external meaning of the words. Zahlrite he cannot be call

(1) There is a great similarity between the Zahlrite and 
the Hanballte doctrines in point of accepting the llte 
meaning of the Qur'an and the Sunna. The outstanding 
difference between the two Schools is that the former 
does not accept aiyaa. analogy, as one of the four prl 
clples that determine the recommendations of the Shari 
while the latter does. The Zahirites, as against the 
Official belief, did not think it necessary to attach 
themselves to any of the four Schools established by t 
early Muslims. In other words, they rejected tea lid, 
blind following and derived their views from the texts 
independently. The principal representative of the 
Zahirites was Ibn Hazm, a theologian of Spain who died 
456 A.H.



3
but still when thers Is no similar vers# In the <ur’on or 
relevant tradition in Hadith on which to base the Inter
pretation of a particular verse t he acta as a Zahlrite and 
accepts the literal meaning*

n>-.9«P«rs3L ghy»ctgr.of IbnJTalmlya's tafslr

Ibn Taialya's exegesis of the Qur'an is more homiletic 
than exegetlc. This Is perhaps because, as we knew from 
Ibn al-'lmad, he obtained his father's position as a Khatlfc 
In the «Tamlrof Damascus where he Interpreted the Qur’an fro
the pulpit every Friday and took several years to explain

- (1)the ahapter of NUh. His forty volume commentary was also
*

of this type, In all probability.
The small treatises arei-

(2)1. Tafslr al. Uurawwidhatain. This Is a commentary on th< 
last two chapters of the Qur'an, Suras cxiil and cxiv In 6 
and 5 verses respectively. In it he argues against certaJ 
Interpretations of the grammarians, though they have been 
accepted by such commentators as Zamakhphari, Tabari etc.

1. Qur’an 3ura lxxi, consisting of twenty nine verses onl;
2* If R K II. 180 - 808.



2. Tafslr Surat al-Ikhlas, Cairo, 1323
A commentary on sura cxiiwhich consists of four verses onlj 
His homiletic tendencies are shown by the fact that he devol 
to these four verses 195 pages, whereas Zsmakhsharl confine* 
his exposition to 35 lines only and Tabari to about 6 pages.
3 . Tafslr Surat al-Kawthar

“  (2)
A commentary on Sura cx in 3 verses.
4. Tafslr Surat al-Nur, (Cairo, 1343 A.H. in 125 pages). A
commentary on the xxiv th sura, consisting of 64 verses,
directed against the views of the commentators and the aufli

_ (3)
In explaining the word Mur as referring to God.
5. al-Hisala &l-cUbudiya.
A commentary on the verse sura II, 13

(4)
In 42 pages, illustrating his mystical tendencies In the 
description of the grades of haqiqa. reality and fana filla]
6. Rlsala fi darajat al-yaqin,
1. See also no 10 on the excellence of this Sura.
2. An Urdu translation by al-Hilal Book Agency, Lahore,

1344 AeHe
3. This commentary has also been published on the margin of 

Jawami'al Bayan fl tafslr al Qur’an. Lith. Delhi, 1294
4. MR pp 2 - 44
5. MRK,II, 146 - 151
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A commentary on the expressions Haqq al-yaqin (Sura LvI,
95) 'Ain al-yaqin (Sura cii,7 and'Ilm al-ya^in (Sura cii,5).
7. Al-Iklil fi'l-mutashabih wa'l-ta'wil. Here he diffe- 
rentiates between ta^il , interpretation and tafsir. expla- 
nation and argues that it is the ta&wil of the equivacal 
verses that has been forbidden and not their tafsir*

- — — j,_ (2)8. Al-Tibyan fi nuzul al-Quran*
On the meaning of nuzul* descent or sendin of the Qur'in 
in refutation of the Jahmites and the Kullabitea who inter
preted the word as khalq, creation and i*lam biha informa
tion respectively* In his opinion nuzul must be under
stood as is understood by the Arabst otherwise it might 
lead to an unlawful conception that the Qur'an has been 
revealed in a language other than Arabic*
9. Tafsir a y a t o ^ W ^  j^\ VC^\^ Sura xxif87*
Here he tells us that faith in the oneness of God and confe
ssion of sin committed are the hikma* significance of the

(3) '• .-
forgiveness of God*

*. M.R.K, II|2-35*
2. Ibidf218-230
3* This occurs in his Majmuat Fatawa,II,256-303* See Appen

dix A,No*58*
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10* Kitab Jawab ahl al-rilm wa*l- iman bi tahqiq ma akhbara 
bihi Rasul al-Rahman anna qul hu all ah ahad ta'dil thuluth• *  0 -- - — i ■■

al-Qur’an, Cairo, 1329. Berl. No. 2435. On the excellem 
of the Surat al-Ikhlas mentioned above. Here he argues thi 
a reading of this chapter of the Qur'an is equal to one thii 
of the whole book in merit. He devotes 205 pages to this 
topic.
11. Risala Unzila al-qur’an ^ala Sabffat ahruf, in Khamg 
rasa’il Nadira, Cairo undated. A treatise on the saying o: 
the Prophet  ̂ *n w^ cil argues that the 
seven canonical readings are not identical with the ahruf
in which the Qur*an is said to have been revealed.

_ (1)12. Risala fi Sujud al-Qur^an Berl. No.3570.
A treatise on Sajda, prostration that must be observed afte 
reciting certain verses of the Qur’an.

Criticism of the Grammarians We are told that Ibn
Taimiya studied the Grammar of Sibawaih (d.177/ 793) and(2)
mastered the system of Arabic syntax. But according to 
^AsqalanI (d 852# 1448) he strongly disapproved of the 
Grammar and its author, and so he incurred the displeasure

1. This has not yet been published and could not be 
consulted.

2• Fawst. 1, 35, 1.4



of his contemporary Abu Haiyan. In th« course of his dis
cussion with Aba Haiyan on Slbawaih's Grammar ha mads the 
following remark. "Sibawaih was not the Prophet of Syntas 
nor was he infallible. lie committed eighty mistakes In hi 
book which are not intelligible to you." *AsqalanI
states further that Ibn Taimiya severely criticised Siba-(3)walh in his Commentary al-Bahr, but since this work has 
not come down to us, the exact nature of this criticism 
remains unknown. However from a study of the fragment* hi 
his commentary that are at our disposal we find that Ibn 
Taimiya is not averse to accepting an explanation off erred 
by a grammarian in regard to a ^ur’anic verse when It coin
cides with his own Interpretation. Thus in conformity wil .(3) -(4)
Tabari (d.310/922) and zamakhahari (d.538/1143) Ibn

_ (5)
Talsdya interprets the word falsa in the meaning of mafli
a thing opened, just as qatx} has the meaning of nggbyd, an 
cites the opinion of the grammarian al-zajjaj (c. 311/923

1. Durar I.153
2. Ibid
3. Jabari, Tafsir xxx, 225%

4. Kashshaf II, 1644
5. Qur’an, Sura ciii, 1.
C. Ibrahim b.sari b.Sahl, Abu Ishaq al-ZajjaJ. See Suyuti. 

Bughya p 179 sq.



who said, "Whan you think over the creation, it will appear 
to you that moat of the things emerge by infalaq. splitting 
such as vegetables frost the earth and water from the clouds 
In conformity also with both Tabari and Zaamkhahari, ibn 
Taimiya sites an Arab proverb 5 ^  is?)

"This is clearer than the splitting or spreading of the daw 
At the same time he definitely disapproves, though without
mentioning their names, the interpretations of the above tw

-(3)
authorities when he rejects the interpretation of Tabari

-(4)
and Zamakhehari who said on the authority of a tradition 
narrated by Abu Iluraira that the word falaa may also mean a 
name in lie 11 or a poiaon in it*

When, therefore, the opinion of a grammarian does not 
coincide with his own view, he rejects it altogether* His
principle in doing so seems to be what has been laid down b

_ (5)him in his book al-furc.an that when the Prophet's own 
interpretation is available philology etc* should totally b

1. U R K, IX, 180, 1.8
?* Tabari xxx, 325* Kaahshaf II, 1644. M R K, II, 180
3* x x x , 336

4. Kashshaf XX, 1644
5* Furr,an H«B* p.19 ( M R K I, 19)
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disregard'd In explaining a tradition or a versa of the 
Qur'an. This is why* he adds, the fuoaha, (the learned 
linguists) divided nouns into three groups»-

(i) some are defined by the shari ‘ a such as salat and
t

ukifc*
(11) Sons are defined by Xu_ha, philology ouch as shams

and qaaar
(ill) ^ome are defined by ‘urf. social custom such as 

qabfl. acceptance in transactions.
The following exaaple illustrates his method la detail 

In surat al-nas, farra (3.207/8 ’2) and ZaJJaJ gave two 
different explanations of the grammatical construction of t

al-nas in and that the meaning is therefore:

i.e. I seek protection of God*..."from the evil of waswaa. 
devils who give evil suggestions to the hearts of man who
are of two kinds namely .linn and men." Here nas. in his(2)
opinion, has been applied to Jinn as in the verse

(1)versesi-

Parra is of opinion that is bay an of

1. Sura civ, 4 - 6
2. It-R-K Sura lxxll, 6
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<-** ' •

dL^s "and that parson 
from among man soaking protection through some persons from 
among jinn* Here Farra takes both Jinn and men as has jus' 
as in two other verses (sura lxxii.I, xlvi, 28) they have 
been called nafar. (people, company of men) which suggests 
that the word pag can be used both for men and jinn.

The above Interpretation of Farra, though approved by 
Tabarl*aa well as by Zamakhshari. is rejected by Ibn Talmiy 
on three grounds*

(a) The word al-nas is so clear and evident in its 
meaning (i*e« applied to human beingi and it has been 
used so many times in the Qur'an that it does not stan 
in need of any explanation or classification! such as 
has been given by Farra.
(b) Granted that Farra is right, the words
would be an explanation of the word waswas which would 
then mean that satans give evil suggestions to the 
hearts of men and Jinn, but as a natter of fact nobod) 
knows if the satans give evil suggestions to the jinn 
and tradition is silent about it.

1.118 K,II, 185
2. xxx, 229, 1*17
3. Kashahaf II, 1042
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(c) Ilow can the word al-nas include both men »nn Jinn'
How can a thing bo a part of a thing froa which it haa
boon distinctly separated? That is, according to
Farra's interpretation, the word al-nag becomes a
qaalm (a thing distinctly opposed to) of al-.llnn. and
again he takes the word Jinn as a nuc, species of al

ia /
nap. This/exactly like an absurd expression
 -----------£-* (honour the Arabs fee-tfce froa the Aralr  (1) and the ‘aJam. non-Arabs)* That the *ur’em has
applied the tens riJal both to aen and Jinn equally
is not a proof that nas has been applied to both of
then. Again, it is only with some tac.djci. limitation
that sometimes naf is applied to Jinn, such as
(Some persons froa among the Jinn came) but one cannot(2)
say and mean thereby that soae jirm came.
According to ZajJaJ the construction of the sentence 1<
v, f  c-o xhat is, he takei

cs  —  bayan of waswas and sl=nag as SSL tuf to
% s •

waswas. It then means> I seek protection (1) from the eviJ 
of the waswas who is a }lrm, and (ii) from the evil of men.

1. If H K. II. IBS
2. Ibid
3. Si a K. II. 186
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Ibn Talatlya disapproves the above construction also fo 

tbs following reasons*
(a) The svil caused by Jinn is greater than the evil 
caused by men. There is no reason why men should ask 
protection of God from the evil of all sen and not froi 
the evil of all Jinn.
(bl waswasfi comes from both men and jinn. why shoui 
men sock protection of God from the waswass of Jinn an 
not from that of men?
(c) when there exist two nouns before the aartuf it 
is preferable to take the nearer one as magtuf 
provided that there is no proof against It* Therefor* 
hero it is preferable to take al»alna the nearer noun 1 
al»n.~.n as its ma^tuf falalh and not al~w .ov.as which is 
separated from it*
Now the construction of the sentencesf according to ibi 

Taimiya, is that u'j ouJ' ct is bayan to waswaf and the 
meanlnrriis as followss -— <w» •

wJ'j '<cJ' *1 seek protection .... from the evil 
of satans from among Jinn and men who whisper into the he an
of men. In support of his opinion he cites the following

co versei

1. Sura vi, 112
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y  v ^ ^ ' ^ n h u B  hi ve we riven aj

enemy to every Prophet - ar.tans among men and among Jinn; 
tinsel discourses do they suggest one to another in order t< 
deceive• "

cs°j in the above verse he takes as '-0~> and that«• V*

satans are of two kinds - satans from men and satans from 
jinn both of whom give evil suggestions to the hearts of mei 
from whioh people have been asked to seek refuge in God* I 
moreover concludes from it that it is not necessary that thi
satans should be visible at the time of waswrsa. On the

(1)
contrary he cites the yur’anic verses and a saying of thi(8)Prophet in his argument that the satans may be visible on 
some occasions in human fbrma. He further maintains that
no one is free from waswasa and even the Prophet himself waj(3)
subject to it though it had no effect upon him.

1, Jura VIII, 50: lix. 16
2. 11 a K, II, 184

d-Jj CJ* V j i " ( w i ' c i Cf-

3 e

V*a, ̂  ^ ^  j u- ̂ '
%r «• e

M R K, XI. 84
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Hft| m m m t m t M .  la. interpretation Influences of oth

commentators are not oaolly traceable in bis commentary* a
writes as has hssn pointed out in a homiletic manner and ve
seldom acknowledges the authority of any commentator* in
one place he expresses his opinion, probably because he was
the beginning an adherent of the Hanbalite School, that the(1)commentaries of the Imam Ahmad and Ishaq b.lhawaih are t(2)
best* among ether commentaries he sometimes approves of 
Tabari, for he appreciates Tabari's ingenuity in sifting 
traditions transmitted through Kalbi and Abu Salih from Ibn 
^Abbas, most of which in his opinion were spurious* He 
warns his readsro not to go through the commentaries left b
liuqatil and Kalbi or by his predecessors, Baqi b. Kuhammad

- <3> _ . - 'al-Sndulusi, Abd al-H&hman b.Ibrahim al-shaml and Abd
(4)

al-Hamid al-Knahshl etc* Towards the commentary of
he seems to have had no such regard. for exam

1* Abu Ya'qub Ishaq b#Ibrahim al-Tamlml, a tablc£ c.238/ 
853. For his biography see Ta’rlkh B*vol*VI.o4.S.
Wafayat 1.364

3. Al-!iur. p.131.
3. Ut is probably B aq l b* Hukhillart
4. Al-tfur. p.131
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,In explaining the word abasia in the verse '— O -* f1 y*

«-w *

zamakhsharl says , among other things, the word may also W(2)the moon when it enters Into eollpse and becomes dark*
<: amakhaharl bases his interpretation on a tradition that one 
the Prophet seised fAl aha&a hand and said. ^ ^

W  —
which (acoordlng to Zamakhsharl }means, "seek 

protection of 3od CO.cAi aha) from the evil of this moon, 
because It Is al-ghaalo when It falls into eclipse." Zbn 
T lmiya who accepts the authenticity of this truditlon, dost 
not agree with Zamakhaharl1s Interpretation. The different 
between their opinions Is as fellows*

Ibn Taimiya Interprets the word ghaeio in the meaning < 
noon and maoub in the meaning of spreading its light over tl 
world, because the Prophet, in his opinion, asked ‘/J.j»h*. tt 
seek protection of Sod from the evil of the moon when it

W /
spread its light and not when it was In eclipse, whereas
zamakhsharl takes abasia as the moon and wsoub as entering(d)
into eclipse*

Neither Ibn Taimiya nor Zamakhsharl gives any direct 
evidence for their assertions in support of their inter*

1* Sura elll, 3
2. Kashshaf II 1644
3. M R  K.II.1B1
4. Kashshaf II, 1644.
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pretation of this particular tradition. Both of them draw
their conclusion* from their individual explanation.

On occasions, however, he also criticise* Tabari's com*
mentary. Thus in accordance with a saying of Ibn ‘abbas(1) _ (2)Tabari explains the word nur in the light vers* as

(j, cJ- "guide of the inhabitants of the
Heavens and Barth", but Ibn Taimiya reJseta this interpretat
on two grounds.

(a) This tradition is da‘if. weak and not accepted by 
the early Uuslias.
(b) Had it meant guide, there would be no necessity for 
the word^Hadi referring to God to be repeated in the
Qur’an.
Ibn Taimiya further rejects the views of the ‘arifun. 

saints who held that nur here means the light of the heart 
of the Sadlaun. those who attained to sainthood after fulfil
ing the orders of the Sharica. for in his opinion whatever h
been handed down by the saints in this connection is nothing 
but empty homiletic expressions. Abu ‘Abd al.Rahman al- 
sulaai often related such reports some of which are fair and

1. xvlil, 105, 1.8.
8. 3ura xxiv, 35 
3. al-tfur. p.Ill



some false.
The opinion of Ibn Taimiya in this connection le that 

It is not obligatory to give an Interpretation of the word 
nur in the verse referred to above, because the general bod 
of the Uusllas, the Scholastics, the Jurists and the sufls 
did not offer any explanation of the word. Abu 3a'id b. 
Kullab, a forerunner of the Agh'arltes held this view and
opposed the attempt of the Jahmltes to interpret it. Abu<2)
aak<-b. Furak, he adds, related this In his book of the

- (3)Maqalat of Ibn Kullab and Ash'ari.
Tlrmldhl and Ibn Uaja report that al-mir Is one of the

. t 1 . . •;#
beautiful names (asma’ul husna) of God, but this too he 
considers a mistake. The above narrative of Tlrmldhl and
Ibn Uaja Is not derived from the Prophet himself, but froa

(4)some of his followers and cannot be relied upon. Again 
ai-nur must not be taken Ss opposed to al-xulaa. darkness,

(<
as God is mu nasiah. fee: from being called by an antonym.

1* al.N'ur p. 112
2. Aba 3akr Muhammad b« Hasan, d.416/1025. See Wafayat, II, 

279. He was a prominent Uu'tazilite. See also 
Brockelmann, suppl* p.277

3. al-Nur. p.114
4. al-’Jur. p. 114
5. Ibid. p.118
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It is, however, remarkable that Ibn Taimiya does not refer 
Ghasall's view that it Is quite possible to give a symbolic 
Interpretation of the word nur here. "The real light" say
Ghazall, "is Allah; and the name 'light', is otherwise only(1)predicated metaphorically and conveys no real meaning."

In commenting on numerous other passages, Ibn Taimiya 
combats several popular or accepted views, and puts forward 
his own Interpretation. Some typical examples may be quot 
here.

(1) He does not accept the view of those who profess th(2)
Muslims are originally Just. in his opinion the ehlldr
of Adam are all originally unjust and Ignorant, as It is

_  (3) ,stated In the qur’an The mere utterance(4)
of the Shahadatain does not turn men from injustice and

{•)ignorance* (6)
(2) The meaning of aaaae in 

1# Gair»dnere p#46 - 52
2# Ibn Taimiya does not mention ag&inet whom it ie directed 

Uoet probably they are the Murji’ites.
3# Sura xxxiiif 72 
4 # ^  and
5e Ikhlage Pt64
6. Sura xii9 3•
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Here Ibn Taimiya does not object to the view of the 
grammarian Zajjaj who says that oasas here stands as 
masdar* infinitive* In his opinion it is a noun with th 
meaning of khabar* naba' or haditju He points out that 
some unlettered men have wrongly taken the word as pleura 
qlf^a whereas in that case it ought to have been aisay 
and not a as ay. Certain commentators have foolishly 
mentioned this wrong version in their books and have 
endeavoured to justify it in various waysf but without 
avail* Ibn Taimiya cannot allow that the QurJan consist!
of aiasa* fables* He, therefore, explains that .

(1)
does not mean that the chapter of Yusuf is the best of 
the stories in the Qur’an, rather it is the best of all 
ikhbar (Information) that has not been mentioned 
therein, for Joseph’s story cannot be compared to the
stories of Moses, Noah, Abraham, etc* who were far superio(2)
to Joseph in excellence*
(3) The Beautiful names are not restricted to ninety nin 
alone as is generally understood by the Muslims* The 
number ninety nine indicates an unlimited number. The 
Prophet never confined them to that number*

1* Sura xii 
2* Jawab*pp15-19 
3* al-Nur, p.116
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(1)(4) The Qur'an sayg in several places that the Heaven 

and the earth and whatever Is between them were created ii 
six days. Tradition says that Adam was created last of 
all on Friday which indicates that the creation began on 
Sunday. But on account of a wrong report from Imam
Muslim it is generally believed that the earth was ereatei(2)on Saturday. (3)
(5) Some people are of the opinion that in the verse

• A  \mean the sin committed by Adam and the words Vr U mea
the sin that will be committed by the followers of the 
prophet* Bat this explanation cannot stand for the 
following reasons.

(i) According to the mufassirun and the muhaddithun 
this verse was revealed at the time of the truce of

HUdaibiya but the sin of Adamf as is known, was forgiven 
long long before this incident

(ii) Adam himself was a Prophet and those who believ 
in the impeccability t^isma) of the prophets, do not

1* Sura xxv, 60? xxxii, 3, 1*37
2. Ikhlas. p.16 sq. Waailaw p«81.

U ?, V (Bughya) p*48 sqq.
3# Sura xlviiiw 2
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distinguish in this matter between M a m  and Muhammad.
4

(iii) The Qur'an declares in several places that no on(1)will be held responsible for the sin of another; how
then can the sins of Adam or of the followers of
Muha mad be forgiven to Muhammad?
(iv) It is stated in a genuine tradition that when the 
verse was revealed the companions asked the Prophet, 
"This is for you, but what is for us?w Consequently 
the following verse was revealed. "That He may bring
the believing men and the believing women into gardens(2)
beneath whose trees the rivers flow."
(v) It is certain that there is no evidence that God
has forgiven the- sins of all followers of Muhammad.
How absurd it is to argue that the words U

(3)
mean that their sins have been atoned for.

The foregoing arguments of Ibn Taimiya clearly show 
that he is against the accepted doctrine of the sinlessness

1. Sura vi, 164; xvii, 16; xxxv, 19; xxix, 9; 
1111, 39.

2. Sura xlviii, 5
3. Karima, p.100 sqq.
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(1)(lsraa) of the Prophets and hie argument Mo IV indicates 

that he is also against the creed of the Muslim community
that Prophet Muhammad was impeccable.(«) ; ^
(€) That the verse Y> a s>\ was abrogate*(3) —  - ✓ < -
by the verse -sl-SA' c_s, is a false conception.
Similarly those who Interpret the words £yt in the
above verse as referring to seeial intercourse are wrong.
vvhat is exactly meant by the verse is that no mu’min
(believing man), can marry a woman guilty of fornication
and no believing woman can marry a men guilty of the same'
If they do so| he or she will be guilty of fornication,
because it is the niya. intention that counts and not the
fici, action. -hen he or she does not disapprove the
forbidden action of his or her consort, it is as if they
are both guilty of it, and both will be responsible for 1'
in support of this Zbn Taimiya quotes two traditions from
certain companions whose names he does not mention here.

1. Abu Hanifa says in his Fiqh Akbar I; ^ ^  ,

^ p.22. See also 
al>Fisel, IV, 2 - 25, Taftatanl. p.136 and Ali-sl-^nri
p.25 sqq. This dojsna seems to be a later development in
the Muslim community with differences of opinion as to
the precise extent of the idea. See wenslnek. Creed. 
217 - 218

2. sura xxiv. 3 
3* Sura iv. 28
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(a.) V a X > - » <̂ y<s-̂  Qjf- <— . U-
One who is absent when a sin is committed, but condonei
it, is as one who witnesses it or does it*
(b) a man is judged by the company(1)he keeps*

(7) The Seven Ahruf and the canonical reacirurs. In hii
- . <2) risala Unsila al-Quir’an ala Sabcat ahruf, Ibn Taimiya

points out that the seven canonical readings of the Qur'iu
are not identical with the seven ahruf in which the ^ur^ai
is said to have been revealed according to the- aaying~of

*

the saying of the Prophet *-r,‘
The first to collect the seven readings was Abu Bakr 

b.MaJahld who flourished during the first part of the 3rd 
century A.H. at Baghdad. The motive that actuated him K 
do this was to collect the popular readings of the five 
cities, namely Ueeca, Medina, Syria and the two parts of 
Mesopotamia, where knowledge of the iiur3an and tradition 
developed, and he made these equal to the number of the 
seven ahruf mentioned above in the tradition. Neither I 
Mujahid nor anybody else ever considered them to be ident 
cal with the seven ahruf. On the other hand, these seve 
readings are not the only readings. For example, one ma

1. For both the traditions see al-Mur. p.28
2. Printed in Shams Rasai.1 Nadira, Cairo undated
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prefer the reading of Yafcqub al-Khadrami who was not one
the seven qurra, to the reading of Hamsah whA was one of(1) " *
them.

Ibu Taimiya however does not furnish us with the se\ 
exact readings of the Qur^an. He simply gives us a few 
instances of the variant readings saying that they are 11

^ v . v
etc. which do not contradict one 

another in meaning. Sometimes, he adds* one reading do« 
not convey the meaning of the other, but in that case bo1 
the readings can be conveniently fitted there_JLn, such 
as provided that a verse of rahma
(mercy) be not replaced by a verse of gadhab,punishment»

Scientific and Biological Interpretations

In interpreting the verse 
maintains that any sort of creation needs the cooperation 
two principles. The fire that is generated by the fricti 
of two flints is the resultant of the two acting together, 
in other words, the Joint*product of the two. One who cc 
jectures, for instance, that the air that exists between t

1. Ibid.p.44 sq.
2. Ibid. p.44. sq.
3. Sura, cxii, 3
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two flints turns into firs owing to its heat without any 
madda. matter coming out from them, is wrong* Fire cannot 
be produced unless there be some matter issuing from the tw 
flints by friction* Besides, friction itself cannot produ 
fire. It is the tinder placed under the flints that catch 
fire and whatever issues as the result of the friction must 
a heavy substance which goes down and creates fire in the t 
der. Had it been the air that brings fire it would natura 
go upwards and not downwards. Similarly trees do not orig 
inally possess any fruit in them. The fruit is the result
of the association of two matters one from within and the(1)
other from outside, i.e. from another tree.

Further the whole animal kingdom may be classified int 
two broad divisions (i) animals produced through
couples and (ii) animals produced from water, m(2)
fruits, vinegar etc.

Moreover not only the creation of agyan but also the
creation of afrad, accidents and sifat, qualities depend
on the association of two principles, corresponding to mail 

(3)
and female.

1. Ikhlas. p.24
2. Ibid. p.21
3. Ibid. p.40. 1.17
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The Mutaahabihat and the pseudo-principles of the Jatenitee.
In regard to the mutashablhat. equivocal verses of the ^urJ
Ibn Taimiya is of opinion that it is allowed to call certai
verses mutashablhat only when they appear to contradict oth
verses of clear meaning but not when they contradict expres
ns coined by any group of persons* The Jahmites, the
Qadarites, the philosophers, the esoteries and all those
who followed them| invented certain words and expressions)
both affirmative and negative, as infallible principles whi«
they held9 must be believed and on which they constructed
their systems* With the help of these pseudo-principles
they interpreted the CJur'an and the Sunna as far as they co\
leaving out the interpretation of the texts that seemed to

(1)them ambiguous*
According to a report handed down through the pious 

ancestors and the companions) some are of opinion that there
* X- ,v (2)is full stop ( c after the words whiC ~ ' r

means that nobody except God knows the interpretations of th
mutashablhat verses* Even the Prophet and Gabriel were

(3)
ignorant of it* Among the later Scholastics Abu^ 1 U sl all

1* I£felas, p.63 sq. 2. Sura 111,5.
3• Ikhlas, p •98
4. d.478/1085, teacher of al-Ghas"ali. See Ibn al-Athir 

X,95, Brockelmann, 1,388*



.  C l )  ■In his later years and Ibn cAqil in many of his booksy dl
not attempt to Interpret the autashablhat though two other
theologians* namely Abu Uuhaomad b.Kullab and Abu’l Hasan
b.Zaghuni argued for the^Uluw of God and called it an Intel   (2)
actual attribute

Despite his acknowledgement of the mutashabihat Ibn 
Tainiya emphasises that there is nothing in the <*urJan that 
goes against reason and perception The
difficulty that arises in explaining these mutashabihat is 
relative one. The wurJan is 'cure for the
hearts' and it oanot be contrary to reason although in sot 
specific points the mysteries of prophecy ( )
remain hidden from human reason and thereby people fall in' 
doubts and misgivings out of which came polytheism and oth 
dissensions.

aoral and Sthloal value of the <aurJap. Finally it 
should be observed that unlike Baidawi (d.691/1291) who 
always quotes some tradition, genuine or apocryphal, at th 
end of each chapter, ibn Talmlya tries to find out some mo 
and ethical value in the chapters of the Qur-’an

1. d 513/1119 A mu'tasilite of Baghdad
2. Ikhlas. p.100
3. Ibid. p.64
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In surat al-mu6awwidhatain God teaches men how to invo 

His assistance for removing the external and internal evils 
that beset them. Surat al-Falaq directs them how to hells 
in rabb al-Fiiaq. the Lord of the dawn, who brings out the 
bright morning from the dark night and9 consequently, is 
powerful to protect them from all external evils that overt 
them like the darkness* Surat al-nas teaches them that Go 
is — y  the Lord of all men, King of a
men and ^ <̂ Y the God of all men who alone can rescu%

them from all evils arisi from themselves through the evi
suggestions of the devils.

Surat al-»Kawthar he considers to be a prophecy of thi 
destruction of the enemies (the heathen Arabs) of the Propl 
Amongst the enemies of the Prophet he includes those Muslin 
who dislike any of the rites of the Prophet or abandon then 
for the sake of pleasing their leaders, Shaikhs, etc. The
Muslims who prefer musical instruments to the recitation ot(2)
the Qur'an are also among the enemies of the Prophet. Tl 
ftura, he adds, suggests that"ibadat, worship, is of two kii
(a) Relating to the body (badani) and (b relating to prop* 
{mail) The former is prayer (salat) and the latter nusuk

1. M R K, II, 182 sq.
2. al-Kawthar p#26 sq.

1)
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sacrifice of anlaals in the name of God* These two 5ibada

. (1) are the best of all means of approaching God.
Like other mufasslrun, Ibn Talmiya considers the Surat

al-ikhlas as one third of the whole ^ur an in merit. On t]
topic be left a book
JFtf o' 1 b-’C' ^ -r-V -7*Vk"’

(2)
consisting of 206 pages. Here 1

quotes the opinion of *adi 'Iyad.al-Uasarl (cAbd allah) and
(3)

others who held this view. That a reading of this Juru ii
equal to the reading of one third of the Qur'an is testified

(4)
by traditions narrated both by Jukharl and Muslim, and the 
is because, he maintains, the ^ur’an has bean divided by Go<! 
into three divisions. (i) Ahkani. injunctions, (ii; _l^a^
ya’1 wa id. promises and threats, (iii) ; 1-asma wa’
names and attributes. This sura contains the third. In

Corvru 7  ̂—this paint Ibn Talmiya disapproves of Ghazall1 s view that tl 
^ur^an may bs divided into six partsf three of which are

1* Ibid* p. 34 sq. 
So C&iro 1325.A.H. 
r. Jawab p.121.
4. Ibide p.3
5. Ibid. p.9
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auhlama, Important and the rest tavdi  ̂ complementary,
surat al-ifchlas belonging to the firat group. Ibn Talmiya
gives two reasons for his own view. 1. Ghasall* s opinion
contradicts the authentic tradition narrated by Jukharl and
Muslim. 2.”. The qurJan is Kalin. speeeh which may reaso
ably be divided into three cleases, namely about (i) the

U )
creator, (ii) the created and (iii) creation.

In addition to ths examples of Ibn Talmiya's method of 
interpretation discussed under the foregoing heads, it shou 
be noted that many of his views on points of law, phllosoph 
etc, and of his refutation of wh.it ho holds to bo heretical 
views are baaed upon his exegesis of the relevant passages 
the ..ur’an. These will be discussed in the appropriate 
chapters.

1. Jawab. p.120



CHAPTER II 
HADITH

o — >  ^ ,fEvery trad j
tion that is not known to Ibn Talmiya is no tradition”, wag

-(1) ^ 
remark made by Dhahabi in regard to Ibn Taimiya's vast
knowledge of tradition. In fact all his books and pamphli
are full of had!tbs , and it would be no exaggeration to saj
that if all his writings were sifted and classified, the
traditions he quotes would form the major part of them.

In view of this it seems strange that, except for a f<
rasa *il« Ibn Taimiya has left no book on or about traditioi
His grandfather *Abd al*>Salam Ibn Taimiya made a collectioi
named al-Muntaqa min Akhbar al-Mustafa in which he selec'
traditions from Bukharl, Muslim, TirmidhI, Ibn Maja and th<
Musnad of Ahmad b.Hanbal. Our author, however, may have
thought it unnecessary to make any separate collection sini
all oral traditions had already been committed to writing.
He, therefore, engaged in criticsm of the narrators and tb
narrations, and utilised the traditions which he regarded
authentic for the purpose of enjoining religious observance

1. Fawat, I, 38. 1.23. Shadharat, vi, 82, 1.19
2. Rahmaniya Press, Delhi, 1237 A.H.

It contains 336 pages.
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The following short traatlses written by him deal with 

hadith or the eolenoe of its interpretation.
1. Arba'una Hadlthan. pp 30.

Published by Uuhlbb al-Oin al-Khatlb. Cairo, 1341 a .H.
2. Al-Kalim al-Taiyib pp.39, Cairo, 1343 A.U.

‘ '{ » , ' • , ' , « 4. '

3* Hisala fi 1-Kalam 4Ala al-qusaas
14njraucat Rasa’ll ; 1-Kubra, 11, 330 - 344

4. His a la fi’l Kalaa ‘ala al-.'itra, U R K 11, 317 - 334
5. Raf cal oalara ‘‘an al- a’imma al-Aclam

(1)Ua jmu cat Ras" ’il pp 65 - 83
in addition to the above treatises he left a few other 

small pamphlets devoted to the interpretation of the l rophe 
saylngsi- (a) (b)

p ~ £ J’ etc. which do not concern u
%

here i because they deal either with the exegesis of the *urt

or with Theology, religious custom, etc. Further his rlsa 
Khllaf al-lfinma fi’ 1-ibadat, (Cairo, 1347, . P  6 - 30) con
tributes something to his treatment of hadith.

Jhalkha and Teachers of Ibn Taimiya. Before entering 
a discussion of Ibn Taimiya's treatises on tradition and hi

1. This is separate from the ya.1muco mentioned in tlo, 3. 
It has been edited by Sayyid lluhammad Badr al-Din, 
Cairo, 1323, A.H.

(̂c)
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treatment of the traditionists, eome mention Bhould be made 
of the teachers with whom he studied hadith and from whom h 
narrated.

According to al-Kutubi he studied hadith under more th
two hundred Shaikhs, but al-Kutubi mentions only sixteen of

- (1) r _ _ (8) them in his Fawat. Al- Asqalani mentions five ; nd Ibn
_al- Imad six. From Ibn Taimiya*s own statement in his

- . (4)Arbacuna Hadlthan, however, it appears that his shaikhs we
more than forty in number, though far less than the exagger
number of al-Kutubi.

The following list contains the names of all the shulk
mentioned in the Arb&' un.

(Names arranged according to the serial number of
tradition* Dates of hearing the tradition as suppll
by himself have been noted after eaoh serial number.)

1. C67 A.H* Zain nl-Din Abu’l ‘Abbas Ahmad b.‘Abd al-Da'lm.(5)
b. 575, d. GG8.

1* Fawat 1, 35
2. Durar I, 144
3. Shadharat VI, 80
4. See the ssajad of the Arbacun mentioned above
5. Fawat, I, 46. s.v. Ibn cAbd al-Da’im al-2*acdiai
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2• 697 A.H. Kaaal al-Din Abu lJaar*Abd al -‘Asia b.°Ab<3

al Nua^ln b. t l-iOjldr b. ^ l b l  b.c.ibd al-Harlj& 
b.589. d.672

3 . " Taqi al- nin Abu Muhianaad laua‘ 11 b. Ibrahim
’ - (2) b. Abi'l-Yttar al->Taoulchl. b. 589- d.672.

4. " Saif al-Dln «bu Dak&rlya Yuhya b.'Abd al-
Hahnan b.HaJm b. cAbd al-Wahhab al-Htnball,

(3)
b.592.d.072.

5. " Abu yuhaonad Abu Baler b.Uuhassaad b.Abi Baku b.
’ _ r - (4)Abd Pl-aaal al-Haravi, b.594,(1.679.

6. 669 Sain al Bln Abu-1 6Abbaa al U u ’w u l  b.uuhaonad
b.' ji b.MUhftanad b.cAli b. Mansur b. al-Uu’aaB

_ - (5)al Halla1 b.602, d.677
7. " Ha^hid al Bln AbucAbdallah Uuhaan ad b.Abl Haler

ĵ uharaaad b.t&ihaomad b.Bul- loan al - amlrl.
' (6)<3.682

1. Hhadbarat V, 338
2. Ibld,_V, 338, Fownt, I, 12 aq. II# 1# known a# •Uuoaid 

al ijfeaa."
3. Shadharat V,340
4. Arbacun p.10 L
5. Shadharat V, 360
6. Ibid. V.381. i



8# 668 A.H. Kamal al Din Abu Zakarlya Yahya b. Abl Uansur
b.Abl 1 Path b. laflf b.cAll al Harranl b. al-

U )jairi.fi. d.678.
9. " Jamal al-Din Abu’l Pa raj cAbd al-Rnhman b.bul&l

b.Sa^id b.Saulalman al Baghdadi b.586, d.G7C
10. 675 Jharaf al-Din Abu cAbd allah iluhammnd b. Abd

al uun<lm b.cUnar b.'"Abd allah b.Ghadir b. al-
(3)qawwas al Ta' i b.612, d.C8S.

u .  ■ (.) m  rnw - *
b.Ya lsh al-Jaiari, d.675

(b) Salnab bint Ahmad (see No.4C)
13, " , a Inal Din Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b. Ahmad b. Abl 1*

Paraj b. Abl Tahir b.uuhaonad b.Nasr known as
- • _ . - (5)Ibn al-sadid al-Ansari al-Hanafi, d.677

13. 674 Kamal al Din Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b.Ahmad b. lean
- - - (6) 

b.Faria nl-Tamiml al 3a‘di b.586( d.676

1. Shadharat V.373
3. Ibid. V. 333
3. Ibid. V. 380
4. Arba‘un p.14
5. Uanhal Mo 7
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14* 675 A*H' Zain al-Din Abu’l 4Abbas Ahmad b* AblJ 1-Khair

3alama b•Ibrahim b. Salama o# al-Haddad al-(1)Dlmiahqi b.609, d.678
15* 677 (&) Amin al Dln^hu Muhammad al ^asim b. Ahi Dak

b*Qa«im b.Ghanima al-Irbili, b.595, d.680
(b) Abu Baler b/Umar al-Mizzi al Hanafi

(3)
b* 593f d•680•

16* 667 Shams al Din Abu Muhammad Abd allah b« Muhammad
b.^Mta b# Hasan al-Hanafi (a pupil of Ibn Tabai

(4)
zad) b# 595} d*673*

17. * Qadi al- iudat Shams al-Din Abu Muhammad cAbd
al Rahman b Abl cUmar Muhammad b Ahmad b.
Muhammad b, Qudama al-Maqdisi, al Hanball

(5)
b# 597} d*682

18. » Majd al-Din Abu "Abdullah Muhammad b.lama011
h.°uthinan b. al-14uzaffar b. Hibat allah b. rAaa _ (6) 
al Dlmiahqi b.587, d»669

1. Shadharat V, 360
2. Ibid. V. 367
3. Ibid V, 370
4. Ibid V, 340
5. Manhal 1386, Brockelmann Z, 399 

Shadharat V, 373
6. Ibid. V, 331
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19. 680 A.H. Shams al~Din Abul Ghana* im al Muslim b.Muhamma

C - 3 <1Jb. Muslim b• Allan al Qaisi, b, 594, d.680
20* 676 cImad al- Din Abu Muhammad cAbd al -Rahim b Abi’l

Sighar b* al-Saiyid b. Sa^igh al Ansari(2)
d. 689

21. 680 Abu Ishaq Ibrahim b Isma'il b.Ibrahim b« Yahya
be ‘Alawi b. Al-Husain al Daraji al ^uraqhi

(3) '
b*599, d.681

22. Najib al Din Abu'l Murhaf al-Miqdad b. Abil
Q&sim Hibatallah b. al Miqdad b. Abi al-Qaisi

(4)b.600, d.681
23* 682 Abu cAbdallah Muhammad b. ‘Amir b. Abi Baler

(5)
al Ghasuli d•684 

24# 681 Fakhr al Din Abul Hasan cAli b.Ahmad b. cAbd al-
Wahid b« Ahmad b.‘Abd al-Rahman b. Isma'il
b. Mansur b. al-Bukhari al Maqdisi,(6)
b. 596. d.690 

t

1. Shadharat Vf 368
2. Arbacun P
3. Shadharat, V, 383

.

4. Ibid. V. 383 (Date of hearing not given)
5. Arba4un p.34.
6# Shadharat V, 414
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25. 684 A.H. Abu’1 cAbbag Ahmad b. Shaiban b. Taghlib b.

U )
Haidara al-SbaikAni b.599, d.685

26* 681 Abu Yahya Isma cil b. Abi fAbd allah b• Hammad
_ -(2)b.^Abd al-Karim a l cAsqalani

27 * 680 Kamal al-Din Abu Muhammad *Abd al-Rahim b. £Abd
al-Malik b.Yusuf b. Qudama al-Maqdisi (student

(3)
Ibn TabarzadI d.680

28. 668 Zain al-Din Abu Bakr Muhammad b Abi Tahir Isma
* •

b*Abd allah b.^Abd al-Muhlsin al.Anmati
(4) ^

b. 609, d. 684
29. 681 Shams al-Din Abul Faraj *Abd al-Rahman b. Ahmac

b.*Abd al-Malik b. Uthman b.cAbd allah b. Sacd(5)
al M4Q^isi b• 606, d.689

30 . 680 N&jm al-Din Abul cIzz Yusuf b. tfaqub b. Muhammf
^  ] 

b. Ali al-Mujawir al-Shaibani b.601, d.690 *
31. 668 Jamal al-Din Abu Hamid Muhammad b. "Ali b. Mahmi

b Ahmad _ _ ./"b.’rAli b. al-Sabuni (Shaikh of Darhi-Hadith al-
(7) r *

Nuriya) b. 604, d.680

1. Shadharat V, 390
2. Srbifuja p.26. Durar I, 144
3. Shadharat V, 366
4. 5rba°un p.27
5. Shadharat V, 408
6. ISid V, 417
7. Ibid, V, 369
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32. 680 A.H. al Jamal Ahmad b. Abi Bakr b. Sulaiman b. al-

(1)Hamawi d . 687
33. 684 (a) Shams al-Din Abu Ghalib al-Muzaffar b.^At

_ - ' (2)al Samad b. Khalil al-Ansari d.688
* —  •

(b) Abu Muhammad fAbd al Rahman b. Ahmad b.^Ab
. ;  - o )al Faqusi d.682

34. 682 Muhyi al-Din Abu Hafs ffUmar b. Muhammad b.
*Abdallah b. Muhammad b. Abi ^Asrun al. Tamlmi

. -c- ‘ (4)al Shafi i b.599t d. 682
35. 679 Nafis al-Din Abul Qasim Hibat allah b. Muham

-  -  -  c - ‘ (b Ali b. Jarir al Harithi al-Shafi i d.680
36. 681 Shams al-Din Abu ‘Abd allah Muhammad b. al-Kam

rAbd al-Rahim al Hanbali (Son of Kamal al-Din(6)
No. 27 ) b. 607, d.688

37. M Sitt al'Arab bint yahya b. Qaimaz b.cAbd aliiC
(7)

al Tajiya al Kindiya b. 599, d. 684

1. Shadharat V, 400
2. Arba‘un p 31
3. Ibid
4. Shadharat ?, 379
5. Arbacun p.33
6. Shadharat V, 405
7. Ibid, V, 385
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38. 681 A.H. Umaal- 'Arab Fatima bint Abi l  Qaslm All b. Abl

Muhammad al-^asim b. 598. d. 683. she was a
'    (1)

pupil of Ibn Tabarsad.
39. . Umm Ahmad Zalnab bint Hakki b. 'All b. Kamil

- (2)al-Harrani b.698, d.688.
% 9

40. 684 Umm Huhaamad Zalnab bint Ahmad b.'Umar b. Kami
t*>al-Maqdisiya b. 601, d.687.

The names given by al-Asqalani are Nos.1.15.17,19 and
(5)24 of the preceding list and those given by Ibn al-Imad

-  $6)
Nos.1,3,8,15,17 and 18. Al-Kutubi gives Nos.1,2,3,5,8,10,
16,17,18,19,22,84,25,27 and 39.

The above statement shows that Ibn Taimiya began to
hear traditions at the early age of five, for he was born i;
662 A.H. and the date whieh he gives for the earliest tradi
tiona quoted in the Arbaun is 067 A.H. It would appear ale
that the materials of the Arbacun were already colleetec in
684 when he was twenty three. We are told further that

_ at a meeting
these forty traditions were read by al-Dhahabi -^b^Ibn Taimi;

1. Shadharat,V,383
2. Ibid.V,404.
3. Arbacun,p.36.
4. Durar,1,144
5. Shadharat,V,373
6. Fawat,I,35.
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_ll)at which Ar in al-Din alwani al-Itanafi (d.735 A.H.), the 

transmitter of tha Arbacun was personally present on the 17 
of JUaada 11, 721 A.H* (i.e. 5 years before Ibn Taimlya&s 
final Imprisonment in the citadel of Damascus and 7 years 
before his death there, M r  he was imprisoned for the last 
time in 726 and died in 728)-

It is noteworthy that among the teachers whom Ibn
(3)

Taimiya mentions in the Arbacun were four women.
Of all the above mentioned teachers it is difficult to

pick out anyone to whose influence can be ascribed the
extraordinary spirit exhibited by Ibn Talmiya for the re^oi*
structlon of religious and social customs. It is true tha'
amongst them are four Dhaikhs namely (1) Ahmad b^Abd &1-Da:
(ii) Ismacil al Tanukhi, (lii) Ibn godama al-Maqdlei and

- 7 T  (4)(lv) Pakhr al-Din All b. -head, who were renowned for
their learning and writings, but it can hardly be eaid that
Ibn Taimiya was influenced by them. Had they shown aqy of

v T

the same unusual and reformative spirit, we should have 
expected to find some reference to the fact in the blograph 
materials relating to them.

1.‘Asqalani Durer, III, 293, Ho.783
2. Arba'un p.3 (Introduction)
3. I.e. Hoe. 37 j 38, 33 and 40.
4. i.e. Nos. 1, 3, 17 and 24in the above list.
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It is evident from his own works that he was most 

strongly influenced, though even that only partially, by tt
works of the Imam Ahmad b.Hanbal whose Musnad he is said tG(1)have studied several times in his younger days, and in(2)
defence of which he fought to the last. It is most probat 
his ultra-Hanbalism and the degradation of the Muslim world 
caused by superstitious beliefs and other infiltrations th* 
were responsible to a great extent for the direction which 
his teachings were to take.

Subjects and summary of Ibn Taimiya's risalas on trad
ition.

His first treatise namely Arbau una Hadlthan is his oa
book on hadith in which he gives us the full chain of
narrators though it was not necessary for him to do so, si:
these traditions are to be found in the older books of tra
tion. He did so, as it appears, only to acquire the stan
of a Muhaddith, that is to say, of one who collected tradi
tions from various authorities as a tallb_al- Ilm. This

*

was a not infrequent practice among the later muhaddithun 
Nawawi, for example, did the same.

The compilers of Arbacunat« as is wellknown, frequent 
made their collections of traditions on a specific subject

1. Fawat, I, 35
2. See below p. 63 sqq*



and those collected by Ibn Taimiya relate mostly to wacd
«r (8)promises, w a H d  threats, and encoura ament to seek *cno»

ledge. They also include, however, the tradition of
y q l n  al khnehaba. the miraculous lament ofths timber upon
which the Prophet used to lean while delivering the rYiday

(4)
sermon, before' the erection of a mlnbar. pulpit .

The second treatise, al-k*lia al-Talvlb in 9e pages
containing 64 chapters, is a record of formulas uttered by
the Prophet on different occasions, such as at the time of
eating, drinking (water), going to bed, looking at the new
moon and so on.

Hi a third risiU fll-kalam c . tla al-yuqyaa consisting o:
nine pages only is a collection of his opinions about 43
narrations from the prophet handed down through the gusaas.

(5) _ ' 7
story tellers. Ibn Taimiya'a view of these traditions is
that they are either false, defective in lsnafl or the sayin

1. Arbacun p.15, 31, 33
3. Ibid, p.11, 14, IB
3. Ibid. p.23
4. Ibid. p.30
5. Some humorous stories of the Qussas are related by 

Guillaume In The Traditions of Islam p.83 
annotation.



44 (1)of ordinary people* In one passage he accuses the 
imam al-Tirmidhi of having narrated a tradition from these 
Qussas in his Jami . This is a saying #re attributed to 1 
prophet hI am the city of knowledge '*
^Ali is its gate.” He regards it as a spurious tradition 
though only the learned people know this. In another pasi 
he does not contradict the report of the wussas who said tl 
the girls of the Ban! al-Najjar played music with the duff 
(tambourine,) to the Prophet when he reached Medina for the 
first time after leaving Mecca. He simply says that the 
playing of the tambourine by women was customary at marria, 
during the days of the Prophet.

(4)Hi8 fourth risala fil kalam ala al-fitra contains 
hi* views on the tradition: "Svery chil
is born‘os' fritra." The contention is on the meaning of t

1. M R K, II, 337, 1.18. The significance of this critic 
will be seen in dealing with Ibn Taimiya's defence of 
Ahmad, b. Hanbal's Musnad.

2. Ibid, II, 338
3. See Salvador Daniel, The Music and Musical Instruments 

of the Arabs, p.821 sq.
4. This risala was collected by Shaikh Muhammad b.Muhammat 

al.Haribali 'who wrote on the pestilence of 775/1373, 
Brockelmann, II, 76) in which Ibn Taimiya's views on tl 
tradition are related.
See M R K II, 317 - 334. cf. Ibn Qutaiba, Mufchtalaf
al-Hadith. p.1590 —
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word fltra# Abu Huraira Ibn Shihab, Majahid, ^atada and
according to one report, even Ibn * Abbas/Ikrima and Imam% * * *

Ahmad wers of opinion that fitra hero means din al-Islam.
But in Ibn Taimiya's view it means the knowledge of the(1)
existence of one creator. We find the same view expresi(2)
by him in a work preserved in manuscript in Berlin.

His fifth risala Raf cal malam. Though this risala 
is an apology for the early leaders and it contributes to 1 
method of ljtihad. it supplies us definitely with the prin
ciples which he adopted in investigating hadith and its 
sciences.

IBM TAIMIYA'3 PRINCIPLES OF HADITH - CRITICISMmmmmrn

1* Indications of authenticity:
(a) The report may contain in itself some indication 
whether it is genuine or false* For example, if one 
man or two report that the imam of the city mosque has 
been publicly murdered and all the others are silent, 
it will at once be understood that the report is fals« 
Because the murder of the imim during a Friday prayer 
such an incident as must naturally be reported by ever 
one present there. Similarly if one man or two of a 
certain city inform us that there is in their country

1. M R K II, 329
2. No. 1995, fol. 54/a.
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• ain. of gold or silver to which every one goes and takes 
as mueh as ho can, wo shall naturally disbelieve thorn. On 
the othor hand, it is also impossible to imagine that all 
pooplo will agroo upon tolling a lie in such matters, bocau 
human nature does not allow one to toll a lie unless there
be some special personal interest - truth in human beings(1)being as natural as their other necessities of life._ (2)(b) The ijmar, general consent of the community authen-

(3)
ticates a tradition.
(o) Reports from early leaders in general who never told

(4)
a lie are authentic.
(d) Reports from the rightly guided Caliphs and from Zbn
4Umar, Ibn Uascud, Ubaly, Maradh, Abu’1 Darda etc. who

(5)
never concealed facts are also authentic.

in the above classifications of the indications the 
reports of the fourth group of persons overlap# those of 
the third. Probably Ibn Taimiya lays special stress 
upon the narrations of the Caliphs and a few others men
tioned there, and considers that the reports handed down

1. Khilaf al-Umma p.13 sqq.
2. Ibn Taimiya limits U m a ‘ to that of the Sahable. as 

will be shown lateron.
3. Khilaf al-Umma p.15 sq.
4. Ibid. p.16
5. Ibid> p.If sq.



from than are among the moat authentic traditions.
(2) Reasons for the rejection of traditions by the

C ( 1 )ulaaa.
By the above indications, among other things, Ibn 

Taimiya has shown his firm belief in the honesty of the 
early ‘ulama. Hence it is necessary for him to show that 
if the ‘ulama have said anything contrary to a genuine trad
ition, there must be some excuse (cudhr) for it. Such(2)
excuses may be divided into three divisions.

(a) Absence of confirmation whether a particular hadi^j 
is rightly attributed to the Prophet.
(b) Absence of confirmation whether it actually refers 
to a particular problem.
(c) Knowledge of abrogation of the order contained in 
a particular tradition.

In order to explain these excuses he suggests ten
causes (aahab) by reason of which the " ulama’rejected •

- fSl. tradition.
(i) Ignorance of a tradition. Per example ‘Umar did 
not know that a wife inherits the blood money (diyah) 
of her husband until he was informed about it in writ-

1. ay the c Ulama. he means in this passage the sahiaba.
2. Raf<al Ualam in M.R. p.53
3. Ibid pp 55 - 63
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»

ing  by on* Dahha^ b.Sufym.
(11) Weakness In the chains of guarantors* i.e* an 
irregularity in the chain or the obscurity or bad me-

i
mory of one of the guarantors.
(ill) Difference of opinion in regard to a weak tra-

#

dition. i.e. theculama' rejected a weak tradition beoaus* 
they failed to arrive at a unanimous decision.
(iv) Difference of opinion in establishing conditions 
for sifting the traditions.
(v) Forgetfulness, nlsyan. For example ‘Umar forgot 
the order relating to purification by sand or dust 
(tayammum) for a major pollution (Janaba) and gave a 
contrary decision when he was asked about it. The stor 
goes that a man once asked Umar what a musaflr should 
do about his prayers in the state of Janaba where there 
was no water for washing (ghual). "He must postpone 
his prayer until he obtains water" replied Umar. "0 
commander of the faithful, do you not remember" retorted 
‘'Ammar, "that once while in charge of the oamels we re- 
quired washing for Janaba. and I wallowed like the wal
lowing of the mule (thinking that when the rubbing of 
hands and face with dust could suffice for wflclir, ab
lution in the absence of water, why should one not rub 
the whole body with dust in order to purify it from the 
impurity of Janaba) but as for you, you did not pray.
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After we came back, we asked the Prophet about It and he 
struck the earth with his hands and rubbed his face and 
hands with it, saying, 'this alone will suffice you'." 
Hearing this‘Umar was startled and replied disapprovingly, 
"C rAmmar, fear God." "If you so wish, I shall not narrat 
it to anybody again," was the reply. * Umar suddenly re
membered the incident and rejoined, "Never mind, C cAmsnar,
I authorise you to narrate it."

Thus the Caliph ‘Umar forgot a tradition which he him
self had known and gave an opinion contrary to it, but when 
cAmaar reminded him of it, he accepted it as correct.

On another occasion "Umar committed a blunder when he 
said, addressing the people, "If anybody increases the 
dowry above the dowries of the Prophet's wives or daughteri 
I shall cancel it." At once a woman stood up and protes
ted, "Why dost thou deprive us, 0 commander of the faithful 
of the privileges given to us by God?" and recited the 
verse of the Qur‘ans "If ye be desirous to have one wife 
in the place of another, and have given one of them a
aintar make no reduction from it." Hearing this um&r(£)withdrew hie words end accepted her rebuke*

1# Sura ivf 24* 
°* M H p.60
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(vl) Difference of opinion among the culama in regard to
the meaning of strange or dubious words such as the legal

_  (1terms muzabana, muhaqala. mukhabara, mulamasa and munabadha 
Such difference of opinion may also be found in regard to 
the general meaning of a tradition* For example, both 
Bukhari and Muslim narrate that in the year of the Khandaq 
the Prophet said to his companions
"Let no one say his (rasr) prayer but in (the quarter of 
the) Bani Quraiza". This order of the Prophet was under
stood by the companions in two different ways. (a) Some 
took it to be an order not to pray at all on their way and 
actually they did/p^y when the time of prayer/0 tb) Other 
took it as an order to hasten to the place as quickly as 
possible, and they performed their prayer on the way when
the time came. But the Prophet did not disapprove the(2)
action of either group.

Bilal bought two sars of date for one out of ignorance
The Prophet ordered him to cancel the contract (baic )witho\;

(3)
scolding him for doing an action of usury. ^

An lirterensting^example^ In accordance with the versi

1. See Hidaya Kit. al-Buyu (vol.Ill )
2. M R p.64 sq.
3. Ibid p.65
4. Sura II, 183



relating to the rules of fasting, "Sat and drink until 
ye can discern a white thread from a black one", *Adi 
b. Halim and a number of companions thought that it meant 
a white and a black thread consequently ‘Adi used to take 
out two threads, one white and the other black from his 
bed and eat at night (in Ramadan) until he could distin
guish the white from the black. Hearing of this, the Pro
phet said to cAdi in a bantering tone

W^jpV*"Surely your bed must be wide. It only means 
the brightness of the day and the darkness of the night." 
But he did not blame cAdi for his mistake in breaking the 
rules of the fast. But on one occasion the Prophet was 
very naturally displeased with certain persons who advised 
a patient with a wound on his head to perform a major ab
lution, as a result of which he died.
(vii) Refusal to accept an indication (dalala) on some

dicate, but does not accept them as genuine because of som 
other principles which are stronger than the indications
themselves.
(viii) Contradictory views on indications (dalalal),

(1)

That is, one knows what the traditions in

(2)

1. M R p.65
2. Ibid p.61
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such as some holding the tradition to be general (gamm) 
and others to be particular (khass)> or some that it is

(1)absolute (mutlaq)and others that it is limited (muqayyad)
(ix) Conviction of the weakness9 abrogation or misinfcsr-(2)pretation of a tradition.
(x) Contradiction of a tradition by something that indi
cates its weaknessy abrogation or interpretation in a way 
which is rejected by others. For example! the Medinites 
with the exception of a small group preferred their long 
established custom to a genuine tradition of the Prophet:

-V-'V "Tk0 buyer and the seller have
the option of revoking the contract as long as they are
not separated. This tradition apparently suggests
"option of revoking on the spot" hut the Medinites held
that this order had been overridden by their own practice o

(3not allowing any option after the contract was completed.

1. M.R p.61 - 62
2. Ibid. p.62
3. The khiyar al-majlis is a controversial problem among

the jurists. The Hanafites are of opinion that after
after the ijab. declaration and qubul. acceptance, a
sale becomes binding and neither party has the option
of revoking except by reason of caib« defect, called
khiyar al-Alb (Hidaya III, 44 - S2) or of its not.....(cont.)



I3N TAIUIYA'S TRSATM^MT OF MINATORY TRADITIONS

According to the view of certain sections of the Jur
ists • which Ibn Taimiya attributes else to the salaf in ffei(1) -----

eral, a khabar wahid accomp nied by a menace and handed doi

having been inspected, called khiyar al-ru’ya (HicSaya III 
4 0 - 4 4 )  and they interpret the words ^
as A V  (so long they do not separate themselvi
by words)* They maintain that the word mutabaH coin can 
only be used <fc$ the buyer and the seller as long as they 
are talking over the transaction and not after they finish 
it even though they may be standing on the spot* This 
interpretation supports the practice of the Medinites* Su 
the Shaft ites say that so long as the buyer and the selle 
are on the spot they have the right of revoking the sale* 
They interpret as ^U'so long they
do not separate themselves physically.' Hld&ya 111,25*
1, Lit. olitary narrative" but technically as opposed 
to fibabar Mutawatlr. It includes mashhur* Aziz, Gharlb 
and other sub-branches* See Nukhba, with Nuzha 
p.l, Nuzha, p.8 (published by Capt.Lees). See also 
^Abdullah Taunki's edition* p.15.
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by reliable persons, must be followed in regard to the pro
hibition contained in it; but solong it is not proved to 
be qat*i , absolutely sure, it iust not be said that he
who rejects it will be liable to the menace described(1)therein.

To this Ibn Taimiya adds that a va*id cannot be re
jected for want of an absolute proof. The seven readings 
of the Quir’an, on account of their not being stamped as 
Khabar Mutawatir. have been kept out of the Qur'an, but 
inspite of that no one can deny their exixtence. In other 
words, the absence of evidence does not prove the absence ot 
a thing itself. On this ground he attacks the Mutakallimun 
for refusing to believe in theoretical matters 
on the ground that they have not been corraborated by sure 
proofs.

What he aims at by his strange arguments is that 
the minatory traditions must be accepted as genuine, but 
that those who disregard them will only theoretically be 
liable to the menace contained therein. Because if we 
actually apply the menace to one who rejects the minatory 
tradition, we must accuse some of the a^immat al-Islam who

(1) M.R.p.68.
(2) M.R.p.69.



To give example*i
(a) In on* tradition the Prophet cursed the giver* and 

the receiver* of usury and those who witnessed or 
wrote deeds of usury. In another tradition he for- 
bad* excess and delay (nosly) In business transae-

i •; tJ . ' " I -  ’ • w ' « • *  / % T  **•/■' * ^ a " %: - ? t v % *,? * v'*..J . - ' ' * • ' ‘:m

tions, calling them usury, Hut though the latter 
tradition was known to devout Muslins like 1bn‘Abba* 
(d.« B/( »7),Ta’us (d.105/723), ;,acid b. Jubalr (t.b4/
718) and 6Ikriaa (d.13/C34), they disregarded the

_ (1)tradition and sold one a a r for two making the usury
(8) •(of eseess) lawful.

(b) The Prophet cursed the preaser of wine (mu sir) and 
him who drinks It. He Is also reported to have aui<!

" Svery drink that causes Intoxication is khoar." 
cUaar toe mad* the sane statement from tit* pulpit In 
front of the 'emigrants' and the 'helpers', but in- 
spit* of that the Kufan ‘ Ulama (the Uanafltes) 
maintained that drink other than wine mad* from gra
pes was lawfult they regarded nabldh made from dates
as lawful and drank It.

i . a m-fssure of data*eta.
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Ibn Taimiya pitads for these Kufan"ulama as wall as 
for Ibn‘Abbas and others for tholr rejection of the wa‘id
traditions* saying that they had some reason or some intei(1)pretatlon which Justified their doing so.

Uncompromising nature of Ibn Taimiya's Interprets-
tlgn».

(a) Ibn Taimiya admits that the books on the exegesis of
(aur’an and on Uaghazi, etc. contain authentic traditions.

(3)
But in interpreting the Light verse' he refuses to accej
a tradition narrated by IbnrAbbas and cited by commen-

- (4) _ (5) . _ (6)
tators like Tabari, Zamakhsharl, and Razi, in
their commentaries. He does not boldly declare that Ibn
Abbas' tradition, Light means the guide of those who are

U  U  R .  P . V O
2. Waeiyat al-Kubra, li R K,I,275
3. Sura xxiv,35
4. xviii,105
5. Kashahaf,II,953
6. : Hafatih VI,394 1.23
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In the Heavens and the earth," is false nor does he take 
it as authentic. The arguments that he advances are 
that the above tradition of Ibn fAbbas is a weak one, that 
this is net the only tradition that has come down to us
from him on this tonic, and that most of the aalaf did(1) ^ 
not accept the tradition. But what the other trad
itions are and which of the salaf rejected the tradition, 
he does not tell us.
(b) In explaining allegorical traditions he deviates
from his general maxim of bilakaif interpretations

He admits that the Prophet used parables (aathal)
in relation to the Divine Attributes, such as "God's
Throne" is situated on the carah like a ring thrown in(2)a desert land." He also admits that the Prophet 
said, "When you stand for prayer, God is in front of 
yon. So do not spit in front of Him.” But in explain
ing these sayings, Ibn Taimiya says that in giving the 
parable, the aim of the prophet is to express the permiss
ibility and possibility .iawax and ifflkan of it but not 
to draw any actual comparison between the creator and the

1. al-Nur, p.112 sq.
2. 11 R K 1,459
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Cl)

created* Bec-uae the Prophet once said, "Seery one of 
you will see hie Lord privately" • "How can that be, 0 
Prophet of God, as He is one and we are ee many?" asked 
Abu Bazin (a companion). "1 will give you a parable of 
this" replied the Prophet, "by a sign of God, ho, this Is 
the SK>on, everyone of you sees it privately and it is a
sign from among the signs of God, while He Himself is(2)greater than then all."

In regard to the prohibition of spitting in enedts 
prayer Ibn Taimiya is definite that it does not nean 
that God is in front of the worshipper in a wall etc*
Here he explains that if one assume that the salaf took 
this tradition in a sense other than its literal meaning, 
he is right. He himself takes it in the sense of animal.
equivocal and condemns those who took it in the meaning

(3)
of ^ahir. literal.

Here we observe that 
(i) in spite of the explanation of the aforesaid moon

1« II R I 1,459

3. H H K 1,459 sq.
3. For the technical terms eahir. animal and Mutashabih

see Tawdih p.148 sqq.* /•



parable offered by the Prophet and (11) the permissibility 
of interpretation of the tradition regarding spitting 
that he himself gives, he does not commit himself and thus 
avoids coming to a compromising conclusion*

IBN TAIMIYA'3 CBITICI3K OF THs. TrUUlTlOMlJTS

I glMjy:i.cfltign,.gOB)ia£!dlth^
Ibn Taimiya classifies the early Muhaddithun according 

to their capacity for scrutinising the traditions as 
follows*

(i) al-Bukhari (Abu *Abdallah Muhammad b.Isma'il, 
b.l94/R09, d.257/870 ) is by far the best and most 
critical of all collectors of traditions. Al- 
Tiraidhi. (d.879/892) pays a high tribute to dukhari. 
for his investigations* In order to avoid miscon
ceptions Bukharl habltaally Includes all variations
in the chain of guarantors and in their wordings as(1)
well.
(11) After al-Bukharl comes el-Mualim, d .261^874. 
Though he committed certain mistakes in narrating

1. Vtosila p*81
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(1) - (2)the hadith al-kusuf. hadith khalq al-Ard and about

• ♦ *

Abu Sufyan’s desire to marry the Prophet*8 daughter Umm
Hablba, he is better than al-Tirmidhi , al-Daraqutni
(d.385/995), Ibn Uanda (d.395/1004), al-Hakim (d.405/

(3)
1014), etc,

(iii)Al-Tirmidhi and Ibn Maja ( .283/896$ stand in
T?)

the third grade.
t »

(iv) The fourth position is held by Abu Hatim 
b. Hibban al-Bustl, d.354/965.

(v) The fifth and last position is held by al-Hakim
(5)

(d.405/1014) Though most of his narrations are
authentic, he is the weakest of them all in the science 
of scrutinising traditions.

(1) Muslim narrates that the grophet made the prayer of
m a — (kusuf in 3 and 4 bowings (ruku s), but as a matter

of fact he made only 2 ruku^s and that also only
once in his life on the day on which his son
Ibrahim died. Wagila. p.81

2. See Chapter of Tafsir. p.20
3. Wagila p.81
4. Ibid
5. Muhammad b.^Abd allah al-Hakim al-Nisaburi 

b.321/933. Brockelmann. 1,166
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In addition to the above classification, Ibn Taimiya 

mentions the names of the Muhaddithun according to their 
special aptitude for collecting traditions relating to 
different topics, and he also gives certain names of per
sons who failed to scrutinise traditions rightly,

(a) Collectors of traditions on the theological 
doctrines of the Sunnis.
Bukhari, Abu Da’ud (d.275/888), Nasa'i (d.303/915)
Ibn Maja (d, 283/896), *Abd allirti b,*Abd al-Rahman al
DarimI (d.255/868) ‘‘u^iman b.Sa'id al-Darimi
(d,282/895), Abul Hasan al-Daraqutni (d,385/995),
Abu‘Abdallah b.Manda (d.395/1004), Abu Nucaim
al-Isbahani (d.403/1038), Abu Bakr al-Baihaqi (d.458/(1)1065) and a few others.
(b) The following lluhaddithun collected traditions 
as Jurists and considered them as the basis of 
religion.
Malik b.Anas (d.179/793), Ahmad b.Hanbal (d.241/
855), Shafi^i (d.204/819), Bukhari, Ishaq b. Ra- 
hawaih (d.238/852), Abu Da'ud, Sufyan b. cUyaina, 
(d.198/813), Yahya b. Sa^id al-Qallan (d.198/
813) Waki* b. al.Jarrah (d.197/812), Muhammad

_ ' (2)
b.Jaur al-Tabari (d,310/923) etc.

%

1. (al-Wasiyat al-Kubra) M R K 1,275 
2* Wasila. p.84



(«) Scholars who criticised hAiltfc and Muhaddithun.
Abu’ 1 Hasan al-Dsrtqutni (<?. 385/995), Abu Halim
al-9usti (c.275/888), Iba R a w  (6.450/1003.,(1)Abu Bakp %1-BalhAql (d.458/1065) etc.
(d) Tradltlonists who are given to narrating 
whatever they era* across without investigating 
whether it is 3ahAh. Hasan or ua^if.
Abu Hucaim ai-is^abani (o.430/1038) who describes the
excellence of the Caliphs in a special book, as well

. (8)as at the beginning of his Hllyat al-Awliya. abu’l
Shaikh al-Isichani who narrates on excellence

(3)of good deeds.
Proa the above classification of Uuhaddlthun we 

may conclude that Zbn Taimiya (1) does not aocept the 
popular opinion as to the six sahlhs and (11) distin
guishes tradltlonists pure and simple from the Jurists.

mm ■ 9Abu Da'ud who receivee no reeoenition from him for 
scrutinising traditions, has been accused along with 
Tiaighijof narrating unauthentic traditions* He, ef 
course y gives Abu l>a ud the credit along with tftsa^i

1* Wasila. p*84
' %'* ,J • " *- * • * !'‘t4 ' ia*i-* ' * , • s. , * • ‘A , . v

is Cairo, 1351 A.H. in 8 vols.
3. Wasila, p.83 sn.
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and others of collecting traditions on the principles of 
a hi al-.junna.

II SrltlQlaa of Transmitters 
In criticising the transmitters of haelth Ibn 

Taimiya always depended upon the criticism of early trad
ltlonists belonging to the Ounnlte group only. lie did 
not (rather could not} show any new method in this art 
nor did he go against the transmitters held by earlier 
authorities. Here are some examples.

(a) Isma il b. Abban sl-Ghanawi who reports from 
SufVan al-.Tfcawri (.198 A.H.) who narrates from ^ha‘ bi. 
is in his opinion a downright liar. The reason is

r

that loam Ahmad used to narrate from him (leaJail) 
but when he discovered some apocryphal traditions in 
his narrations i he ceased to narrate from him alto
gether* Moreover Jukfr5rif Muslim, I>ar%qutni, etc* 
treated him as matruk* rejectable* Abu Hatlm, ibn

-c- * MUibben and others disapproved of IsmsJil’s conduct*t

(b) In the above list of the grades of the tradi- 
tlonlsts, we find that Ibn Taimiya considers Abu
Mu^a la al-Iebahani (d.43C A.H.) as a confused narrator.

-  (?)Ibn nj-Athlr supports this in his Usd al-ghaba.

1. Wasila p.85
2. vol.Ill* 46
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(c) Iduea bf Abd al-R> hnaan ia a liar. Abu Ahmad

• •

b. ^Adi disapproved of his conduct in narrating tra- 
- - - (1) ditions. Abu Hatim called him a da.jjal, imposter.

• ". : ... • _ ’’ »
Ill Defence of Ahmad b.Hanbal „ ■„ — *. — — — ,T   .

k t

Finally it is interesting to examine the arguments
with which Ibn Taimiya defends the Musnad of Ahmad b.%

Hanbal against the commonly accepted charge of containing #

a large number of spurious traditions. We have already 
seen that he was born and brought up in a Hanbalite family 
and read the Musnad of Ahmad b.Hanbal several times* Al> 
though the acceptance of Ibn Hanbalfs traditions in their 
totality was by no means binding upon the adherants of the 
"Hanbalite School", yet Ibn Taimiya*s reverence for the 
Imam himself and his teachings naturally led him to give 
the Musnad as high a position as possible - if not quite 01 
a level with al-Bukhari and Muslim, at least equal to 
al-Tirmidhi and Abu Da*ud.

He begins with an account of a discussion between 
Abu’l *Ala al-Hamadani and Ibn al-Jawzi on the question 
whether the Musnad of Ahmad b.Hanbal contained any apo
cryphal traditions or not. The former expressed his 
opinion that it contained no such traditions at all, where*

1. Wasila. p.83
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as tbs latter demonstrated that it did* To Ibn Taimiya 
these two opinions are not contradictory^ because accord
ing to Ibn al-Jawzi*8 standard all unsound traditions ibhat 
have been narrated through mistake (unintentionally) should 
be considered whereas according to Abu* 1 *Ala and
his followers9 only those traditions should be called
which though known to be unsound have been Intentionally(1)narrated#

Ibn Taimiya arguesf therefore9 that the Musnad con-
(2)tains only unintentional apocrypha}, reports.

He adds also that Imam Ahmad kept his l usnad free
from the unauthentic narrations of such persons as the
teachers of Kathir b**Abd allah b# ^Amr# from whom both
Abu Da*ud and Tirmidhi narrated traditions* Moreoverf
the criteria of authenticity in the musnad of Ahmad are

. (3)better than those of Abu Da ud.
He admits that it was al-Tirmidhi who first class

ified the diverse traditions in his Jamic under three heads•
- (4)

sahih, Masan and Da if. Hut, in his opinion, the stan
dard maintained by Imam Ahmad in classifying the tradition!

1. al-Wasila. p.75 sq.
2. Ibid.
3. Wasila. p.76 sq.
4. Ibid. p.75
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is superior to that of al-Tirmidhi, because, according to 
Tirmldhl Hasan are those traditions which have been trans
mitted through different chains of guarantors who are above 
suspicion and which (traditions) are not shadbdh. whereas 
imam Ahmad considers all such traditions as dagif though he 
quotes them in arguments. This is why Imam Ahmad has
given examples of such dacIf traditions by accepting the

’ -  -  (1$ narrations of Amr b.Shu^aib, Ibrahim al-Hijzi etc.
Ibn Taimiya puts forward another justification of Imam 

Ahmad&s recording of weak traditions. He days that it is 
not allowed to prescribe any religious duty with the help 
of a weak tradition. But if some action be authenticated 
by legal proof and, in addition, its excellence be reported 
by traditions handed down through weak chains, it is allo
wed to narrate such traditions as long as they are not 
discovered to be untrue. The guiding principle in doing 
so, he suggests, is that the amount of recompense for a 
good action is unknown, and if there bf any report (trad
ition) to determine it, it is not proper to deny it with-(2)out reason.

1. Wasila p . 78 ~ . .

2. Eis al- ibadat. HK11* V.95



CHAPTER III 
LAW

Books available on Law.
1. Riaala al-niya fi 1-tahara wa"1-sala, etc. M R K, I, 

241-256, written in 725 A.H. In this work Ibn Taimiya 
argues that it is not necessary to utter a formula of
'intention1 before beginning one's ablution or prayer,(1)etc. One who does so is doing an action of innovation.

2. Risala al-halal, M R K, II, 36-52. A fatwa regarding 
the opinion of certain jurists on the lawfulness of riza 
derived from state revenue, because during Mansur's time 
the booty was not properly distributed, consequently it 
became (and has ever since remained) impossible to dis
tinguish between legal and illegal sources of revenue.
In this connection he mentions an interesting story 
(which he considers to he false) that Salih, son of the 
Imam Ahmad ate no home-made bread after he was appointed 
a £adi. Once (it is said) when his people had prepared 
it for him and he refused to partake of it, they threw i1
in the River Tigris whereupon Salih stopped eating the(?)
fish of the river.

1. M R K. I, 242.
2. M R K. II, 37.
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3. Bayan al-Huda min al-dalal fi amr al-hital, 14 R K, II, 
152-166* This is on the appropriateness of religious 
and social observances according to lunar calculations*

4. Risala fi Sunnat al-Juma, M R K, II, 167-179. A fatwa 
in reply to the question whether the Prophet or his com
panions or those who came later on said any prayer on 
Fridays just after the first adhan (call for prayer).
Ibn Taimiya holds that the present custom of two adhans 
at the Friday prayer was not in vogue during the Proph
et fs time. After the Prophet took his seat on the pul
pit for the sermon on Fridays, Bilal called the adhan 
and no body said any prayer after it, during the sermon. 
Of course, the sompanions, he adds, used to say a prayer 
when they entered the mosque on Fridays, but they never 
limited it to any particular number of rakacat. bowings 
on the basis of which the authorities of the four school 
recommended a definite number, some two and some four.

5. Al-Uqud al-Muharrama, M R K, II, 203-216. A fatwa on 
certain wrong practices which may become right in spe
cial circumstances. For example, to say one’s prayers 
in a house occupied by force, to slaughter animals by 
instruments obtained from others unjustly, or to coOk 
food with fuel seized from others unlawfully, are all
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forbidden, out if the wrongdoer makes cue reparation to
the man be has. wronged, all these actions cease to be

U )wrong.
6. HI so la fl ms*na al« iyae, U U K, II, 217-876. This has 

also been published along with Fusul fl’l-qiyas of Ibn 
j^ayyim by Uuljlbb al-oin al-KJia^ib, unde - the title of 
al-^iyas fi,l-shar6, al Inluai, Cairo, 1346. A fatwa

• as to whether mudar' ba. muaaca etc. are in agreement 
with analogy or not.

7. Al-Kalam fi raf' al-H&aafl ysd-ih, M H K, II, 346-353.
A fatwa relating to the conduct of a li a n afi who lifted 
his hands (which is against the code of his School) at 
every rukuc, while bowing and rising. Ibn Taimiya 
argues that not only is it not unlawful for a Hus11a, 
to whichever School he might belong, to raise his hands
in his prayer at ever} rukuc, but that it is even com-<3)
mendable.

8. Rise la fi m nasik al-HajJ, M 8 K, II, 3 5-400. Here 
he describes the rites of pilgrimage. On page 356 
he mentions that the Ignorant Arabs called a well at

1. a a u, ii, 210
2. This will be fully discussed in the section on clyaft.
3. U H K, II, 347: ii.Fatawn, II, 375 sqq.
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Wadi al-Atiq, the well of ‘All (Bi’r ‘All) in the(1)
belief that he fought the jinn there.

9. Tanawwu* al-ibadat, on the variety of forms of sev
eral religious formulas such as tashahhud. ta^iljfill 
adhan. .1ahr biy 1-wuran (loud recitation of the ^urJan) 
in supererogatory night worship etc. M R, 84-93.

10. Al-mazalim al-mushtarika, on showing Justice to the 
non-Mulsims in collecting taxes from them according 
to the Qur’anic injunction. "Stand up as witness: 
and let not ill-will at any, induce you not to act
uprightly. Act uprightly. Next will this be to(2)
the fear of God."

11. Risala fi- ahkam al-Safar wa'1- iqama, on religious 
observances while on travel or in a settled condition. 
M R K, II, 2-100.

12. Al-madhhab al-Sahih. fi ma ja1 min al-nusus fi wad
111 • » • •

al-jawa*ih fi l-mubaya'at wa^1-damanat wa l-mujarat,
on sale, indemnity and wages. M R M, V, 208-232,

a
quoted from the 31st part of Kawafcifcjl-durari t pre
served in the Maktabat al-Zahiriya. Damascus.

1. See also Rihla I, 295. 
9. Sura V, 11.
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13. Rlsala Khilaf al-Urama, Cairo, 1347 A.H. 2nd edition.
On certain principles of Law and Tradition.

14. Mas’ala fi suysd al-^uraan, Berl. No.3570.
15. Mas ala fi sujud al-Sah^, Berl. No.3573.
16. Risala fi awqat al-nahy wa l-naxar fi dhawat al-asbab 

wa ghairiha. Berl. No.3574,
17. Kitab fi usul al-Fiqh, Berl, No.2309.
18. Al-farq al-mubin bain al-^alaq w©^ 1 yamin, Leid. 1834.
19. Bab al-tahara, Leid. 1835.

• w

20. Qa*ida fi ̂ Adad rakacat al-§ala. Berl. 3571.
21* Fatwa given in 708/1308 in Egypt on diverse points 

relating to prayer. Berl. 3572.
22. Iqamat al-dalil fi ibtal al-tahlll, Lied. No.4665.

^An extract by Muhammad b. Ali al-Eanbali, Berl.4665.
23. Majmu*at Fatawa in 5 vols. containing 245j pages, on 

exegfsis, tradition, jurisprudence, theology etc.
Cairo, 1326-29.

1. This Ms. ought to be termed a book on fioh for it deals 
entirely with fioh with the principles on which he base 
his arguments. Moreover, I suspect the words<^^c>_ 
written at the beginning to have be'n added later on by 
some body else other than the copyist.

7. This occurs in full in M.Fatawa III (2nd part) p.2-266.
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In hie younger d ys Ibn T imiya studied law under hie(1)
father, and gave legal decisions while he was still In(2)
his teens* The jurists of all Schools, it is said, also 
benefited from his vast knowledge of law.

Alth ugh an adherent of the ilanbalite School, he did 
not hold to it on many points* In the ye#r 719, for 
example (when he was 58 years of age) he gave a fatwa on
divorce, in consequence of which he was forbidden to give

(4)
fntwaa f r a time* Other Instances will be given below.

Ibn Taimiya's methods in deciding points of law are 
determined by his views on Tradition and method of hand 11 n, 
the Hadith. as discussed in the preceding chapter* This 
will be made clear In the following discussions of his 
attitude towards legal principles nd typicl points of lai

UI&1
ljmaf literally means 'agreeing upon' but in the 

fihari ra it means the agreement of the mujtahlds on any 
matter of the faith in any age after the death of the Pro
phet* , Such agreements become a for their own and

1. Shadhnrat. VI, 81.
r. Fawat, I, 36, 1.14. Shadficrat. VI, 81.
3* F awat, I, 36.
4. lA i r a r ,  X, 149; Fawot, I, 41.
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all succeeding periods* This agreement could be expresse<
in speech (called i.lma al qawl), or in action (known as

* ~ (« ijmag al-ficl)» or by silence (considered as i.1maf al-sukut)
Ibn Taimiya admits ijma but in a narrower sense*

That is, he accepts the i.1mac of the companions and even
then on condition that it does not contradict kitab and
Sunna. Therefore he suggests that before accepting the
decisions of i.imac one must investigate the problems

(2)
thoroughly.

The reasons why he rejects the iitoar of others than 
the companions are (i) that once ^Umar despatched a lettei 
to Q*di Shuraiht in which he ordered Shuraih to abide by 
the Qur^an in his decisions; in case the Qur-'an did not 
help him in the matter, he should search in the Sunna for 
it, and if even the Sunna failed to decide it, he should

1. See Prof. Maddonald's article id.1mac in fine, of Isliua;
see also Sadr al-Sharira: Tawdih, p*339 sqq. and also• ■ •

Die. of techn. terms, s.v.iAghnides. pp 60-66.
2. M R K, I, 208-215. By investigation he means the

examination of the hadith material and secondly the
%

nature of the alleged l.1mac« which will be made clear 
by his classifications of the statements of the com
panions •



follow the agreement of the companions on the question.
(ii) When IbncAbbas could not decide a case by the
Qur^an or the Sunna. he followed the opinion of Abu Bakr(1)
and cUmar.

After basing his argument on the above principles,
Ibn Taimiya classifies the statements of the companions(2)
into four grades.
ti) A statement that does not contradict a nass and which* .

was evidently known among the companions and hobody
- - (3)objected to it. This he calls idmac iarari.

(ii) One that was not widely known among the companions, 
but which is known to have passed without contradictioi 
This he calls a hujJa. proof, which must be followed.

(iii) One that was not widely known among the companions 
and which met with contradiction. This must not be 
accepted as a hu.i.ia which is universally agreed upon.

(iv) One about which it is not known whether other com
panions agreed upon it or not# This must remain in 
suspense, but if there be any Sunna against it, it 
must be rejected and the Sunna acted upon.

(1) M R K, I, 215-216
(2) Wasila. p.100
(3) This is also called ijma" al sakut 

mentioned above.
or al-taqjfrir»
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The above classification seems to be theoretical, for 
he does not give us any concrete examples of these classes 

When an jjraâ  contradicts a nass. Ibn Taimiya continui 
there must be another nass with the ijmar to supersede the 
previous one# A Sunna cannot abrogate the Kitab. A
verse of the Qur'an can only be abrogated by another verse(l)not by idma or Sunna*

QIYAS
Ibn Taimiya accepts qiyas. analogy as one of the four(2)

fundamental principles (usul) of Islamic law, but he 
argues against certain processes of analogy adopted by (3)
the Imam Abu Hanifa, in his treatise fi macna al-qjyaa. 
This work confirms the statement made above, while at the 
same time it makes clear his opinion that qiyas is subord
inate to the literal meaning of the scriptures.

The definition of aiyas given by him is as follows. 
Qiyas means the combining of two similar things and 

the differentiation of two dissimilar things. The first

1. M R K, I, 216 sq.
2. Ibid. I, 208
3. Ibid, II, 217-276
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(1)is called qiyas al-tard and the second qiyas al-cai 3.*

In a valid analogy, the cause (ilia) by which the
ruling (hukm) is attached to the basis (asl or maois calaih! * •

must be found also in the far^ or maais (thing compared)
without any contradiction that may oppose the application_ (2)
of the ruling to the maais.

(1) M H ii, II, 217

* CS

(2) This is more clearly expressed by Sadr al-3harica in 
his al-Tawdih p.360. "Qiyas in Sharica means the pro
cess of transferring the hukm (ruling) from one thing 
to another on account of the same cilla (cause) which 
exists in both, and which is not based solely on lexi
cal arguments* The first is called asl (root) or#

maais ‘alaih (thing compared with) and the second mao is 
(thing compared). For instance, nabidh has been for
bidden by some jurists because wine is prohibited. Win 
is forbidden because it causes drunkenness, and because 
this drunkenness is also caused by nabidh. the prohibit! 
of wine should be applied to nabidh which must, there
fore, be declared forbidden."
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Having stated his view on qjyas he declares that ther€
is no accepted practice in Islam which is against aiyas. an
that it is not a necessary condition of a valid aiyas that
every scholar should know its validity. Indeed it may(1)sometimes appear contrary to his own conception.

In order to appreciate his arguments it is worth. (2)while to take a few problems from his treatise on aiyas 
in which he attacked the Hanafite reasoning, and to dis
cuss how far he was justified in censuring the Hanafites. 

According to Abu Hanlfa in business transactions there

1. M R K. II, 218

2. M R K, II, 217 - 276
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(1) _ (2) are certain practices such as mudarabaf musacah«

(3)
rmi7.araca. etc., which though they cannot be declared

(l)"Mudaraba signifies a contract of co-partnership, of 
which the one party (namely the proprietor) is en
titled to a profit on account of the stock (ra*s al- 

mal); he being denominated rabb al-mal or proprietor 
of the stock; and the other party is entitled to 
a profit on account of his labour; and this last 
is denominated the mudarib (or manager) inasmuch as 
he derives a benefit from his own labour and endea
vours •” Grady* p.454•

(£) Musa^ah. This is a contract between two men, one 
of whom takes charge of the fruit-trees of the 
other man on condition that the crops whall be di
vided among them on specified terms*

(3) Musarafa* This is a contract between two persons 
one being a land lord and the other a cultivator, 
in which both agree that whatever is produced by 
cultivation of the land shall be divided between them 
in specified proportions.
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lawful b^ analogy are considered lawful by virtue of 
istihsan. Ibn Taimiya does not contradict the result of 
this istihsan but seeks to prove that none of those prac-

15 — ~tices contrary to analogy and that Abu Hanifa is wrong(2)
in his reasoning.

He points out that Abu Hanifa unreasonably makes 
the above transactions contrary to analogy by comparing 
them to iJara. hire in which the &iwad% thing received in
exchange, is unknown and ^amal, labour and ribh. profit

(3)
are not defined. In his opinion these transactions are

(a) purely of the type of musharakat. sharing in a 
business.
(b) they have nothing to do with muc awadat. mutual 
exchange in which the exchanges should previously be

specified and
(c) the object in them is not the labour but the

(1) S.I. e.v. Istihsan (supplement)
(2) Berl. No.4592 fol.57 (b) sqq| Majmn6at Fatawa III, 

(2nd part ) p.3055 Ris, fi ma^na al-cjiyas
M R K IX, 218

(3) For a detailed description of the Hanafite reasoning
see Hidaya, Kit. al-Buyu^ under each chapter of
mudagaba, muscat, etc.
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(1)

wages.
Further, in mudaraba the proprietor (rabb al-mal)

does not intend to gain the labour of the employee. For
instance, a land-owner employs a man to plough his field
on condition that they will share the crop between them.
If the crop is destroyed by a flood the labourer gets
nothing for his labour and the land-owner cannot expect
anything from the labourer for his seeds or land. The
employee expects the benefit of his labour and the employer
that of his money or property, whatever the benefit be,
they will divide it between themselves. This is why
Ibn Tdmiya suggests that in mudaraba it is forbidden
to assign the crop of a particular part of the land to
either of the parties, for it will hinder them from(2)
acting justly.

The problem of idara Abu Hanifa considers it to
be bajc al macdum. the selling of non-existing goods,
but a transaction which has been made lawful contrary to
analogy (by means of istihsan). Ibn Taimiya contradicts

(3)
him and says that it is in full agreement with analogy.

1. M R K.II, 218-219
2. M H K.11,219-220
3. M R K.11,237-253
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His argument Is that 1-1 ara Is a special kind of
transaction recommended by the Prophet, in which it is

Abu
not necessary (though/Hnnlfa thought otherwise) to present 
the mabi‘a on the spot. The reason why selling of non- 
existing goods has been made unlawful* is that it is some
times deceptive, as when a thing is sold which cannot be 
delivered, but 1.1 ara though it resembles bai‘ al-mafcum. 
is not deceptive at all - it is a contract of ordinary 
mutual exchange* Such a contract cannot be void simply 
on the ground that its usufruct is non-existing. Neither 
the «ur*an nor the Sunnft forbids it. On the contrary ther
is a hint of the lawfulness of such a contract in the <ur’a(2)
in permitting the hiring of nurses for suckling*

1. U a K. 11, 246* For example to sell a run-away slave*
S. ti H K, 11, 237 sq* ^ur'an, Sura lxv, 6-7.

C>\.
The above verses which permit suckling by foster-mothers 
have been explained away by the Hanafite jurists in se
veral ways* They did not hold it to be selling of non- 
existing goods* for some of them we^e of opinion that 
the remuneration that a nurse receives is not the ex
change of her suckling but for taking care of the babies 
and so on* Hidaya Kit* al-ridac
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As regards the praetiee of mudaraba, Ibn T<lmiyanotes 
that It is not a new thing In Islam. it had already been 
in existence In the days of ignorance, (fl 1-JahlliyaJ.
The Prophet himself in his early age made a contract of 
mudaraba with KhldiJa in her business, and the companions 
too did the same among themselves* After the advent of
Islam, the Prophet maintained this practice and thus it

(1)
was authenticated by the Sunns.

yj3g iwttaHLg t. fflagrlagft- fry., fttasr-Ugb •
During the days of cUmar a man left home with an 

instruction to his wife that in case he should not return 
within four years9 she could marry another# The man did 
not return and his wife married another# hut a few days 
after the new marriagef her former husband appeared* cUmar 
decided the matter by giving him the option of taking back 
his wife or taking the mahr and leaving her to the new hus
band* This decision of ‘Umar did not appeal to many and(2)
the Jurists declared it contradictory to analogy. some 
companions rejected the opinion of cUmar completely end

1* H  K« I, 211 ••SISs
?* U l\ KtIIf 271* According to Shafjc 1 she is the wife 

of the first husband and according to Malik of the 
second*

i . . . .  . _



said that if a judge decided a similar case on the pre
cedent of ‘Umar's decision, his ruling must be disregar
ded. But in Ibn Taimiya'e opinion  ̂Umar's decision was 
right and in full agreement with analogy, because it is 
based on the sound principle of suspending a contract when 
a man disposes of another's property without his consent, 
and giving the owner the choiee of either confirming the 
contract of making it null and void9 so long as the com
modity (mabi‘a) is in a proper condition. Therefore, in 
this particular case the former husband, if he chose, might 
be content with taking back the dowry (mahr) and letting
the contract stand, or he might take back his wife who had(1)
not yet been separated from him*

In addition to Ibn Taimiya's treatise on qiyas we
have another pamphlet written by his pupil, Ibn Qa^lyim(2)
on the same theme, in which we find more than forty 
questions all of which are dealt with exactly on the same 
lines as those adopted by his teacher, though he brings 
into his risala more curious problems than those discussed

1* In this case his wife would have to return the dowry of 
the second man. M R K,II, 271-276

2. Al-qiyas fi* 1-shar^al-Islaml, Cairo, 1346.
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by Ibn Taimiya#
Prom these two treatises it is clear that neither 

Ibn Taimiya nor his pupil Ibn Qajryim disagrees with the 
Hanafites in their decisions* The only point in which 
they disagree is that they do not accept certain tech
nical terms of qiyas namely istihsan* istishab and istislah, . * ,
adopted by the Hanafites and Shaficites# They seem to 
have misunderstood the spirit with which the Hanafites 
called the problems in question contrary to analogy# Abu 
Hanifa and his followers when they speak of qiyas mean by 
it al-qiyas al-Jali (an analogy readily understood by every 
body) because they divided qiyas into two clasees9 namely
(i) al-Jali and (ii) al-Khafi. The latter has been named 
ifilihflgSt IJSStijlSfe and i&tjj&hgW So whenever they find 
any problem that does not come under the catagory of al-Jal 
they call it Khilaf al-oiyas (contrary to analogy). Under 
these circumstances Ibn Taimiya and his pupil seem to have 
been labouring under a misapprehension in composing such 
treatises against the Hanafites. The Hanafites may not 
be wrong in declaring mudnraba etc# contrary to analogy 
according to their own standpoint# For example* in regard 
to mudaraba f the argument as to whether it is id ara or 
musharaka is only hairsplitting.
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That the arguments used by our author and his pupil

are mere aarar(remote causes) is also manifested in the
writings of Ibn Qayyim, for in the course of his arguments
he repeatedly tells us that such and such problems are
intelligible only to those who are acquainted with the

(i)mysteries of the Sharia.

A few striking fatwaa
^Asqalani tells us that Ibn Taimiya disagreed with(2)

the four imams on several questions of jurisprudence
but he ditf not enumerate them* The following examples

- -(3)may be quoted from the *iajmu at Fatawa.
(1) Juice of plants etc. may be used for wudu* minor

(4)
ablution.
(2) It is lawful in performing the ablution not only 
to wipe shoes and feet but even to wipe over anything

(1) Fusul p.135f138f201|216#217f220 etc.
(2) Durar If 158. 1.13
(3) Vol.IVf(2nd part ). pp 2-220; cf. Nawwab Siddiq 

Hasan Khan Bfchadur, Ithaf al-Nubala (in Persian) 
Cawnpurf India* 1288 A.H. pp 216-17.

(4) Kitab lkhtiyarat al-^Llmiya p.3. in M.Patawa 
Vol.IV.
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(1)which cannot be put off easily*

(3) There is no limit to the length of time during 
which the khuff (inner shoes) may if necessary continue
to be wiped (instead of making a full ablution)* While(2)
travelling to Kgypt Ibn Taimiya himself did so*
(4) It is lawful to wipe la fa ’if (anything like socks

(3)
covering the feet).
(5) It is allowed to perform daily and jumca prayers

#
after tayaxnmum ( a formal ablution with fine sand) if

(4)
there is no time for ablution with water.
(6) There is no fixed period for ha id (menstruation),
tuhfr (legal purity) and ayas (the age at which menstrua-(tion stops*) They may vary according to one's nature*
(7) One who has missed prayers intentionally need not
perform them anew. He should say plenty of optional(6)
prayers instead*

1* Kitab ikhtiyarat,l*c. pp 7-9* 
7* Ibid* IV, 7 (M*Fatawa)
3. Ibid, IV, 7 
4* Ibid. IV, 12 
6* Ibid. IV, 16.
6. Ibid. IV, 16-17.
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(8) In order to benefit from the concession of wasr
(shortening of prajrers) it is not necessary to make a
Journey of any specified distance, for it depends(1)solely on local customs ( )
(9) Ablution is not necessary for making a prostration(2)
after reciting the verses that require it#
(10) Raf^al yadain (lifting of hands at every rukuc
is not unlawful for any onef to whatever School he

(3)
might belong#

The underlying principle in giving such fatwas seems 
to be that Ibn Taimya does not follow any restriction laid 
down by the Jurists in certain problems of Jurisprudence# 
He goes back to the early sources (Kitab and Sunna) and 
interprets them in a wider way so as to derive the full 
benefit of the privileges nejeoaimended by them.

1. U R 11. II, 2-100 specially pp 5-7 and 79-80.
2. 2! R.IV,35.
3. If.Fatawa. II, 375 sqq. The Hanafites never lift their 

hands like this in prayer. They consider it unlawful.



CHAPTER IV

Books available on Religious Practices and u>ciel Customs.

1* Ziynrat al-qubur wa 1-lstinjad bi 1-maqbur, U  U,
pp.103*122• against the practice of visiting tombs.

2. Bis. Jhacd al-rihal or Bis. fi ziyara Bait rl-U^qdas,
U R K, II, 53-63. A fatwa against the practice of 
visiting the tombs of the Prophets and saints.

3. Bis. al-istigfeaifea, U R K,I, 470-475
4 . Bis. fi el-3amac wa l-r#qe, * B K,II, 278-315; a 

treatise against the music and dancing of the Sufis.
5. Bis. al-3hafaca al-Shariva w a ’l-al-tawaesul ila allah,

U  a  u,l, 10-24; on the illegality of asking the assis
tance of the Prophet after his death.

6. Rls.Ahl al.Suffa. M B U,l, 25-60. In this treatise he 
corrects some misconceptions regarding the 'people of 
the bench* and their activities, and about the so-calle*

1. On account of this rieala he was thrown into prison 
at Damascus whence he never returned alive. See 
Favat I, 41. This subject is dealt with also in 
his fi manasik al-ijajj ( If B K, .1, 395 ) - see 
Chapter no.8#
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groups of saints known as Ghawth. y&fe, itfllftaterfafti

7. Rls. blbas al-futuwwadnda ol-^ufiya, II BU ,  I,
147-160. arguing that ths so-called libss al-futuwwa(1)has no origin In Islam but is an innovation.

8. Uaa’alat al-ghiba, M H M,V,105-112. A fatwa on ths 
illegality of speaking about ths absent in a ma ner 
that may offend them.

9. ids. al- ibadat al-Sfeariya, U a a,V,81-104.
10. Al-wasiya al Juefara. iigl, 1,231-940. A testament 

made on the request of one Abul Qaslm b.Yusuf b. 
Uuhommad al-Tujibi al.olbti on faith (iman) and 
actions (acmal).

11. Al-Wasiya al-Kubra, II B ^  1,969 • 317. The large 
testament Issued to Slydkh Abu’l darakat '’Adi b. 
Uusaflr al-Umawl and his followers , on faith, actions 
and the belief of the a k i n a im ia .  it also provides 
us with some material regarding tradition.

19. Qa'ida Jalita fi’1-tawassul wa’l-wasila, 3rd edition 
1345 A.H. pp.2-155. A book on the illegality of

taking an intermediary between God and man in this

1. M a U,l, 149. About the meaning and derivation of 
the word futuwwa see p.151 sq.
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world* The Prophet might be considered so only as 
long as he was alive.

13* Munazarat Ibn Taimiya lidajajilat al-rifaciya,
M R M,I, 121-146, against the Rifariya darwishes*

14* Al-Sufiya wa’l-fuqara,' Cairo, 1928 A.D* (second edition 
on the meaning of Sufism, its grades* etc.

15. Al-Radd *ala al-Nusairiya, M R,94-102. A fatwa^a^ains 
the customs of the Nasairi inhabitants of Syria.

16. Ris.al-hisba fi'l-Islam. M R,35-91. On law and order# 9

in Islam.
17. A treatise on the prohibition of pilgrimage to the 

tombs of the Prophets. Berl. 4047.
18. Mas’alat al-ziyara, a treatise on the same subject 

written in 710/1310, Munch, 885/2.
19. His defence against the attacks made on him on account 

of the above two pamphlets. Munch 885/7. (1)
20. Ictibar fi 1-nahy fi’l-nikah, Berl. 4664.
1. This has been translated by Guyard in J A S, 6,1871. 

XVIII,158; Salisbury translated it partially in J A 0 S 
11,1851. 257.

2. The title suggests that it contains his opinion on some 
prohibition of marriage. In his other writings he does 
not appear to have said anything against marriage, thoug 
we do not know if he himself ever married.
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21. Qa'ida fl l-nnijizat wa 1-lcnramat. *» 3 14»V, 2-36*
It ahowa that ha believes in the miracles of the 
Prophets and the walla. Here he refers to Abu 
Uu‘alas Dale’ll nl-tfabuwwat Ibn Ishaqas Sira,
Jukharla bahih and Ahmad's Uusnad.

22* Al-Wasita bain al»khala wa’ 1-Kaqq, U a,45-54. In
it he says that the Prophets and the maoba’lkh (reli
gious guides) may be taken as waaa’it. intermediaries 
for guidance to the path of Qod* But to make of the 
Prophets» the maahaikh or the angels intermediaries
for the removal of troubles and anxieties of the vorldi

(1)
is heretic at.

23* Rlsala al-ijtimawa 1-iftiraq fl’l-halaf bl 1-talaq, 
Cairo, 1342, on the oath of divorce, edited by 
iiuha mad Abd al-Hazzaq iinaza, pp 24* The edition 
supplements the fatwa of Ibn Taimiya with the opinion 
of Ibn Hasnw

1. !*i H#p*4C
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PlLBaiHASS TO IQUflS. M O l .IMVOCArtQg OF. SAJJSIS

On* of the most Insistent points in Ibn Taimiya's 
programme for the reform of Islam was his protest against 
the cult of the Prophets and saints, pilgrimage to their 
tombs and various superstitious beliefs*

According to Kutubi it was on account of his condem
nation of ZlvaraC pilgrimage to tombs) that our author was(1
finally imprisoned in the citadel of Damascus where he died 
and it is with this campaign that his n m e  and reputation 
have ever since been linked*

It is quite against the injunctions of Isl^a, says
to make a journey Ibn Timiya,/to visit the tombs of uufls, Walls or even

prophets, and to do so in an act of shirk* (polytheism)*
in support of this he quotes a number of verses from the

. (a)
^ur’an and concludes that to ask assistance from a

1 * a* aw at 1,42*
2. Sura XVII, 58 sq* "Sayj call ye upon those whom ye 

fancy to be gods beside Him; yet they will have no 
power to relieve you from trouble, or to shift it else
where* Those whom ye call on, themselves desire union
*ith their Lord, striving which of them shall be nearest 
to Kims they also hope for His mercy and fear His 
chastisement*" Ag in Sura XXXIV.21. "Say- call ye
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yufi or a wall la worse than to aek gods and goddesses 
for ths same* Those who do so are kuffar. Infidels* 
when s man asks from the dead something which only God 
con give, such as healing of sickness In himself or his 
cattle, or provision from an unknown oource, or money to 
pay his debts, all such requests are illegal* Only God 
should be approached for such aid* Similarly it is not 
lawful to ask an angsl, a shaikh or even a Prophet to 
pardon sins or to help In vanquishing an enemy* The 
prophet advised Ibn cAbbas to ask God when he required 
anything and all his dlsolples followed this advice to 
.„«» -  «t.nt that hOh. Of U * «  u M  . * » »  ...a »  
pick up his whip when it had slipped from his hand* 
Nevertheless, Ibn Taimiya sanctioned the visitation of 
tombs but only under the following conditions*

(a) If the visitor prays for the dead in the sane 
manner as Muslims do in salat al-Jbnaaa. prayer

\\\

upon those whom ye deem gods, beside God j their 
power In the Heavens and in the garth Is not the \ 
weight of an atom - neither have they any share in 
either? nor hath He a helper from among them*"

1. u a . pp.103-105
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ever tb® bier.
(b) If the visitor seeks sons benefits frost God 
alone*

For each of these indications Ibn Taimiya has a 
tradition:

(a) The Prophet taught people what to say at the time(1)
of visiting tombs*
(b) He said: "Hewho blesses me once* God blesses him

(S)
ten times. "
Consequently visitors to tombs may be olassified in

(3)
three broad divisions*

(a) Those who ask the dead to do a thing for them
which is beyond human power*
(b) Those who maintain that if such and such a dead 
saint prays for them, God will consider it more favour* 
ably than when they themselves pray,
(c) Those who go to a tomb and say* "0 God* do such
and such thing for us by the rank or blessing that this
dead man holds before you,"

Of the above three classes of visitors the first is

1. U R.p.lOf r_>
2,I Ibid. p.106.
3* Ibid* pp 106-112.
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guilty of shirk, the second though not guilty of «hii»k Is 
guilty of inpiety (flsq) while the third acts contrary to 
the practice of the companions and their followers*

Towards the third class of visitors Ibn Tolmlya is 
somewhat lenient though he disapproves of their actions*
Ho cites a few opinions in favour of the practice but doss 
not definitely toll us that such a thing mast not be done
by a Uualim.

The principles on which Ibn Taimiya based those Judg
ments are to be found In his discussion on bhafara. medit
ation*

It is permissible* he says* to have recourse to an 
intermediary so long as he is living* to invoke the Divine 
assistance. For example* during the lifetime of the 
prophet* when there was a scarcity of rain* people asked 
him to pray to God and there was rain* but after his death 
when a similar need arose they did not go to his grave* 
Instead they went to cAbbas* the cousin of the Prophet who

1. H.a. pp.100 - 112
2. Ibid. p.112. The reason of his silence here is a 

had 1th narrated by Ibn Uaja;

(2)

and a verse (xxx*46)
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was still alive and said: "0 God, we used to seek Thy
favour through Thy Prophet when we were suffering from
drought, and now we ask Thy favour through the cousin of(1)our Prophet, so do Thou give us rain.

But what Ibn Taimiya vehemently condemns is the cus
tom of coming to the grave of the Prophet or a Shaikh and 
asking his assistance for the removal of a calamity. He 
who does so is a mushrik. polytheist. It is God alone 
who can do good to men and remove evils from them* *ur"an 
says*

"If God lay the touch of trouble on thee, none can
deliver thee from it but Hex and if He will thee any good,(2)
none can keep back His boons.”

"The mercy which God layeth open for man, no one can 
keep back; and what He shall keep back, none can afterwards

1. M R.p.113. There is a tradition that once while the 
Prophet was busy with his sermon in the mosque at Medina 
a man stepped in and said* "0 Apostle of God, animals 
have perished and the paths are blocked (on account of 
severe rain), please pray to God to stop it. The 
Prophet prayed and the rain stopped.

2. Sura x.107.
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(1)•end forth."

A believer must hope for the mercy of God, fear Him
alonet and pray to Him sincerely. The Prophet being beet
of all, did not allow any of hie followers to address him
as va s&lyyidl or Vtt rapttl ftllafc when he was in trouble
(asking the Prophet to remove his troubles) and nobody did
so os long as the Prophet was alive nor after he died.
He advised the Uusllms to call on God alone, and bless His
Prophet and the members of His Prophet's family. desides
he taught them several ducaa. invocations, but there is
nothing in them that indicates Istlniad bl’ l-Uablv. seekla(2)
help through the Prophet.

The Prophet did not allow his followers to show him 
any uxv'ue reverence as it might lead them to polytheism.

1. Sura xxxv, 2.
2. M 3.p.114. A later scholar Yusuf al-Habhani attacked 

Ibn Taimiya about latinlad bl 1-Hably in his 
fil-Haoa fi’ l-lstlnhatha bl solyld al-khOat Cairo, 
1323 A.H. but this book has been refuted by one Abu’ 1 
Ua’ all al*g&afici in his Ghavat al-Amanl fi 1-radd c a 
al-Nabhanl. Cairo, 1325 in 2 vole.
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Ibn Taimiya adopts the view that the worship of idols,

<«)y&g£f t XfTiMftft, XfiLua .»aar mentioned in the
^ u n  arose out of suoh reverence paid to the dead*
This Is why the Prophet forbade ths Muslims to show him

(3)
respect even by standing much lees by prostration* Once 

adh b. Jabal, after returning from Hlra, prostrated him* 
self to the Prophet, whereupon he asked Muc adh in surprised 
tone: "What is this, 0 Mu'tuSh?" In order to justify his
action Mu‘adh replied, * In Syria, 1 found people prostratlt 
themselves to their religious heads, and they informed ms 
that they got it from their Prophets*" "They have lied, 0 
Muradh." replied the Prophet, "had I ordered anybody to pro* 
strata himself to anyone, I would have ordered a woman to
prostrate herself to her husband on account of his groat(4)
right over her* 0 iiu‘ adh. would you prostrate yourself

1* Sura lxxl, 22* Ibn T imiya here notes that in explaining 
this verse Ibn ‘Abbas said that between Adam and Moah 
there passed two centuries in which people followed 

Islam, but then they turned polytheists when they began to 
show honour to the graves of the pious*

2, U R.p.116 
3* Ibid. p.llC 
4 • Ibid* p*116
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to ay grave?" "Ho," replied Mu adh. "Do not do so," eai
(1)

the Prophet* On another occasion the Prophet said* "Do 
not honour me as the Persians (cAJamIs) do to each other.
He who is pleased to be respected by people by their stand-(8)
ing, should choose his residence in Hell."

The only true doctrine of Intercession* according to 
Ibn Taimiya, Is that on the d*y of Resurrection it will be 
permitted to Muslims to ask the Prophet Muhammad for his 
intercession. Uobody is allowed to ask him for the sane 1 
this world. Once a muriaflo. hypocrite* began to give 
truble to the Muslims. Abu Bakr being impatient called 
the miuslizas end e&idf i -AV. vj:
"Let us go end ask the Prophet for his assistance against 
this munafic." Hearing this* the Prophet said*
<5)1 — >Ucui "Assistance must not be asked

(3)from me. It must be sought from God."
In order to strengthen his argvaent* Ibn Taimiya 

skilfully quotes against the Sufis the dicta of their own 
forerunners. Abu Yazid Ristimi used to sayt "Asking for

1. U H.p.116
2. Ibid.
3. U 8 K.1*472.
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succour by a creature Is like one drowning man asking(1)another drowning man for help." Similarly a renowned
saint of Sgypt, Abu ‘Ahdjbllah al-vuraahl used to "To
ask help of a man Is like one prisoner's asking help if 

(2 5
another."

The practice of kissing the graves and rubbing the fax
over them are also forbidden. Ho one should kiss even th«

(3)
tomb of the Prophet*

It follows from what has been said that Ibn Taimiya
held It Illegal to make a pilgrimage to the tomb of the
Prophet If It Is made for the purpose of s eking succour(4)
from It* The opposition to Ibn Taimiya' a attack on
ziyara in orthodox olroles may be Judged from the fact that 
al-3ubki, one of his greatest contemporaries refuted It In

_ _ _ _ _ W /
bis ShJfa' al-iiiqam fi slyarat kh lr al»ancm.

liiiB K.1(474 
P. Ibid*
3* U R.p.116
4. See also UlrihaJ I,132 sqj U P.II, 185.
5 *  Haidarabad, 1315 A.Ii. But this book has also been 

thoroughly refuted by Ibn 1-Hadi la his nl-Sarlm al- 
munki fi 1-radd cala nl-3ubki, Cairo, 1319. For 
Ibn a1-Hadi, sen al.Phahabl. Tadhkira. IV,290.
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Our author's opinion on this point Is expressed In 
detail In the following works.
1. Rls. fi-ziyarati Belt al-Jlaqdas, U A K,II, 53-63.
3. »i*haj al-3unna 1,132 sq.
3. Uajmu‘at Fatawa II, 185 sq.

In these works he holds strictly to the literal
meaning of the spying of the Prophets

u L f 1'.* J ' V  'i

"Journeys must not be made except to three mosques (a)The 
mosque at Mecca (b) the mosque at Medina and to) the 
mosque at Jerusalem."

jubki divided his Jhifa Into tta chapters. In the 
first he enumerated 15 sayings of the Prophet In favour% *1 c

of visits to the tombs of the Prophet, such as, "He who 
visits my tomb, my Intercession will surely go to him." 
In the second chapter, he cites traditions that lndlcat* 
the same view though not so explicitly. But these 
traditions were in tmrn criticised and rejected by Ibn 
al-Hadl mentioned above. The hadlth. "He who visits 
my tomb etc." is in his opinion a false tradition whose 
chain of authority is open to criticism, and so on.



In the opinion of Ibn Taimiya only these three mosques 
hare been acoepted by the Prophet as the object of Journeys
on account of their excellence over all other mosques and(1) ^
places of prayers*

SAMAC

(2)
Ibn Taimiyafs views on samac and raas are based on tI

belief that they have no place in Islam, but are all Innova

1# For the views of the different a“ imma on this tradition 
see Badhl al-MaJhud, Part It 203 of vol*III*

2. M H K,11,278-315. This treatise is not an independent 
pamphlet by our author. It was collected by Muhammad 
b.Muhammad b«Muhammad al-Munbi£i al-Haribali (Brockel- 
mann 11,76) from the fatwas of our author and Ibn 
al-Jawxi (pp 295-305).
Cf.I.J.Talbis, p.245 sqq. 237 sqq. 244 sqq.
(Cairo, 1340) For Ghazali«s opinion on the topic see 
Ihya II, 236 sqq. (Cairo 1348) which has been translate* 
by Prof .Macdonald in J R A S, 1901, pp 705 sqq.
Cf. Abu Hafs ^bmar al-Suhrawardi, Awarif al-ma“ arif 
on the margin of Ihya I.e.
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atione and against tha Sharif.
Smil. originated In tha last part of tha second cen-

Ti) _ _ c-tury A.H. Jut Imam Jhafl 1 holds tha view that it waa- (2) _ (: 
tha free thinkers, slndiaa who first introduced taghblr
(recitation of poetry ate.I at Baghdad, in order to diatrac
people from listening to tha Qur'an. Ibn 1-Jaw*i alec

_ (5)
refers to it in his Talbia.

Unlike al-Ghazali. ibn Taimiya attaches a literal 
meaning to the word y g m V . as 'hearing* and divides it 
into two classes*

(a) The lawful Semar.
(b) The unlawful SasuT.
Tha lawful samar is to listen to tha verses of tha 

Qur’an and to sermons, whereas tha unlawful one is tha 
music of tha darwishes including ctuka and tasdlyft (whlstllc

1. U a K.21.207
2. See ifciart, Les zln lq en dri©t Jussulm^n, II,

Congress of Orientalists, III, pp 09 ff*
Snc* of Islam, s*v* Zinik.

3. Znmntthahari. Aaae al-Balagfca II, 103. See also Lane, 
s.v. taghblr

4. U a K.II,287
5. 8.243.1*3*
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and clapping}. Tha *urJan sanctions tha lawful Same" and
(1)

forbids tha unlawful one.
Tha tradition in favour of music of tha darwlshas_ (2)

narrated by Uaqdisi and Sufcrawardl is false. They nar-
(3)

rate that onoe a baduin recited two lines of a poem in 
tha prasanea of the Prophet who was so charmed with it thal 
his mantle dropped down from his shoulders (on account of 
ecstasy) whereupon UuGi^fiya said, "How
excellent is your sport!" "0 Uu‘ewiya," replied the 
prophet, "he who does not show his love at tha remembrance 
of his beloved is not a noble man." Another tradition 
that reveals tha same kind of falsehood is related by 
tiuhanuad b.Tahir al-Maqdisi. Once when the poor warm tol< 
the good news that they would enter Heaven before the rich 
they became mad with ecstasy and tore their clothes into

1. U a K,11,282.
2. 'Awarif II, 253-55.
3 . The lines are ^

-

"The viper of love has stung my liver (heart) and no 
physician nor charmer can cure itf except the beloved 
throusfo whom I was wounded# With him is my charm and 
theria*." ‘Awarif,11,254.
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pieces* Gabriel eaae down at once and said, "Your bord 
wants His share of these." Us then took a rag from

U >those torn pieces and suspended it to the Throne of God.
Moreover the Prophet never allowed his disciples to

asramble together to listen to song^accompanied by hand-
clapping or beating of the gadib. wand or duff. t«a-
bourlne. Nevertheless , ho allowed women to beat the dHOC
on happy occasions like marriages, etc. They were further
allowed to clap during prayers In order to warn the iman

(4)
when he committed mistakes. Go beating the duff; and

1. U R K.IX, 283. ef. GAwarif I.e.11,255. The allegation 
against Guhraward1 that he accepted such an absurd trad
ition appears to be unfounded* It will be seen from 
cAwarif 11,255, that though Guhrawardi narrates both 
these traditions through al-Maqdisi, be admits that 
these reports are unauthentlc.

2. wadlb Is a primitive Instrument for determining the 
measure. Parmer. Hist, of Arabic Music, p.16, 74.

3. See Salvador Gonlel. The Music and Musical Instruments 
of the Arabs. p.221.sq.

4. See 3uk&nri, Sahlh, Kit. al-Salst, b* man dakhala llya- 
uima al-nasa? Muslim, kit al-Salat. 1.22. lbn*Abd al- 
Barr, Tajrid. Co* Ko*33.
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clapping of bands war# permitted to women, out wherever s 
male attempted to sing with the duff etc. he was scornfully

musicians as aakhaniic.
The Prophet and the early Muslims never attended any 

musical performance. tfowhsre in the Hlja£, Syria, Yaman, 
Mesopotamia, Sgypt, Khurasan and Spain was there anyone

1, U R K,2I, 284. Farmer quotes this story in his History 
of Arabian Music, p.45 sq. He says, "the first male 
professional musician in al-HIJn} belonged to a class 
known as the mukhannsthun. (sing* mufrfaannatfr ) who were 
evidently unknown in pagan times. These people were 
an effeminate class who dyed their hands and affected 
the habits of women. The first male professional 
musician in the days of Islam is generally acknowledged 
to have been Tuwaie, the mukannath and indeed, it is 
said that in al-Median, music had its origin among the 
mnkhannatfaun.** flut Farmer adds, "this is probably
a canard of the legists."

given the title (effeminate) and the jeale
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   . • (1)
among these people who ever encouraged it*

Ibn Taimiya however q u o tee the tradition narrated by
M s h a  that on the occasion of an cld festival her father
(Abu Bakr) c me to see her. He found her listening to
the songs of two Ansar girls who were singing to her the(2)
events of Tfawufr al-Bucath. He did not like it and saids

"Art thou with tht flute of 
Satan in the house of the Prophet of 3od?" The Prophet, 
who had his faoe turned to the wall of the house, remarked, 
"Let them sing* 0 Abu Baler, for every community has a fest
ival and this is our Muslim festival.

1. U a K,II,282s U a ii,I,38
2. Day of Bu‘ath famous for the battle between two tribes, 

Aws and Khazrad in the pre-Islifflic age. aucath was a 
place two miles away from Medina or a place in the dis
trict of B nl vuralza. See JS.I. s.v. Buc&lb; Agfeanl.
X V ,  163, 164, xiv, 95. U.Buldah, I,C70

3. UR K,IX, 285. Masa^i narrates this badlth (kit* >1- 
°idadn) and tells us that the two girls were singing with
the duff* Bukhari (kit.al-'idsin, h.2, kit. sl-a nakib, 
1.14) and Muslim (kit al-idoin fasl 4) report that ath 
the time when (Alsha was listening to the songs of the 
two girls, the Prophet entered the house and lay down on
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Ibn Taimiya** explanation of this had1th is that to 
listen to musle was not the habit of the Prophet or his 
disciples and this is why Abu Bakr called it mozmur -1- 
■haltfSn. "flute of the devil"; but that a man commits no 
sin if he hears music accidentally, because^the Prophet 
himself heard it in his house accidentally*

It would appeartherefore that Ibn Timiya is much— (2)
stricter in his Judgments on Sanaf than is Ibn al-Jawzi 
who asserts that we must first look to nahlyat th<
essence of a thing and then call it tpracu aalraih etc.
The word be adds, may have several meanings such as
ohina al-haJii * or music of the pilgrims describing 
»Mag am. etc. to listen to which is mubch. similarly the■ (3)
music of the soldiers and the musle called Huda come under
the same head.

As in his argument against visitation of tombs, Ibn 
T* imlya strengthens his case by quoting tha opinions of 
the Jurists and Sufi £h&lkbs*

his bed turning his face away*
1. Ua K. 11.285
2* Talbis, 237.aq.
3* Farmer. p*25, 29; Talbis p*238.
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Abu Hanifa and Malik disapproved of samaf more strongly
than did Shafi^i and Ahmad* Imam Ahmad and sages like

- - (2) ' , - (3) V r- - (4)Ibrahim b.Adham 9 Fudail b. Iyad9 Maruf al Karkhi
_ - 1(5) -(6)Abu Sulaiman al-Darani and Sami al-Saqati did not attei

1 . K H  K#II#296
2. A famous sufi of 3al£h9 d.161/777# See Fawat If3#

Bnc. of Isl. s. v.
3* A sufi contemporary of Harun al-Haehid . He started his 

life as a member of a robber band but then turned a per- 
feet $ufi after he heard a man reciting the verse of the 
Qur’an, Sura lvii, 15. He died in 187/802. I.Khali.I, 
415. toe. of Xsl. s.v.

4 . Abu Uahfuz Macruf b.Firuz <3.200/815 or 201/819. A sufi
* li.

of Christian origin who accepted Islam in the hand of 
^Ali.b.Musa al-Rida# He was a teacher of Sari al-Saqati 
I.Khall#II9 104$ Nicholson# Let.Hist# p.385-86 and 388#

5# cAbd al-R< hman b. Ahmad b# rAtiyya al-^Anasi9 d,225/839#
I.Kh#I.276. Fawat 1.251#

6# Abu'l Hasan Sari b. al-Mug|iallia al-Saqati9 maternal 
uncle of Abu’l-Qasim al-Jmnaid9 a student of al-Karkfti 
d#256/869 or 257/870 at Baghdad# Wafayut9 I92oo#
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aaaia » Those who enjoyed saaaâ  and spread the custom of
listening to it were all originally men suspected of

-(1)mandaoa (free thinkers}§ such as Ibn al-Rawandi 9 al-Farab
— (3) _ _ __

Ibn Sina others* Al-Farabi himself was a renowned
* (4)musician* His experience with S&if ad*Dawfca whom he mad

weep^laugh and then sleep by means of his muslc9 Is known
all* Two other great saintsf namely Shsikl} ^Abd al-
Qadir and Shaikh ^Adi after whom the v^adiri and the ^Adawiy

1* Abu’1-Husaim Ahmad b.Yrhya b*Ishaq d* 845/859*
Wafayatf 1*27*

2* Abu Nasr Muhammad b* Vzala^ b* Tarkhan« the greatest 
philosopher of Islam before Avicenna, <3*339/950* Some 
of his treatises have been published in Haidarabadf 
Deccan* Snc* of Islam* s*v* Arabic Literature* p*63*

3* Abu cAll ?1-Husain b* Abdallah b* Sina* b.370/980.
In Isfahan c.420/1029. Wafayat9 I9152. Snc* of Islam* 
s*v* Arabic Literature* p*73 sq*

4* Saif al.Dawla Abu*1 Hasan rAli b* rAbdallah b* Hamdan• •

ruler of Aleppo* b* 308/915* Wafayat9 If364; Nlcholso 
Llt*Klsto* pp*2C9-71 and 3o3-7*

5* For the whole statement see U R K*IIf 287-288*
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-,(1)orders were established did not attend Sama. Junaid 
Jagfadadl who used to attend saquf In hi a early years aban
doned It when he became old* Junaid used to say,
<ao ^ 3. A A-J' ^ ^ ̂  ̂  »He vho uses music c
an artificial aid is liable to fall Into sin and he who

(3)
meets It accidentally finds relief in it." Ibn Timiya
notes that aranâ  consists of the description of love, union 
and separationt all of which may be applied to God and
friends alike* Xhia is why Junaid forbade it to be taken

(4)
up earnestly as it might mislead one*

1. U.R.K. IX, 296.
‘Abd al-Qarlir b* cAli b* Z&ngi Dost, a preacher and 
sufi* Aiwat, 11, *̂ nc. of lal* s*v* Aol b*
iilusafir born near 3aclobakh. d* 557/1162 or 
555/1160.

7. M 8 K.II,296
3. Ibid.
4 . Ibid.
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RAJS

Ibn Taimiya’s tretment of raoy dance In his rlsala 
fi lsama wa' 1-raoa is very short and Is directed mainly 
against the dancing durvishea of the Mawiawiya fraternity* 

He was asked to give a fatwa about a man who liked
the music and dance of the darwishes and composed some(2)verses in defence of them*

In reply he condemned the verses saying that they were
against the Sharifa and that the comparison of those whe(8)
approved of sama to Moses was foolish.

1. M.B.K. II, 878-315
Ibid* p.318. The verses arei

 ̂  ̂ I

3. U a K.II,318
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Haas cannot be declared lawful because of the fol-(1)
lowing verses*

"And do not walk in the land axultingly"
"But let they pace be raediua"
"And the servants of the God of Mercy 
are they who walk upon the earth 
eoftly."
Moreover neither the Prophet nor any of the early 

Muslims ever danced in their life. The Muslim worship 
consists of ruku* and auiud with a calm and quiet mind. 
However, if a man is overpowered by ecstasy and dances 
unconsciously, he may be excused, provided that he is very 
careful about the cause of his ecstasy* If the ecstasy, 
continues Ibn T&lmiya, comes through unlawful causes, he 
is accountable for it. Such a man may be compared to one 
who drin'<s wine although he knows that it will intoxicate 
him. Again, it must not be imagined that lawful ecstasy
can come when he is drunk, because when drunkennese itself(2
is prohibited how can its effect (i*e.ecstasy) be lawful? 

Ibn Taimiya does not reject all sufi practices as

1. Sura xvii, 39| xxxi, 18; xxv, 64. 
See also U H KfIIt 298 
M H K|IIf 298
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heretical but reserve his condemnation for three classes oi 
Darwiehes noted for their extravagance and non-Islamic prac
tices#

(a) The ^alandarlya* These people are ignorant and 
misguided# They do not follow the true religion# It 
Is false to say that their leader inlander lived during 
the time of the Prophet* According to Abu Hafs al- 
Suhrawardi# their original ancestors were a saintly 
tribe in Persia9 but thenf in course of time9 they gave 
up obligatory religious duties and committed unlawful 
actions like the sect of the 'Uaiamatiya* who concealed 
their good deeds and made a show of Irreligious actions#
(b) The aifa iya» These people call themselves

1# M a M|I| 52
2. This fraternity was founded at Sagfcd&d by Abu^l ^Abbas 

Ahmad b# All a 1-Hasan rAli b# Abi’l - ‘Abb&s Ahmad Hlfacl> A i

vho died in 578 A*H# "In his lifetime he gathered a large 
body of disciplest whom he Incorporated in an order in 576 
the members being in community under a Shaikh* to whom the 
owed unquestioning obedlence9 but having alsof like other 
orderst a number of lay adherents** See C fLearyf p. 195 s 
Macdonaldf Muslim Theology* p#267*
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Faoira and saliks. whereas they are srhulat. extremists, 
and innovators. Some of then are even polytheists and 
unbelievers. They pay little attention to the Shari ca. 
They sake unlawfulpretensions and claim to work miracles 
such as treading on fire, swallowing serpents and turnin 
of things into saffron, sweets and honey. Some of them 
ultimately turned good iiusllms after repenting of their 

unlawful actions.
Once our author had a mun~zara. discussion with 

these Darwlehes who claimed that the orthodox could not 
perform the miracle of entering fire while they themselv 
could do it easily. He himself witnessed the leader of 
the Darwishes walking through fire without being injured 
But later on it occurred to him (Ibn Teimiya) that there
must be some trick in their doing so. After performing_ (2)
an ls/tlkhfc ro, Ibn Taimiya gave a counter challenge 
that he was ready to plunge into a flaming fire along 
with them if they would only wash their bodies with 
vinegar and hot water before entering the fire. The

1, M 3.11 I,IS?, c-\ O'Leary, p,197«
8, An optional prayer recommended by the Prophet to be said 

before undertaking an important thing. It is said befoi 
going to bed.
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D.nrwishes and their ehlef were startled at being de
tected in their trick of rubbing the body with medi
cines like frog-oil, the inner skin of oranges and
Talc stone as protections against fire, and did not(1)appear again* (2)
(c) Tfea Sand,
A cert in class of Darwlehes attend an Assembly of their 
own called Daekara and clothe one of their membbvs with 
a garment called llbaa al-futuwwa. In this assembly 
they have a curious custom of drinking salt water by 
turns and uttering all sorts of uncouth words. They 
believe that the Prophet, having been oTferred a garment 
by 3od, gave it to his son-in-law rAlI b. Abi T lib 
with an instruction to give it to anybody he chose.
Ibn T imlya considers all these superstitious and un
lawful. They have no foundation in Islam. Moreover, 
the word futuwwa was interpreted by many B h a l k h s W a

good conduct or giving
up of agreeable things for things feared, in accordance

1. U 3 H.I,129-136
2. For the oririn and development of this group of darwlehes 

see "Die Islamlschen Futuwaabunde" by Frans Taeschner in 
Z.D.U.Q. N.F. Band XII, Heft 1/2 (1933)
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with tha versa of tha Qur'an. "Remember whan Moses said(1)to his servant (fata)....."
aLgSMggiaa.,9X.,J>hg.. jgEBW. applied, t f i . f̂la.
Terms accepted by Ibn Taimiya as acceptable}

1. Wall, 'friend of God' as against ‘aduw. His enemy.
All Muslims (says Ibn Toimlya) who guard themselves
against evil may be called "friends of God." They may

al
be of two classes: (a)/muotaaad« moderates and (b)
Ki-muaarrab. honoured ones. The -*ur an bears testimony 
to this. "Surely the friends of Sod - they shall have
no fear nor shall they grieve. They who believe and(2)
fear God - for them are good tidings.
2. Faolr. Sarly Muslims applied this word in anti
thesis to flhgnl. rich. hater Muslims meant by it a 
salik. spiritual guide or a sufi. both of which, (salik

1. Sura xvili, 59. U R U.I.147-152. This refers to the 
story in the Qur'an about Moses* journey with his ser- 
v-nt, and his murder of a young boy, and his making a 
hole In the boat of a man who helped them In crossing 
a river and so on. See Sura xviii. 59 sqq.

2. M R M.I.40. Sura x, 63.See Prof. Nicholson: Mystics

of Islam,p.l22sna.
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and sufi) In the opinion of Ibn Taimiya,^may also be 
applied to a eiddjq, a wali or a salih♦

Terms which he regards as misinterpreted by the
1. Ghawth. a term applied to the chief of the saints who 
is said to reside at Uecca. The word ghawth or ghivath. 
in his opinion, should be applied only to God who is the

sX**̂ ust>''Pflilt>hun^ i.e., t»li8 htBlpci* of* ttis scGksrs 
of help* It is polytheism to maintain that the people < 
the world may eeek help of three hundred saints, and the 
three hundred, in their turn, from the seventy, and thes< 
from the forty, who again have recourse to the seven, tht 
again to toe four who finally carry the petition to the

2. The fo«r Awtad. (sing* watad, lit* a peg.) Sometimi 
a peg may mean a man through whom religion and faith are
strengthened, but there is no Justification for limiting

(3)
their number to four only*

1 , 0  M*I,45* Sufiya, p.22-24
2. M R M,I,48* This seems to be an arbitrary and imaginar: 

theory of the mystics, cf. Ibn al- ̂ Arabi, Putuh al- 
Makkiya, chapter 73 and 383.

3, O  M.I,49. See Mystics of Islam p.124.
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3* The seven Agtab (sing. outb. lit. the fixed point 
round which the sky revolves). This term may mean a
man who is like a 'pole' in religious and worldly matter(1)but it is wrong to maintain that they are only seven.
4. The four Abdal. (sing.badal, substitute). The 
Abdal are not mentioned in any genuine tradition thou^i
people often assert that when a noble man dies* another(2)man is raised in his place to continue his work.
5. Khotam al-Awllya. the seal of the saints. This empt
tens was first introduced by Muhammad b. ffAli al-Hakim< •

al-Tlrmidhl. Afterwards people like Ibn H; mawiya, Ibn
‘Arabi and others claimed it for themselves in rivalry

(3)
with the Shatam al-Ambiya. the seal of the Prophets.

1. U A M,I*49 Se» Mystics of Islam p.l23sq

2. Ibid. 49—50

3. Ibid. 51.
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a m  m fm

Strongly as Ibn Talmlya condemned the errors (as he 
regarded them) of the Sufis, it Is a mistaken view that 
this was the main object of his public activities. His 
most bitter attacks were directed against the Shi'ites.
The eradication of shi 1sm from Islam was one of the main 
points in his plans for reform* This is well*exhibited 
in kis-plans-few the title and contents of his kit. -inhaj 
al.Sunna al-Habawiya fi naqd k»lam al-Shica wcl-v*adariya. 
This book consisting of 1156 pages was written in reply to 
a p-jnphlet composed by a leading theologian of the Mongol 
period, Hasan b,Yusuf b*cAli b* Uut&hhar al-Uiili, who died 
in 726 A.H. two years before the death of our author.

Although neither al-Hllli's arguments nor Ibn Timiya'i(2)
replies depart materially from those of their predeceseore 
we may nevertheless summarise the main heads of his argument 
against the Shl'ite doctrines*

1. Uinhajal-karama fi ma;rifat al-Imama. See I 0 L.Loth. 
471 ff.50»60. This pamphlet which consists mainly of 
the doctrines of the Ithna 'Asharlva sect, was dedicated 
to Vljaltu Hjan (r*7C3-?l< ) of the Il£ian family.

7. As Ibn Talmlya himself points out in criticising al - 
Hllll's statements* U.Sunna* 1,171 sq.
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1* Is ths bal ‘a. oath of allegiance to an la ta, essentia 
for every Muslim?
In the opinion of Hilll every Muslim has to give allegla 
to an Imam In pursuance of a saying of the Prophets
"He who dies without knowing the imam of his time dies(1)
a pagan death."
Ibn Talmlya rejects this view and declares the above 
tradition to be spurious* In his opinion the genuine 
hadith narrated by Muslim on the authority of UaflG is 
that when Yasid became Caliph and his anny had defeated
the dissident Uedinians at the Harra, 'Abdallah b* ' Umar%

came to ^Abdallah b« Uuti *ho had rebelled against 
Yazid| and narrated to him the following saying:

•Y <A,jk*s
W  I .  «- *

*«He who withdraws a hand from obedience will meet God 
on the day of resurrection without any defence# He 
who dies owing no allegiance dies a pagan death#H 
This traditionf continues our author9 affirms the duty 
of allegiance to a Muslim ruler even though he be an 
oppressor# It ca not be cited in support of the SJji ii 
imamso Even if it be granted that the S h i t e a  *re

1# Us# I 0 L.Loth#471# f#52/a.sq
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in their interpretation! it does not help them in 
support of their theory, because it was they who re
fused allegiance to the commonly accepted Caliphate 
after the Prophet* Moreover, their present imam* 
Muhammad b*Hasan al-Muntazar, according to their 
superstitious belief, ̂ went into hiding in the cell of 
Samurra in 260 A.H. since when nobody has seen him or 
heard about him for more than four hundred years; so
how absurd it is to give allegiance to a fictitious and(2)
invisible person*
2* Nature of the Imama. The Shi *1 tea regard the lmama 
as a divine institution* They maintain that God 
appointed the^imama to succeed the Prophet as leaders of 
the Muslims* Hilll here accuses the Sunnites that

1. According to Mustawfi. p*47, it was in 264/874, see Donal 
The Shl^ite Religion*p*245* For the description of the 
hidden imam* see p*226 sq*

2* M.Sunna, 1,27 sq*
3* The ithna ^asharlya* among the Shirites* hold that ^Ali r 

ceived the divine nomination as a successor of the Prophe 
with full powers , and then Hasan, Husain, Zain al-Abidin 
Muhammad b**Ali al-Baqir,Jacfar al-Sadiq,Musa b*Jafar al-K 
"All b*Musa al-Rida, Muhammad b* rAll al-Jawwad, rAli b*
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they do not maintain that the Prophet nominated a succes 
sor. Ibn T imiya objects that the accusation is unfoun 
ded because some of the Sunnis do believe that the nomi
nation of Abu Baler as an imam and Caliph was made by an 
implicit order of the Prophet* The dispute was only as 
to the nature of this order. According to %adi Yarla, 
it waa by a definite statement* The traditioniats, the 
XCUctasllltes and the Aqh^arites accepted this* Others 
said that it was through ( ) a tacit and an
implied direction* Hasan al-Basriand a group of tradi-
tlonists subscribed to this view* There is another

_ (1)
opinion that it was contained in the ^urJan and the 
3unna« Bukhari narrates from Jab\r b*iSut^im that once 
a woman came to the Prophet* The prophet asked her to 
see him again on some other occasion* HIf I come and d< 
not find you?" asked the woman* "Then go to Abu Bakr, *

Muhammad al-Radi , and al-Hasan al-^Astorl one after. 9 *

another. M.Kareaa. fol.50/b and 56/a.
1. Ibn T«imiya does not cite any definite verse in this

‘ , -> . i . - *jt .*• ■ ’ "* f X * ■

connection* This probably he refers to Ibn Hagm who
has given Qur ?anic citations in favour of the Caliphate

<4- pi s.
of the four "rirfctly guided Caliphs"f in his Mil >1,£&»A>vn 
Iv, 89*
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replied tha Prophet. Besides this there are ether reports
from Hudh,Jlfa b. al-Ynman, Abu Huraira, Abu Bakr b.Malik,
Abu Bnk«&t Jabir and 6A leha that indicate the nomination(1)of Abu Bakr. Ibn Ta imiya shares the above opinion and 
H i * .  «*. b . ™ U . b .  ciU. by U »  S W ' U . .  r . ^
ding the vice-regency of Ali have all been manufactured*
He refutes the views of the Haw&ndiya sect who held that

f _ (3)
the Prophet nominated Abbas as his successor. He re*
peatedly mentions that Abu Bakr was the best and the fittea
man for the Caliphate as he was much liked by the Prophet.
It was Abu Bakr who led the prayer during the last illness
the Prophet, and the Prophet once said his prayer behind
Abu Bakr. Both Bukhari and Muslim were of this opinion.
In support of his opinion, Ibn Talmlya cites the opinion of

(4)
Ibn Hajrm who dealt with this problem in his Milal, and
approved of the view of those who said that Abu Bakr had b<(5)
nominated by the Prophet as his representative.

1. U.Surma. 1,134*35.
2. Ibid. 136
3. Ibid. of. B.Has*,aUja.al, IV 75 s<p. (/«*«, v s h t-m .)

A L -  p i j c u L  , ****.
f^^«2v)41£ftl-'Wa^4~Alhal IV, p.77 sqq. M.^4l.l36.sq.

5. M.Sunna. I,135.sq.
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3* Was Abu Bakr else ted by ^Umar with the consent of some othe 
Ibn Talaiya's answer to this is that the Sunnites never be
lieved in any such report* It was9 in his opinion9 & cert 
theologian who introduced a new theory that the 
might be settled by allegiance of four persons9 while ether 
opined that it could be done by two or even by one* Abu 
Bakr was elected by common consent of the muhaiirun and the 
ansar* but then if Ûraar or anybody else gave his hand firs4 
of all9 it did not mean that he was|elected by only one pers< 
because every allegiance (by stretching hands) must have 
preceded or succeeded the other* Similarly9 though ~bu 
Bakr nominated ,rUmar as his successor9 the latter received 
the general allegiance* In the same w&y all Muslims acce}<
ted c Uthman as their Caliph though ^Umar had appointed a(2)Shura (Council of six persons)* The el im of the f̂el iti 
that ^Ali was elected by common eoneent, whereas Abu Bakrf 
rUmar and Uthman were not9 is meaningless* One who knows 
early Muslim History knows well that the allegiance given tc 
Abu Bakr ̂ ‘̂ Umar or f Uthman was far greater than that given 
to rAli*

1* li*Sunna I9141* Ibn T' imiya does not mention who he was* 
2* Ibid*I9141943* cf* Mawardif pp*5~?
3* M-3unnaf If143*
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<• Pogfl.xvr’ftq, ,gr mmmaaarfc-AUii.
a X t t r .  .trh fi. f r g p h t t ?

Hllli asserts that both the -urJ an and the Sunna
support ‘All's superior claim over all others to the la ana.

.  (1)He gives forty citations from the Qur'an - and twelve from

1, The following verses, In the opinion of Hllli were
revealed In connection with^Ali fa claim.
1. Sura v,co 17.Hura IX, 20
2. n V,71 IB. «t LVIII,13
3. «« V,5 19. H XL1II,44
4. N LX11,1 20. « LXIX,12
5* It XXXII,33 21. It LXXVI,
6 . If XXIV,36 22. N XXXIX,34
7. l« XLII,22 23. n VIII,64
8. If 11,203 24. M VIII,65
9# n 111,54 25. ft V,59

10. it 11,35 26. If LVII,18
11. M 11,118 27.¥ It 11,275
12. II IXX,96 28. ft 3very verse 

with
XXXIII,5613. It XIII,8 29. It

14. ft XXXVII,24 30. If LV,19-20
15. It XLVII,32 31. ft XIII,43
16. It LVI.10-11 32. If LXVI,8.
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(1) - • ithe g m w  But Ibn Taimiya rejects the interpretation

rivenby the Imamiya to all of them and says that the laaaiu
are wrong In stating these arguments for the of Ali.
They are either false or have nothing to do with All's(8)
claim leadership*

Let us now take a few instances*
(1) The first verse cited by ^1111, Sura Vy60. 

"Verily* your preteetor is Qod and His jostle* and those w] 
believe* who observe prayer* and pay the alms of obligation; 
and who bow in worship*"

HiHi asserts that the above verse was revealed about
gAii and he cites a tradition in support of it* narrated by

, - (3)Tha labi. Ibn Timiya considers this a down-right false
h od, for Jftarlabi is not trustworthy. He is a ^atl* la 11

33. Sura LCVII,6. 37. Sura XX,30
34. " XXV,56 . 38. " XV,47
35. " IX,120 39. " VII,171
36. " 11,40 40. " LXVI,4

1. For the tradition cited by Hilli see M.^iIVt8CV110e also 
cf.M.Karama 

2# U .Sunna IV#2-110* M.Karama foil.56 sq.
3. IV tS.
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Cl)(confused one} In transmitting traditions*

(2) The second verse* Sura V,71.
0-

"0 Apostle! proclim all that hath been sent down to 
thee from thy Lords for if thou do it not9 thou h&at not 
proclaimed his message at all#*

In support of his claim that the above verse was rev
ealed about cAlif Hi 111 narrates a tradition on the author
ity of Abu Wu^aia and an Interpretation of the verse given I 

- (2)
Tha^labie

Ibn Taimiya considers thiscalso quite false# Kxpert
muba^dltfhuh# he s«ysf are agreed that the Hilya of Abu
N u i m  which describes the excellencies of the CuliphSf is
full of spurious narrations# His opinion about Thalabis

(3)
knowledge has already been mentioned#

(3) The first tradition cited by Hilli is as
follows# A large number of people have narrated that when

(4)
the verse t "But warn th^y relatives of nearer Ein" was 
revealed| the Prophet invited the children of cAbd al- 
Uuttalib to the house of Abu Talib# They wept forty in

1# Ibid# p#4# See# U#Karama# fol#5C/a
°# See MinhaJ IY#9# See also Donaldson#p#4 sq#
3# See also M#Sunna IVf9-15 
4# 3uraf IVf80
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number* He gave them a feast and conveyed to them the
^  -  (1) message of God and All's claim to the successor ship*

Ibn Taimiya rejects the tradition* for it does not(2)occur in any recognised Sunni collection#
(4) T&e second tradition* Hi H i  says that accord-(

ing to a Khabar Mutawatir when the verse
was revealed, the Prophet addressed the people at Ghadir(4) _ /
Khumm and said of ^Ali <* "Whoever^  (5)has me as his master has All as his master#"

Ibn Taimiya mrgues that it is chronologically absurd, 
because the verse in question was revealed during the earlle

<x —
days at Medina while the alleged event of Gbftir Khumm took 
placeon the 18th df Dhul Hsjja, year 9* Moreover, on the
9th of Dhul Hojja it had already been declared, "This day(6)
have I perfected your religion", so how could the verse
be revealed again a few days afterwards on the 18th of the 

(7)month*

1* M.Sunna.IV,80. M#Karama fo 1*57/6 
2. Ibid# 17,80-84 
3# Sura V,71 
4* Donaldson pp 4S6
5* M*Sunn*IV*80-84 cf*M*Krama*ffl 0 L*foll 54/a, 56/a 
6# Sura V,5 
7# M.Sunna#IV,84-87
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6. Who was the invent*? of Jafr and Bit&qa and who were the 
Ikhwan a 1-Safa?

Ibn Taimiya disapproves the Sfci^ite view that Jacfar b.
Muhammad al-Sac:iq was the Inventor of the science of iafn
(divination) and bltaoa (science of letters)* Some of the
Shi ites | he adds, erroneously believed that Jacfar wrote
the Rasa’11 Ikhwan al-Safa but this view ca.not stand for
chronological reasons. Jacfar died in 14S A.H. while the
book was written by some one during the 4th century A.H,
when the ̂ Ubaidiya dynasty flourished in Rgypt and built the
city of Cairo. The book on the other handy describes the
Isma'iliya doctrines and the condition of the Muslims under
the Christian subjugation on the Syrian coast after the 3rd* (1)century A.H.

7. Was Shahrastani biassed against the Imamiya sect?
HiHi says that Shahrosttni was biassed against the 

imami's, but Ibn Taimiya rejects this statement and points 
out that Shahrastani was rather pro-laami, for he used In 
his writings books of *&! its writers like Abu cIaa 11- 
Warraa. Abu Yahva etc. He also dedicated his book 
Kltab al-Mllal wa l.Hlhal to a  Shi ite chief.

1. M.Sunna.1.331
2. Ibid. 111,207
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In addition to his polemic against Saint-worship and § 
^ism, Ibn Taimiya made a strong protest against several othe 
practices current in his time#

(1) Tahlll Ibn Taimiya is not against the institute
_ (l)

of tahlil as prescribed by the verse of the ^ur^ans
11 But if the husband divorce her (a third time) it is 

not lawful for him to take her again, until she shall have 
married another husbnd; and if he also divorce her, then 
shall no blame attach to them if they return to each other, 
thinking that they can keep within the bounds fixed by God# 

But what he condemned m^st was the existing practice o 
his time, which did not exist in the early days of Islam# 
The correct interpretation of the verse, he suggests, is th 
a maiimay remarry his thrice divorced wife only

(a) when another man ma rise her in his own interest a 
not with an evil intention of making her lawful for the 
first husband, and

(b) then the man either dies or divorces her on accoun 
of any unbearable trouble between them#

In support of hhis explanation he quotes a number of

1# To this particular topic he dovoted pp 2-266 in his 
Majmurat Fatawa, III (2nd part)

2. Sura 11,230. M R.III.4.
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traditions and opinions of the companions# He also gives
us the opinion of the jurists, Sfrafi^i, Ahmad,Malik, etc.
who disallowed tahlil. as understood by the common people.
He moreover quotes the first tradition of the Bukhari,

UJ t> J ^"Actions are judged by intentions”
in support of his arguments, and asserts that if a man does(1)even a good action with evil Intention, he commits sin#

1. M R. 111*4-2?. Prof.Maddonald makes the following statemes 
of the misuse of tahlil, and the protest of Ibn Taimiya. 
to it. ”...and the custom,” he says, ”has grown up, wher 
a man has thus divorced his wife in hasty aqger, of em
ploying another to marry her on pledge of divorcing her 
again next day. Sometimes the man so employed refuses 
to carry out his contract; such refusal is a frequent 
iqotif in oriental tales. To avoid this, the husband not 
infrequently emplys one of his slaves and presents him 
to his former wife the next day. A slave can legally 
marry a free woman, but when he becomes her property, tin 
marriage is annulled, inso facto, because a slave cannot

abe the husbjnd of his mistress or a slave woman the wife 
of her master. It is to Ibn Taimiya*s credit that he
was one of the few to lift up their voices against this
abomination.” Theology, p.276.

■' • ■ I
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What he drives at by this is that the ^ur^an permits a
divorced wife to be remarried only under the afore-said
conditions laying stress on the point that there should noi
be any Intention of divorce in the second marriage on the
part of the woman or the man, in order to make her lawful
for the first husband.

2* Al-halaf biJ 1-talaq a fatwa on the sath of divorce
If a man swears with a threefold formula to divorce h:

v ife if he should do or not do a certain thing, his words
will not be counted as halaf bi» 1-talaq and his wife will i
be divorced in case of his violating the oath (hanathi. It
will, according to Ibn Taimiya, involve him in a mere oil(1)
an atonement of oath. This view corroborates the opini<
of Da/ud Zahiri, Ibn Hazm, Ibn Zaid al-Maliki and Ibn Yunu*

-  C -  ‘  (2)al-Shafi i on the question. Ibn Hazm quotes a traditi<

1. Halaf bi'1-talaq, pp 2-20. For an expiation of oath o m  
has to feed ton poor persons or to clothe them or to set 
free a captive. But he who cannot carry out any of the 
three orders, must fast three days. See %ur'an, Sura v, i 
Ibn Taimiya. M.Fatawa,II,79.
2. Ibid. pp 20-24
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from Ta us (<3*108 A.II,) that the latter considered such an 
oath as a farce*

3* Begging must be stopped* but if a man asks aomethli
must be given to him* The Qur'an says, "And *• to him thi(2)
asketh of thee, chide him not away," The Prophet discoui
sged begging* Once he said, "It is better to go with a rc
and gather fuel than to ask for alms, which he may or may
not get," Abu Bakr never asked anybody ftsr even to lift

(3)a thing that had fallen from his hand*
He further quotes the following aphorism against beggi

"If you want to bo like one9 be independent of him* If yc 
want to lord over one9 do good to him* If you^want to be 
captive of one make yourself dependent on him."

X# Halaf bi l-tslaq9 p.22 loll*
2. Sura xelii9 10
3. nl-cUbudiya M«R.p»18 
4# Ibid. p.IS



CHAPTER V

THEOLOGY

Ibn^Taimiyals_attitude towards theology and philosophy 
After going through his treatises on theology and 

philosophy we can easily form an opinion that our autho 
had no respect for either of them. We cannot, there
fore! call }im a theologian or a philosopher in the
truest sense of the term.

_  (1)In his Minhaj he boldly declares that theology
and philosophy have no place in Islam, and that theo-

V/ - (2) _ _(3)
logians like al-Jjlwaini, al-Ghazali and al-Shah- 

_ _(4)
rastani .who devoted their life to these sciences,

1. vol.Ill, 68.
2. Imam al-Haramain, Abu' 1 Macali- cAbd al-Malik• 9

b. Yusuf, dl.478 A.H. The greatest theologian of 
the 5th cent. A.H., teacher of al-Ghazali. See Mus
lim Theology, p.212. Brockelmann I,388.Ibn al-Athir 
x, 95.

3. d.5Q5. See his biography in J A 0 S, xx, II; Mus
lim Theology p.215 sqq; Brockelmann 1,419 sqq;
De Boer, p.154 sqq. Regarding the remark made
about Ghazali that he gave up theology and philo

sophy in his later life is correct. cont.
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ultimately understood their drawbacks and returned to 
the Our? an and the Sunna. Shahrastanit he adds, con
fessed that it was folly to discuss theology. Al-Kaxi, 
in his opinion, contradicts himself in matters of $heA- 
logy and admits his perplexity.

"Scholastic theology", says Ghazali, "could not con
sequently satisfy me nor heal the malady from which 
I suffered*" Similarly philosophy and philosophers 
he reproaches with strong terms* "All in spite of 
their diversity, are marked with the stamp of infi
delity and irreligion" and so on. See C.Field,
The Confession of al-Ghaxali. p.22, 24 sqq* Mus
lim Theology p*229. *In his Tahafdt"* says Prof.
Macdonald, "he had smitten the philosophers hip and* •*

thigh..." See also Munqidh. p.8*
4. Abu'l Fath Muhammad b* ®Abd al-Karim, the principal 

historian of the religions in the oriental middle 
ages, b. in Shahrastan in Khorasan in 469/1076.
See Shadharat. IV, 149. Sea Enc. of Isl* IV, 263
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-  (1)In the MinhaJ he further cites the opinions of 

Imam Ahmad and Abu Yusuf who said that he who would seek 
knowledge by the help of Kalam would turn an atheist.

optTu'on -  c —Here he mentions an instruction of Imam Shafi i that
theologians should be beaten with shoes and palm branchei

_ _ (2 )he
In his tafsir Surat al-Ikhlas tells us

that the salaf and other leaders tabooed theology, for i1
was vanity^ falsehood and saying of unfitting things
about God.

1. I, 181, 1.23.
2. p.62 sq.
3. But amongst the later thinkers Ashari (d.330 A.H.) de

fended theology by his ris.fi istihsan al-Khawi fi’l 
Kalam (Haidarabad, 1323 A.H.) In it he supports the 
theories of haraka. motion, sukun. silence, .1ism. bodj
carad. accident, i.ltima  ̂ union, iftiraq. separation etc 
by the help of the Qur^an. He further asserts that h 
it been an unlawful thing to discuss theology the 
Prophet must have prohibited it by some express injunc 
tion. In his opinion, all religious orders, be they 
relating to conduct or belief, have been based on 
rational arguments and thus it is not unlawful to ente 
into discussion of them.
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(1) _About the Jahmites Imam Ahmad expressed his opinion
that they told untruth about God by what they denied to
Him, and spoke about Him with ignorance* Abu’l ‘Abbas(2)
b.Suraj disapproved of the theories of atoms and 
accidents: once in answer to a question in Kalam he sa:
"Unitarianism to the vain people is to enter into the 
discussion of atoms and accidents.11 The words atoms 
and accidents did not exist in Islam during the time of

1* The leader of this group Jahm b*Safwan nwas put to 
death at Marw about the end of the reign of the 
Umaiyads (Tabari.ed. de.Goeje, II, 1924) Descriptio 
of his dogmatic views have reached us in the form of 
a number of more or less heretical doctrines. (Bagh 
dadi, Farq, p . 16,19 etc* a1-Shahrastani I, 60, Kit. 
al-Intisar, index, p . 232.) Their lack of coherence 
is due to the fact that Djahm does not entirely 
accord in his doctrines with any of the well-known

tschools...." Wenslnjk, Muslim Creed, p*119 sqq. For 
further information about Jahm see Aghari, Maqafcal 
index. Ibn Qutaiba, Ikhtilaf fi’l lafz, Cairo, 134! 

2* Ahmad b* ^Umair b* Suraij, Ta>rikh Baghdad* IV, 28! 
A^lam, p*57 .
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I

the Prophet. It was the Jahmites and the Murtazihites(1)who first invented them, Ja*d b.Dirham being mainly
responsible for it. This Ja*d was executed by\^Abd-

-(2)
allah b. al-Qasri at Wasit on account of his kalam.%

The story goes that before executing Jacd ‘Abdallah
stood on a pulpit and addressed the people saying,
H0 men, offer your sacrifices to God. Surely I am
offering my victim in the person of Jacd who says that
God did not take Abraham as His friend, nor did He
speak oto Moses. God is far above what Jacd attributes
to Him." He then got down from the pulpit and cut off 

(3)
Jacd*8 head.

_ (4)Hilli asserts in his Minha.1 al-Karama that All 
was the originator of theology. Ibn Taimiya declares 
it false and that cAli could not go against Kitab and 
Sunna. Moreover none among the 1 companionsf or their 
followers ever discussed the phenomenal nature of the

1. Dhahabi, Mizan, I, 185. No.1443, Ibn Hajar, Lisan
2. 105, No.427

2. Khalid b.cAbdallah b.66, d*126. Arnold, p.59
3. Ikhlas p.63,1.5 Bafflabakkiya. p.392

¥

4. fol.58/b. I 0 L.
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world as derived from the origination of bodies* He repea 
that theology* came into existence at the end of the first 
century A.H. It was Ja d b.Dirham and Jahm b.Safwan who 
introduced itf and eventually the students of cAmr b* cUhai 
like Abu71 Hudhail al- Allaf etc* carried it on* The aim 
and object of cAmr and Wasil in propagating the above theor 
was to introduce into Islam the idea that God's power is 
not unlimited and that sinners will abide in Hell for ever* 

It is evident from the fore^going statements that Ibn 
Taimiya generally uses Kalam in its preGAsIiarite sense of 
"Muctasilite Theology**

Another point that strikes us is that in spite of this 
condemnation of theology, Ibn Taimiya was compelled in the 
course of his teaching career and in his public controversy 
to examine and pronounce on many questions of theology*

We cannot definitely say from whom our author inhere 
ited such a spirit of discarding theology and philosophy. 
None of his teachers mentioned in the chapter of Hadith 
were remarkable as theological writers or were said to 
have discarded theology and philosophy. However, before 
entering into the discussion of his so-called theology, 
we shall enumerate his surviving treatises with a short

1. MSunna IV,144 sqq*
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note on each. One thing that we should remember here is 
that Ibn Taimiya is hopelessly umsystematic in his treat
ment of a subject. Just as we do not possess a single 
comprehensive book from him on Tafsir or Hadith. so in 
theology or Philosophy we have nothing of the kind. Prob
lems of theology and philosophy are scattered throughout
his writings most of which, according to al-Kutubis enumer-

. (1)
ation have not yet come to light.

Books available on Theology
1. al-Risalat al-cArshiya, M R K I, 257-61; published also 

in M R M, IV, 107-38 with some additional material at tto 
end. It deals with the problem whether the Throne of

God is Kuriy. spherical or not.
2. al- ‘Aqidat al-Wasitlya, M R K, I, 387-406. This son- 

tains his views on some aocunea problems of Kalam. such at 
faith in God, His Attributes, His Apostles, His Book, 
torture in the grave etc.

3. al-Munazara fi’l cAqida al-Wasitiya, M R K, I, 407-13. 
A discussion onlfii^ above risala.

4. al-^Aqida il-Hamawiya al-Kubra, M R K, I, 414-469. A
reply to a question sent from Hama in 698 A.H. on divin«

(2)
attributes.

1. Fawat I, 42 sqq.
7. See. Fawat, I, 40.
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5. Ris. al-qada' wa’l-qadar, (about fate and predestination 

M R K. II, 80-86
6. Ris. al-ihtijaj bi 1-qadar, M R K, II, 87-145. This 

deals with an allegorical tradition that Adam and Moses 
had a controversy over fate and predestination.

7. Sifat allah wa uluwuhu ‘Ala Khalqih. M E M ,  I, 186-23 
On the attributes of God and His superiority to His 
creation.

8. Madhhab al-Salaf al-qawim fi tahqiq mas’ala Kalam allah 
al-Karim. M E M ,  III, 2-164. This is a collection 
made by Sayyid Rashid Rida, the edition of al-Manar 
from the fatwas of Ibn Taimiya and his other books.

9. Tafsil al-ijmal fima yajib^llah min Sifat al-Ksmal.
M R M, V, 38-80. This is a fatwa in which he attacks 
the Jahmites, the Mutazilites and the philosophers on 
the doctrine of divine attributes.

10. Aqwam ma qlla fi 1-mashiya wa’l-hikma wa 1-qada, wa'1- 
qadar etc. M R M, V, 114-70. A fatwa given by him 
in 714 A.H. on God's will, contrivance ( ), 
fate and predestination.

11. A commentary on the saying of ^Imran b.Husains r,Kana 
Allah wa lam yakun Shaly qablah" M R M, V, 172-95. 
Nothing existed before God. Time, accidents and mov
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ments have their beginnings• They are not eternal. God
created the heavens and the earth in six days.
12* Qa'ida fi janTi Kaldnnat al-Muslimin. M H M. V,

197-206. Unlike the ordinary Muslims here he does
not apply to the Khawari.i the term of Kafir (heretics)
because ^Ali, Sad b. Abi Waoqas etc* who fought them(1)
did not call them so*

13* Sharh al-^Aqida al-Isfahaniya, Cairo, 1329, attached t 
his Majmu^at Fatawa, vol,5, pp 2-152. A commentary 
made by him in 712 A.H. on al-cAqida al-Isfahaniya 
of Shams al-Din Muhammad b* al.Isfahami. b*612. d.677.

14. Mas’ala fi qurb al-cAbd ila al-Rabb. Ms* India Office 
Library. Delhi Coll. Arb. 1857. A treatise on the 
propinquity of men to God.

15. Burhan Kalam Musa, with Urdu translation, India Office 
Arabic tract 2452, Litho, 1879. On God’s speaJling wit 
Moses*

16. Al-Kalam ^AlaivHaqiqat al-Islam wa’l.Iman. Ms*3erl*
(3)

No.2089.

1. M.H.M. V. 200.
2. It deals with both Kalam and Philosophy.
3. I could not utilise this Ms. It is dubious for it 

mentions the year 733 and Ibn Taimiya died in 728.
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17. Al-cAqida al-Marrakushiya. Berl. No.2809. Composed 
in Egypt in 712 A.H. It is a pronouncement on a 
controversy between two Spanish Malikites on the ques
tion of God's istawa. settling down on the Throne.

18. Mas ala al-Uluw. Berl. No.2311. (1)Sotha No. 83 III, Munich No.885 IV,
19. Al-^Aqida al-Tadmuriya, Berl. 1995. A fatwa on tawhid 

and Divine attributes.
20. Su^al li Ibn Taimiya, along with the Ms. of al-Tadmur

iya (no.19) in Berl. It has been published with Ibn
Qa^yims Hadi.al-Arwah. It gives a decision in the

%

controversy of two Shafi^ites one of whom said that he 
who did not believe in God's being in Heaven was in 
error, while the other maintained that God did not 
exist in one place particularly.

21. Majmu^at al-Tawhid. Lith. Brit.Mus. or No.14516. c.33. 
A restatement on the usual lines of the doctrine of 
tawhid•

1. This also I failed to utilise. According to Brockelmai
II, p •1$4, this treatise deals with a question put 
before him by two Shaficites quarrelling on the problei 
of God* 8 whereabouts. (Perhaps identical with No.20)
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22. Sharh Hadith al-Nuzul, Amritsar9 India, 1314. Out of 

print* See Sarkis.
23. Kit al.Iman. See Sarkis.
24* al-Ris al-Qubrusiya* Berl. No 885/3. A letter to

the King and the nobles of Cyprus that they should
treat prisoners well, together with the principles of
Islam and its relation to Christianity with some accu-(1)rate quotations from the New Testament* (2)25. Ris. fi. sifat al-Kamal* India Office* Loth 467/2

26* Su*al bacd ahl al-ahimma min al-yahud fi’ 1-qada^a’ 1 
qadar* Berl* 2481* A question put by a Jew in 8 
tawll verses regarding predestination to which he 
replied exjtempore in the same metre.*

27. A qasida on free will, Berl, No.2482.*
28. A poem in refutation of an anonymous poem, the author 

of which tried to be excused of his disbelief by 
saying that it was predestined by God* Brit.Mus.
984/1. (Cod. Oriint. 10)

29. A reply to a question whether a man can do good by his 
free will. Leid. 2019*

1. This treatise may also be taken as a treatise on politics 
See Brockelmann II, i04, No. 12

2. It has also ben published by Sayyid Rashid Rida in M R M 
V, 38-80.

cjoyKa
* I could not utilise this** Their particulars have been

gathered from Brockelmann, II, ld4.
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30• Sharh Hadith, Abi Dharr, in Khams Rasa'il Nadira,
1 • m m m m  9

Cairo, undated. It deals with a hadith Qudsi in 
which God declares that there is no injustice in Him 
while mercy is His necessary characteristic.

31. Al-Risala al-Ba*labakkiya in the Majmuffat al-Rasa^il 
collected by Muh£ al-din Sabfcri, Cairo, 1328 A.H. pp, 
390-436. It deals with the eternity of the Qur'an 
and its being the word of God alone. He attacks here 
the Muctazilite8, the Philosophers and the Aaharites

— Ql u —for their interpretation of the words nuzul al-atar * an
and sifat allah. attributes of God.

Among his available books on theology whose dates of
composition are known (i.e. Nos. 4, 10, 13 and 17) the
earliest one (i.e.No. 4) was written in 698 A.H. when he
was thirty seven and the latest one (i.e.No.10) in 714,
when he was fifty three.

The earliest one, alsAqida al-Hamawiya al-Kubra was
dictated, according to Ibn al-Hadi by our author in the
interval between the zuhr and 6Asr prayers of one day.
On account of this risala he was once put to trial but(1)
was acquitted.

Nos. 27 and 28 show that he had some facility in 
versifying, though not to a degree which calls for remark.

1. quoted by Kutubi, see Fawat 1,40, Durar 1,145
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Dissuasion on Divine attributes^ th_ reference to 
Ma-rei^tation.of Mu‘tasllite and Jahmite views.

According to Ibn Taimiya*s opinion it was Ja^d b. 
Dirham who first profesed that God is not on His Throne, 
and that ist&wa means istawla. That is, God is the mas
ter of His Throne (and not that He settled upon it.)
This idea was then taken up by Jahm b.Safwan (d.128 A. H.) 
Consequently a new system of scriptural interpretation
became popular at the close of the 2nd century A.H. at the(2)
hand of Bishr b. Ghiyath al-Marisi (d. 218 or 19 A.H.)

(3)
and his followers.

In his MinhaJ. he further states that the Muctazilite
doctrine of Divine Attributes was publicly preached during

(4)
the last part of the 3rd century A.H. and then Shi^ite

1. Sura xx. 4.
2. Wafayat 1,113. He was the founder of the Marisiya 

sect. (_His doctrines have been given by I.Khall^A^lam, 
I,p.47. Enc. of Isl. s.v.; see also Maddonald.
Muslim Theology, p.155

3. M H K. I. 425-26.
4. Minhaj-al-StUma. I, 172, 1.6. The date is Ibn Taimiya'
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- (1) - -(2) -(3)

doctors like Mufid, Musawi and Tusi adopted it.
u* fa for rr\

The dogma of the eternity of God/that He exists 
without His attributes is the dogma of the Jahmites and 
the Muctazilites. In regard to God's knowledge, power

1. Muhammadb.Muhammad b. al-Nucman al-Mufid,
• • r

teacher of Al-Tusi b.33€. d.413.
See his biography - Muhammad Mahdi al-Musawi,
Ahsan al-Wadlca. 11,240 sq.

2. Sharif al-Rida al-Musawi.
See Yaqut, Dictionary, V,174.

3 # Muhammad b#Has»n b. 6All al Tusi called Shaikh al-Ta^if*
w  « • *

d.460. Author of Tahdhlb al-Akhlao. Istibear and 
Fihrist of Shlca books.
Brown*. Lit.History of Persia. IV,405
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4* Jahm1s absolute tawhid "was the denial of His (God's)
V

eternal qualities. The Kur an could not be uncreated, 
for an uncreated Kur an would be a second eternal 
being side by side with Allah. Nay even the knowledge 
of Allah, being originated (muhdath) could not be ad* 
mltted in the sense of prescience* In this respect, 
D.jahm comes near to the MuHazilite position from which 
he was in other respects, as a pure Islamic thinker, 

far removed*n Wensinck, Muslim Creed* 121
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seeing, hearing etc, the older ultra ImamI sect was 
downright anthropomorphist, while subsequent generations
went further and denied the existence of all Divine(1)attributes* The Karramites believed in anthropomor
phism* The Sunnites were unanimous in declaring that God
was totally unlike men in His essence, qualities and actio:

>/ -  —The traditionists, the hermeneiltists, the Sufis, the four
jurists and their followers, never believed in anthropo
morphism. The accusation that has been levelled at juris 
like Malik, Shafici, Ahmad and their followers is based on 
sheer misunderstanding. These jurists in affirming the
Divine attributes never maintained that they resembled(2)
bodily forms.

The Ira ami sect was with the Jahmites and the Mu^ta- 
zilites on the dogma of Divine attributes. The word 
Qadim relating to God on which the abofe groups argue has 
not received a place among His beautiful names, though the 
word awwal is there* Awwal does not signify that God 
alone existed without His attributes from eternity and 
pre-existence* The attributes that are always associated 
with God indicate only one God. The Sunnites do not

1. M.Sunna. I. 172-74
2. Ibid.
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that God'a eternity needs seme additional eternal

essence. The statement that the Divine attributes are
additional to His essence is to be taken in the sense that
they are additional to the concept of the essence held by t
nufat (deniers of God's qualities) and not in the sense tha
there is in God an essence denuded of attributes and attrib(1)
separate from and additional to the essence. For example, 
whenever an attribute is attached to a mahall. substrate 
its relation is established with the object itself and 
not with anything else. When a thing associated with 
blackness and whiteness is set In motion, it is sure to 
move with those two qualities alone and not with anything 
else. God to whoa are attributed speech, volition, love, 
anger and pleasure must actually be associated with all 
of them, without any additional qualities that have not 
been ascribed to Him. One who is speechless, motionless, 
or inactive cannot be called mutakallwm. speaking, mutaharri 
moving or faril doer. So to attribute to God life, power, 
knowledge etc. without associating them with Him as the 
Jahmites, the Murtazilites and the Shi 1̂ tea do, indicates 
that He lives without life, ±S powerful without power and 
knowing without knowledge. The Our7an and the Sunna 
abound with proofs that God is associated with His attri-

1. M.Sunna 1,177 sqq.
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butes. Similarly in terms of language, when one says that
a man is qa ?im. standing or fa^il, doing, it means that hii(1)state of standing or acting is associated with him.

From this and what follows it is evident that in spit« 
of his endeavour to refute anthropomorphism, Ibn Taimiya 
could not safeguard himself against the same; and so, as 
we shall see, he had to suffer a great deal.

Divine attributes with special reference to his
alleged anthropomorphism

Ibn Taimiya18 two pamphlets namely (i) al-^Aqidat
al-Hamawiyat al-Kubra add (ii) al-Wasitiya raised the
public suspicion that he was an anthropomprphist. He
taught that God has hands, feet, face etc. and that He is
settled on His Throne. "Then He must be possessed of
t.ahawiiz% spatial character and lnalsam. subject to divisi<
was an objection. "I do not admit that spatial character
and divisibility are the essence of bodies" retorted Ibn(2)
Taimiya.

Ibn Battuta states that once when he attended the 
Friday service at Damascus, he heard Ibn Taimiya addressin

1. M.Sunna I, 178
2. GAsqalani, Durar. I, 155
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the people saying, "Verily God descends to the sky over
on* world (from heaven) in the same bodily fashion that
I make this descent," and slipped down one step of the

as
pulpit. A Malikite doctor objected to it but/Ibn
Taimiya had some followers there, there broke out a quarrel
between them. Ultimately the case was referred to the
Sultan with other allegations against Ibn Taimiya and he
(Ibn Taimiya) was thrown as a prisoner iriuthe citadel of(1)Damascus •

But when we examine other accounts of his teaching, 
we find that he is against anthropomorphism and contradict! 
his own views expressed above.

"Whoever considers God,'* says Ibn Taimiya, "to be 
similar to the body of men or an originated thing to be 
similar to Him, is telling untruth about God. He who 
maintains that God is not a body and means by it that no 
originated thing is similar to Him is right though the 
word body as applied here is an innovation."

We should say of God what He has said of Himself or 
the Prophet has said about Him. The salaf affirmed to

1. For the full story see Gibb, Travels, p.67 sq.
2. Berl. No.1995 fol.54 (b)
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Him attributes bila kalft without asking how, and without
tamthil. similarity, tahrif« alteration or tagtil« divesti

'’(X)Him of His attributes.
Besides, we have also other evidences in his Tafsir

Surat al-Ikhlas and the Minhaj al-Sunna that he preached
against anthropomorphism and often ridiculed the anthropo-
morphists. In the MinhaJ he accuses the Shi^ites and the
mystics of introducing such a doctrine (anthropomorphism)
and claims that Ibn Hazm, Shahrastani and others agreed(2)
with him.

- (3)His Aqida al-Hamawiya does not clearly prove that 
he was an anthropomorphist. It rather shows that his 
views on anthropomorphic verses of the Qur^an were iden
tical with those of the Asharites. He believes in "God's

1. Berl. 1195. fol 2(a) cf. Ibn Taimiya's treatise
al-Hamawiya (M R K. I, 428) where he repeats the opini
of Ahmad b.Hanbal. In p.439 he quotes from Abu
Sulaiman al-Khattabis Kit.al-Ghunya •*****
On ta^til see the article TashbiK by Strothman in the 
Enc. of l8l.

2. M.Sunna. I. 238
3. M R K. I, 414-469
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settling down on His Throne" as it befits Him, without any
resemblance to human action* He quotes the opinion of thi
fialaf who, in his opinion stood between ta^til and tamthil(1)
as mentioned above*

In his Tafsir Surat al-Ikhlae Ibn Taimiya examines 
and rejects the two opposed theories about anthropomorphisi

(a) The followers of Hi sham b. al-Hakdm, Muhammad 
b. a 1-Karr am believed in gross anthropomorphism.
(b) The followers of Jahm b• Safwan Abu71 Hudhail 
al- cAllaf and others totally denied the meaning of 
such ttxts•
Both the parties advanced arguments from Sura- al- 

Ikhlas. The former explained the word qamad literally 
as "one who has no belly or hollowness", while
the latter interprets it as "one
who should not be separated or divided" on the assumption 
that had He been a body He would certainly be a combinatic 
of atoms, matter and form# It is right to hold, he addSj 
that God is not a combination of parts and is not liable 1 
be divided or separated as it goes against His being gamax 
but it is wrong to say that God was scattered and combine* 
or that He was a combination with the possibility of some

1# It R K. 428-29.
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(1)of His parts being separated like a human body*

An examination of the above discussion on anthro
pomorphic texts shows that Ibn Taimiya believed neither in 
gross anthropomorphism nor in the total denial of it, 
owing to which, it appears, Prof.Maddonald has expressed
that Ibn Taimiya "was an anthropomorphist, but of what(2)
exact shade is obscure."

The right conclusion of the matter is that Ibn 
Taimiya was both for anthropomorphism and against it* In 
refuting the Jahmitjr, the Murtazilite and Imamite conceptic 
of the Divine attributes, we have seen him constantly 
falling into anthropomorphism but while interpreting the 
anthropomorphic texts, we have found him protecting 
himself against being called an anthropomorphist by adop
ting the Asliarite creed of bila kaif. though without 
acknowledgment. It is his great misfortune not to be 
able to give one decisive view on the question.

Divine Wisdom and motives of God's action.
All Muslims, says Ibn Taimiya, have agreed that to 

God must be ascribed al-hikma, wisdom, though they differe

1* Ikhlas 56-57mrnrnmm %

2. Muslim Theology, p.274
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in their interpretations of the word hikma. By this word 
some theologians meant God's knowledge of human activities 
as they would come to pass* and they concluded from this 
that God is 'knowing' 'willing'and 'powerful'. What the 
general body of the Sunnite doctors (including Ibn Taimiya 
himself) hold is that God is wise in His creation and dis
pensation and that His wisdom does not

«
mean volition (irada) for in that case everyone with voli
tion, be it good or bad, would be walled hakim (wise).
The hikma of God, therefore, includes in the Sunni view, al! 
that is concerned with His creation and dispensation and 
with the knowledge of their ultimate results which are all 
good (mahmud). This hikma. continues Ibn Taimiya, has 
been affirmed by the MuHazilites, their followers from 
among the Shlcites, and also by the general body of the
exegetes, the jurists, the traditionists, the sufis and the(1)
theologians.

Motive. Does God act for anyri 11a? This is a con
troversial question. Ibn Taimiya accuses the Jahmites, 
the Ashcarites and some of the followers of Malik, Shaficj 
and even of Ahmad Cbut not from among the Hanafites) of 
maintaining a wrong theory that there is no

1. M.Sunna I, 34.
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(1. of cause) in the Qur'an and that God doea not act for
any reason. He doea not find any h a m  in assuming a(1)
motive for God'a aotlona.

His opponents argued that If God aeta for a particular 
cause than that causa oust be dependent on another cause 
and In this way It will bring an endless chain (tasalsul) 
or it will prove that God is incomplete In Himself, because

(s)
He needs a reason for doing an action. in reply he argues 
that the Huctasllites who believe in 'cause' give an abstrui 
reply and that the answers of other authorities in this eon* 
nectlon can be disputed. What he himself thinks a fitting 
reply Is given In the name of the Sunnites. God acts for 
causes. He likes a thing and Is pleased with it < 
but His liking or pleasure is other than Hlevolltion. 
(lrada). The Uu'tazllltes and most of the Ash arltes 
maintain that God's pleasure and villtlon are the same.
The general body of the Sunnites hold that God does not 
like heresy and sin nor is He pleased with them though they 
are included in His volition Just as all creations good and 
bad are within His volition. God is the creator of all

1. U Sunna 1,35
2. Ibid.
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<1)

worldly things, both the good and the evil, for there is 
some htkaa in His creation, though it may be intelligible 
only to a few persons. He replies to the objection of the 
"endless chain" by arguing that this applies only to past 
events. When God does a thing by reason of His &](■&, ̂ the 
hikma is still in existence after the action is done. As 
to the second objection of the incompleteness of God in act 
ing for a cause (ilia), God is the author of all objects»

1.”Muctazilite dialecticians had doubtless asserted that 
God can do nothing evil, and nothing irrational”
De Boer* p.137.

Ibn Sina is of opinion that .."everything exists throu, 
God's appointment, both the good and the evil, but it is 
only the former that meets with His glad approval. Hvi 
is either a non-existent thing, or, - in so far as it 
proceeds from God, - an accidental thing.” De Boer.p.13

0?v2. M.Surma.1.35. He etui goes/to argue that such a
may be cause of another (future) hikma. which is there
upon brought into existence by Gtfd.
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Including the causes themselvest and as all things are
followed by non-existence, it cannot be imagined that God(1)is in need of any other thing in His actions*

Divine Justice* Does God act unjustly?
There is a hadith audsi* narrated by Abu Pharr in which Go 
says that He has made zulin* oppression, unlawful to Himself 
In explaining this tradition Ibn Taimiya points out that th 
true meaning of this tradition remained hidden to all those

/Al* 06/*+**■

who discussed/aadar (powwrof God) and divided themselves 
into two groups* One party deny aadar and have gone so fa 
as to say that God is not the creator of human actions, and 
that He does not want from His servants except what He has 
commanded* To these extremists, Ibn Taimiya assigns the 
Muctazilites* The second party who are the scholastics,

1. M.Sunna.1.35
2. For the full tradition see Shei3h. Hadi£& in ghams 

Rasa 11, p.2 sq* According to Ibn Taimiya this tra
dition received high praise from Ahmad b.Hanbal who 
made a remark  ̂ J^\ and from
Abv Idris al-Khawlani who used to kneel when he nar
rated it* Sharh Hadith p.26*1*7
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affirm aadar but maintain that aulm in God ii Impossible
#

and sueh a thing cannot exist. As a result of such die- 
cusione fantastic doctrines of |||i|fj aXdpMtilh Possi
bility of the union of two contrary viewsi ia*l al-ilsm 
al-wahld fi makanain. possibility of having one body in

necessary character!stie of God and 'oppression' (zula)
is inconceivable in Him. In support of this Ibn Taimiya

. (3) (4)
cites a verse of the Qur’an and a tradition.

EraflggMoaUqn (5;
The problem of *ada and aadar (>rder and predestinatlox

1. Sharh Hadith (in Khams Rasa’ll) p.4.
2. Ibid. p.13

5. So I translate as suggested by Ibn Hasm (d.456) Kit. 
al flyal.III.31. aadar from which is derived aadariva
( a  j either be taken (i) as the power of God 
to determine human actions or (ii) as the power of men t« 
determine their own actions. The aadariva were the pre- 
Uu'tazilites who first of all took to theological dis
cussion and built certain dogmas regarding God's powwr,

(1)two places arose among thus. 'Mercy' (rahna) is a

(2)

4. gftarh Hadlj&. p.16

0<>a u  a  ()/ /Ajl A. tAslO . A  n  a  0. f /4JL*
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Is one of the most puzzling questions in Muslim Theology. 
Theologians have given nt different views but none of them 
seem to have arrived at a decisive conclusion.

Here we shall discuss a fatwa given by our author
with regard to the faith of a class of predestinarians(1)who in accordance with the Qur^an and the tradition

contrivance, etc# But the later Mu^tazilltes differed 
from them and maintained that man has certain power over 
his actions# This was, as suggested by Shahraatani 
because they wished to escape from the condemnation An 
the sayings ascribed to the Prophet* al-aadariyatu maJuj 
hadblhi’ X - mama, and al-qadariyatn khuaama aUafr fi’ l-qa< 
i#e# the qadarites are the Zorastrians of this community 
They are the opponents of God in aadar or in other words 
they claim to possess a rival power to that of God# See 
Shahrastani# Milal#I#50. See also £nc. of Islim.s.v# 
Kadariya# H,Lammens» Islam, p.49. cf. Ibn Qutaiba, 
Mukhtalaf al-hadith. pp 96 sq. Prof. Nicholson# Lit# 
Hist# p#224# ann#l#

1# See M R K.11.80. The verse is Sura xxi,101. HBut they 
for whom we have before ordained good things, shall be 
far away from it (hell)." For the tradition, see Muslii 
Sahih, Kit.al-iman. b#38 "man gala la ilaha ilia allah
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maintained that everything was decided by God - the happy 
being fated to be happy and the wretched to be wretched eve 
when he was in his mother's womb, and that man had no power 
over his actions*

In refutation of the views of the afore-said pre-
CD

destinarians Ibn Taimiya puts forward six arguments of 
his own*

Rational
1* One of this School will accept aadar as an excuse 

for sin in all men or he will not accept it* If he doe 
noi, the problem does not arise, and a man will surely t 
accountable for his sins* If he takes it as a plea 
(for committing sin) it will be impossible for him or 
any one of his School to live in peace in the world - 
he must patiently bear the oppression of others and 
willingly surrender himself to the tyranny of the wicked 
nay even to be separated from his family, and killed by

dakhala al-janna i» another version the words*"wa in 
zana wa in eftaq saraqff have been added which mean that 
one who utters the formula la llaha etc. will go to 
heaven even though he commits adultery or theft.

1. M R K.II.81-83
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his enemies for the simple reason that all these have been 
predestined to him by God and he has no right even to lift 
a finger against them. But as a matter of fact there is

(1none among them who would submit to any of these dangers*
(2) When according to their views everything is 

predestined and no one has any power of action, it becomes 
evident that Iblis (Satan) Pharaoh, the family of Nuh and 
Hud, and all those whom God destroyed on account of their
sins, were innocent and God had no right to destroy them.(2)

All agree to maintain that this is a blasphemy.
(3) We believe in aadar but we do not regard it as a 

hu.l.la* excuse for sin, for such a plea is unacceptable*
Had it been so, Pharaoh, etc. would have been excused, and

"order for doing good and prohibition of 
committing sin", would vanish from the world^ and chaos and 
disorder would prevail everywhere instead*

Religious
(4) God knew th« affairs. He wrote them down a. 

they would come to pass. He knew that such and such perso

1. U R K.II,81
S. Ibid.
3. Ibid. p.82
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(1)would do good or evil and He wrote it down accordingly*

(5) According to those against whom the fatwa was 
directed, God is bound to treat alike His friends and His 
enemies, the people of Heaven and of Hell, but as a matter
of fact He draws a clear distinction between one group and(2)
the other*

(6) Both Bukhari and Muslim narrate that once the 
Prophet was asked about aadar. He replied, "There is none 
amongst you but that his seat has been assigned to Hell or 
Heaven." "0 Messenger of God, should we not then cease to 
work and resign ourselves to the Book of God?" was an inquir
"Nay, work ye, for every one is divinely assisted in doing

(3)
what has been created for him", replied the Prophet*

Ibn Taimiya then proceeds to supplement these arguments 
by discusing specific questions*

(a) Was Adam responsible for eating the fruits of the 
forbidden tree?

Adam was responsible for eating the fruits of the for-

1. M R K.II.83
2. Sura xxxv, 20 sq, xxxviii, 27 and xlv, 20.
3. M R K.11,82. see Bukhari Kit.alqadar. b.3. 

cf. Muslim, kit. al-qadar. b*l.
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bidden tree, and by so doing he committed a sin. Those whc 
maintain that Adam did not commit sin on the assumption that 
a sin is^not predestined, contradict the scriptural state
ments, Such people should be brought to repentance and in 
case they object to repent, they must be executed. Had the 
assumption of the opponents been correct Iblis, Pharaoh, etc
would not have been counted as sinners nor God was justified(2)
to destroy them,

(b) Have men power over their actions?
Yes,they have power over all their actions, otherwise God
would not distinguish the able from the unable when He Ways.

(3)
"Fear God, then, with all your might.” ”And the pilgrim
age to the temple, is a service due to God from those who ar<

(4)
able to Journey thither,” So those who are of opinion
that man has no power over his actions are liars. That God 
supplied man with the faculty of will and agency (al-mashvs 
wayl-fi* 1) has been proved by the following verses. "Verilj 
this is no other than a warning to all creatures; to him 
among you who willetk to walk in a straight path: but will

1. Qur^an, Sura, xx,119
2. M R K.II,84
3. Sura lxiv, 16
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it ye shall not, unless as God willeth it, the Lord of the(1) (2) worlds and so on.
What Ibn Taimiya intends to impress upon us by men's 

power over their actions, is that God is the creator of men 
their power, volition, agency etc., but as He is taniscient 
He recorded their actions as they would stand even before 
they were committed* Men's conduct is the cause of recom
pense or punishment - one who takes poison knowing full wel 
that it is fatal, will surely die or fall ill* So he who 
commits a forbidden action supposing that it has been pre
destined to him, will surely reap its consequences which

(3)
have been known and recorded by God already*

\ «. Sura III.91
1* Sura, lxxxi, 27 sqq*
2. M R K. 11,84
3. M R K.II.85. Here he puts forward his arguments for 

predestination Just like the Aah*arites though he does n 
acknowledge it* His first proposition that men have po 
wer over their actions gives us the impression that he d 
support the qadarite view to some extent, though eventua 
he rejects it by saying that men cannot avoid the decree 
of God which He already passed either for or against thei 
So the problem still remains to us as an enigma.
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(c) Why was Adam^pxpelled from Paradise? Was it not
predestined? This problem has been handled by several(1)authorities in the light of an allegorical tradition*
The tradition runs as follows: "Adam and Moses disputed
with each other. Moses said, "0 Adam* thou art the father 
of the people whom God created with His Hand, and into whom 
He breathed His spirit, and to whom He caused His angels to 
prostrate themselves in obedience* Why hast thou caused ui 
and thyself to be driven out of Paradise?" Adam replied: 
"Thou art Moses to whom God addressed His words, Himself 
speaking to him and for whom He wrote the Tawra. - tell me 
how long dost thou find it to be, before I was created, tha' 
God wrote in it (Tawra) and Adam disobeyed his Lord, so he 
was disappointed?" "Forty years," replied Moses* "There

1. M H K.II.87, Bukhari Sahih, Kit.al-qadar, b.10 
Muslim, Sahih, Kit. al-qadar, b*2. narrated through 
seven chains of authorities and different wordings; 
al-Sacati; al-Fath al-Rabbani (Musnad Ahmad1 I»127; 
cf* also the English translation by E*E*Salisbury - 
Muhammadan Predestination and Free will in the J.A.Q.S. 
vol.V II. pp. 139-41
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upon11 said the Prophet (Muhammad) "Adam defeated Moses in 
the dispute."

According to Ibn Taimiya the above tradition has been 1
-  r -cause of some wrong theories. Abu Ali al-Jubbai and hii 

followers reject the tradition altogether, for in their 
opinion it goes against the mission with which the Prophets 
have been sent to this world. Others say that Adam defeat*
Moses in the dispute, because he was the father of Moses* ax

(2/
a son naturally does not blame his father, and so on.

Besides the abofe opinions, Ibn Taimiya gives us other
different explanations of the tradition in question. But
what he approves is the opinion of Ibn al-Muzaffar al-Samcan
who said that the tradition is intelligible only to those of
advanced religious experience. The dispute in question,
says Samcani, was only for the Prophets like Adam and Moses
who knew the Divine Truth, and were competent to discover

(3)
the mystery. Others have no right to discuss it.

1, A leading Murtazilite of the 3rd Cent. A.H. Muhammad 
b. ‘Abd al.Wahhab. d,303, teacher of Abu?l Hasan al- 
Ash*ari. see references in Ash^ari. Maqala^, index.

M R K.11.88 sqq.
3. M R K.11.89 sqq.
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The preceding arguments of Ibn Taimiya show that he
holds the same view here as he holds in the question of
predestination. That is, the emergence of Adam from the
Paradise as a ruler to the earth had already been predestin(1)by God, and Adam had been given the power of remaining in 
the Paradise permanently by not touching the fohbidden frui
although it was known to God that Adam's effort to remain(2)
there would be of no avail.

Prophet's Parents: Will they get salvation?
The Prophet cannot intercede for one who does not be

lieve in him, Abraham's father will not have salvation 
though Abraham pleaded for him. In regard to Prophet's 
parents, ®Abdjallah and Amina people differed in their
opinions, whereas he (the Prophet) cannot save any of his

(3)
relatives who died as infidels*

Here we mark the consistency of Ibn Taimiya in main-

1. Sura II, 28. *'Verily, I am going to place in the earth 
a ruler (khalifa) *•

2. M R K.II,89.
3. Wasila.
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tolnlng an old doctrine which now has become unpopular*

1* Tina Abu Hanifa nays in his Fiqb nkbar (p*15 Lahore* 
undated) that the Prophet's parents died as infedels 

_>5fT^-V'L but he is silent as to whether they will get 
salvation or not* Suynti lefty as far as I know, five 
treatises on this pspie, saying that the Prophet's parent 
though they died as infidels, will be saved* In one of 
these treatises inanely the 4th mentioned below), he says 
that the Prophet's parents were given life a second tiSM 
in order to accept the faith, (iaan) and they did so* The 
treatises which have all been published in the Qa’lrat al 
Masarif Press. Haidarabad in 1334 A.H. are as followst

1. Uasalik al.Hunafa fi falidai l-liustafa.^p.64
2.al-DaraJ al-liunifa fi 1-Aba il-ajarifa pp. 19 

3* al-Taf«im w a ’l-minna fi anna abawai Basul allah 
fi 1-Janna. pp SI.

4. Hashr al- alamain e1-munif in fi ihya 1-abawain 
al-Sharlfaln pp.19 

5 5. al-Subul ol-Ja^iiya fi’ 1-aba i 1 .aliya, ppl8.
But Uulla ' All al-^ari says in his commentary on Floh 
Akbar (p.131.Delhi. 1335 A H.) th t he refuted all the 
arguments of Suyuti in a separate pamphlet (which Z do
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The Prophet and the Angela: their creation.
In refutation of a common belief that the Prophet was

_ _ — 
created by nurallah. the li^it of God, Ibn Taimiya asserts
that he was created from what all human beings were created
from. He fruther cites a tradition from al-Bukhari that
the Prophet said, "Surely God createdthe angels from nur.
light and the satan Iblis from < A ' smokeless fire,°  (1)
and Adam from what you have been createdlfrom."

He further rejects, as anonymous, a tradition which sa 
that the world was created for the Prophet Muhammad, and th 
had God not created him, He would not have createdjthe gArsh 
Throne, Kursi Chair, heaven, earth, the sun or the moon. 

Angels: their number and form.
According to the message of the Prophets, the angels a

innumerable. Abu'l Barakat and Kaxi endeavoured to provefi(3)by philosophy.
Regarding their form the mutakallimun differed. Those 

who were influenced by philosophy maintained that angels

not know) by citations from the O u r ’’ an and Sunna.
1. M R M.1.164
2. Ibid. 1.156-66
3. Ikhlas.p.85
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were mere cuoul« intelligence, and nufua as maintained by(1)
the peripatetics.

Ibn Taimiya himself is not definite whether angels 
have physical forms or not. He simply repeats the report 
of the Prophets that they are innumerable and that they wer 
created from nur. light as mentioned above.

Impeccability of the Prophets
The Sunnites are unanimous that all Prophets are sinle 

in communicating the "revelation" to the people. On the 
question whether they were liable to shortcomings, some sal 
that they were so, and that once God cancelled the words of 
the Prophet Muhammad which were suggested to him by the dev
while others maintained that the Prophets were not liable t

(3)
any sort of errors. Ibn Taimiya himself believes that 
they were human beings and were liable to errors which bore 
significance in teaching men how to retrieve their errors.

1* Ikhlas p.85.

8. Sura, xxii, 51. 
ft. M.Sunna 1.130
4. Ibid.
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The Our*an: Is it created or eternal?

It was Jacd b.Dirham and Jahm b.Safwan who first intm
duced the heretical opinion that the Qur'an was created

_  (1)(makhlua) Ibn Taimiya repeatedly asserts that according 4
the salaf the Qur^iua is the word of God, uncreated (al-Qur

- (2)kalaa allahf ghair makhlua)
In this problem he accuses a section of people who, i: 

accordance with the view of the salaf maintain that the 
Qur'irn is uncreated, but go a step further and interpret t 
words gh&trmakhluq as qadia. eternal. He considers this 
innovation which, in his opinion, resulted from their con
troversies with the Mu'tazilites and the Kullabites in
defining the uncreatedness of the Quraan, for such a theor

(3)
was unknown to the salaf.

jMjg
Ibn Taimiya admits the commonly accepted view as to

1. Jawab. p.74. Ba^labakkiya p.391
2. Ibid, p.74,82,84,87 etc.
3. Ibid. p.87,cf. Fiqh Akbar I. 10

(This is against Abu Hanifa)
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(1)the three forma of revelation* Bat to these he

fourth, namely revelation co non to all (al-wahy al-mushtai
both Preophets and others. This he derives from a saying
cUbada b.Samit that and from the verses in the Qur'an whicl(2)
speak of revelation to other than prophets, that God ape* 
with His servants in their dreams. It is this common rei 
lation which those of the philosophers who perceived it pei 
celved in prophecy, such as Ibn Sina and others* For 
Aristotle and his ancient follwers do not deal with prophec 

The cause of his antipathy towards Aristotle seems to 
be (according to his own statement), that it was Aristotle 
who was mainly responsible for introducing the theory of 
"Eternity of the Heavens”, while his predecessors Plato, 
Socrates, Pythagoras and Eapedocles believed in 
(the origination of the form of heaven).

1. See I.O.L.Delhi Coll. Arb. 1857. fol.122 a and b. 
Revelation may be received in (i) a waking state as 
well as in dreams, (ii) from behind a veil and (ill) 
through angels* (Qur^an,xvii, 50)

°. Sura v,3. Sura xxviii,6.
3. Qur’an,xvii,50.

addsja
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Grades of Haaiaa (truth)
*

« - - (1)In His Rlsalat al- Ubudiya Ibn Taimiya distinguishes 
two grades of Haqiqa.

(i) Natural truth, the knowledge of God
as the Creator and the austainer which is acquired from 
the observation of natural phenomena.

( i i ) eU*A> Religious tryth achieved through tfc
worship of God and obedience to Him and to HisProphets. 

The first kind is accepted and experienced by believer
and non-believers, pious and sinners alike, and even the(2)
devil Iblls, has it.

This classification is used by Ibn Taimiya for the pur
pose of grading and criticising certain groupsi-(3)

(a) Heretics like Ibn Arabi (d.638/1240) Ibn
(4)

Sab in (d.6€7/1278) and their followers could not 
understand the true spirit of the two kinds of fraaiaa 
mentioned above and believed in the theory of wahdat 
ni-wuiud. onenes;7of existence, andheld, in their folly,

1. U R.PP.2-44
Ibid• Po5

3. Huh fc al-din b. al‘Arabl born in Murcii in Spain in 
551/1165 I

4. *Abd al-Haqq b. in Murcia in 613/1216
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that they were both c abid# worshipper and mmcbud worshipped
(b) The second group whom Ibn Taimiya calls by the 

name of al-fadir# sinners, believe in m Thes
are the followers of Iblis and the infidels#

(c) The third group who are satisfied with a partial 
lack faith in and love of God in proportion to t

deficiency of their grasp of • This is a
dangerous stage at which many seekers after spiritual truth
( ) have been bewildered, and innumerable shaikhs
of the first order have fallen into errors as already

- (2)pointed out by Abd al-Qadir Jilani.
(d) The fourth group maintain that command and pro

hibition are intended only for those who have not grasped 
the flTirl that as sooxi asp it, ^110̂
belong to the special group to whom command and prohibition 
cease to apply. These people give a false interpretation

- i*) >to the verse of the Qur’an
MAdore your Lord till al-yaqin comes to you,” by msi ntainir

1, M R#p#8# 1,22
P% Ibid# p#0#
3. Sura xv, 99 According to Baidawi, Zamakhshari etc# 

al-yaqin here means death.
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that when one attains to al-yaaln. certitude, which they 
explain as j  , he is released from command and
prohibition. They falsely declare themselves to be the 
followers of the Prophet and to be the friends of God,

-̂''bijV , whereas they disregard all religious obser
vances. They describe their innovation as and
the way to it as in which one is not bound by
command or prohibition but only by experiences and obser
vations# To Ibn Taimiya these people resemble the Jahmite 
who gave to their innovations the name of intel
lectual truths in utter disregard of the Book and the Sunna

!• II R.p.10



CHAPTER VI 
PHILOSOPHY

Treatises available on Philosophy

1. Macarij al-Wusul, M.R.K., I, 180-217; also in M.R. pp.2- 
24. It is a refutation of the doctrines of the philo
sophers and the Qarmatians that the Prophets did not 
understand the realities of the Divine sciences$ and th 
they could lie in certain circumstances.

2. Al-Irada wa’l M.R.K.,1,318-386. A treatise on God 
will and order.

3. Maratib al-irada, M.R.K.fII, 64-79. On the grades of t 
Divine Will.

4. Ibtal wahdat al-Wujud, M.R.M.,I, 61-120. On the absurd 
of the doctrine of Pantheism, (lit. Oneness of fixistenc

5. Haqiqat madhhab al-ittihadi" in in M.R.M.,IV,2-102. On 
Pantheism, collected by Saiyid Rashid Rida from the 
rasa il of Ibn Taimiya, Cairo, 1349 A.H.

6. Muwafaqat Sarih al-macqul li Sahih al-manqul. On the 
margin of Mirihaj al-Sunna, Bulaq, 1321-22 A.H. In it I 
tries to prove the concordance of rationed and scriptur 
arguments.
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7. A letter to al-Malik al-muaiyad (Abu^l Fida Ismail) . 
India Office Library, Delhi Collection, Arb.1857, fol. 

121-25, on certain philosophical discussions.
8% Bughyat al-murtad fi'l radd cala al-muta-falslfa wa’l 

Qaramlta wa l-B&tiniya, also known as al-Sabciniya, 
Cairo, 1329, and also attached to his Majma^at Fatawa, 
vol.V,2-140 (2nd in order). Here he refutes the 
doctrines of Incarnation and oneness of existence.

9. Kit.al-tisciniya fi^l radd ^ala a&^tawa'if al-malahida
10» - _ wa^l-zanadiqa wa 1-Jahmiya, along with his Risala

al-tisG iniya in one collection (sec.Sarkis). The
latter is available in his Majmu^at Fatawa, vol.V,
2—288•

11* Al-Radd ^ala Falsafat Ibn Rushd , pp.127-140, attached
to Falsafat Ibn Rushd consisting of his (i) «Fasl#(1)al-maqal and (ii) al-Kashf an manahij al-Adi 11a 
pp.2-126. Cairo, undated* In it he refutes the 
philosophical views of Ibn Rushd expressed in his 
al-Kashf

1. These two treatises of Ibn Rushd have also been edite< 
along with a third one by Muller, TJialathat Rasa il li 
Ibn Rushd. M\inchen,1859; translated into German,Munche:
1875.
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A few other books though not directly on philosophy,
contribute much to l*#understanding of his views on Philoso phy.
12• Minhaj al-Sunna in 4 parts, dulaq, 1321-22. This book(1)

is directed against the Shi ite doctrines*(2)
13* Tafsir Surat al-ikhlas Cairof1323.
14* Kit.Shaikh al-Islam ila Nasr al-Manbi&i, M.R*M. I,(1)161-183* A letter to al-Manbiji d*719. written in

the year 704/1304 attacking the doctrine of Pantheism*
In it he strongly condemns the views of Tilimsani,

(4)
(d*690) calling him the most mischievous of the(5)
peoplet repeatedly* Here he does not spare
(i) Ibn <rArabi,(d.638) (ii) Ibn Sabcin (d* about 667)

1. See chapter o£ Religious Practices p*120
2. See chapter oft Tafsir p*4*
3* See also Macdonald) Muslim Theology*p*277 
4* A follower of Ibn ^Arabi* See Pawat If178 
5* Just as Ibn Taimiya disliked Tilimsani so also Tilimssuij 

disliked Ibn Taimiya* The reason why such a mi sunder* 
standing arose between them was probably on account of 
Ibn Taimiya* s contempt of Ibn Arabi with whom Tilimsanj 
studied* See Durar IV,392* No.1076; also vol*I,147.
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(iii) Ibn al-Farid (d*632) for their approval of (1)
Pantheism*

In order to refute the views of the philosophers, Ibn 
Taimiya has to tackle the theories of atom, body, simllarlt 
of bodies (tamathul al-ajsam), the manner of resurrection* 
and to show that all these are innovations in Islam, and XX 
scholars have failed to come to any agreement about them*

His arguments on these subjects are as follows
(i) The atom* This theory was held by most of 

the Scholastic theologians including the Jahmites, the 
Mutazllltes and the Ash ̂ arites * Nazzam too is reported
to have maintained that an unlimited number of atoms(2)
( W  ) formed a substance*

1* Nos* 12 to 14 have also been mentioned in relevant chapt
2. Ikhlas p.21. This is a confusion of the author. Naz 

never believed in the atomic theory* He had rather a 
curious idea like that of Hi sham that colour had length 
breadth and depth like those of a substance* Al-fisal 
V,42. cf* Pines: Beitrage zur Islamij^hen Atomenlehre,
p.10 sqq*
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Some of the above atomists held that bodies were combi 
ations of atoms existing by themselves and that God does no 
destroy any of them* He destroys only the accidents (a* ra 
namely their union (i.1tlmac)y their separation (iftirao). 
their motion (haraka) and their rest (sukun) • Others mad 
tained that the atoms are phenomenal - God created them ex - 
nihilo % and once they had come into existence they are neve 
destroyed, though accidents may be* This view was held by 
most of the Jahmitesi the Mu'tazllites and the Agh^arites* 
Most of them, further, believed that it was supported even
by agreement. Ibn Taimiya rejects the theory on the foil-(1)owing grounds*

(a) It is an innovation. The early Muslims knew 
nothing of it.

(b) The theologians are not unanimous; some of them 
totally deny the existence of atoms and the composition 
of bodies from them*

(c) Ibn Kullab and many others of different parties
. (2) _ _ (3) . (

namely the Hishamlya. the Dlrariya. the Kaixafflire

1. Ikhlas p.21
2. Ullal 1,8ft '
3. Ibid.1,63
4. Ibid.1,79
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.  -  (I)

and the NaJjariya - did not accept the theory of the
atom. That Ibn Kullab did not accept this theory has_ (2)
also been mentioned by Abu Bakr b.Furak in his

- (3)LI an a la t Ibn Kullab.

(ii) Body.
(a) The theory 41 body is not founded on a firm 

basis. Some are of opinion that a thing that is definite 
or of dimension is called a body, while others say that it 
is a combination of two atoms, whereas some people maintaii
that it is a combination of four atoms or more up to the

(4)
number thirty two. Besides the above, a class of
philosophers hold that bodies are formed not of atoms but(5)
of matter and form, whereas many other scholastics and

1. Ibid.1,61; Nihayat al-Iqdam, p.341, 242 etc.
2. Abu Bakr Muhammad b.Hasan, d.416 A.H. see Wafayatt II,• *

279. He was a prominent Mu^tazilite, who gave rational 
interpretations of the anthropomorphic traditions in hi 
klt.Mushkil al-Athar. On the Mss. of this work see H 
Ritter, Islam. 17.256.

3. Ikhlas p.21 This book is no longer extant
4. Surat al-Ikhlas p.69 sq.
5. Ibid. p.70
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non-scholar tics like the afore-said groups of Hishamlyaf
Kullabiya and Dirariya reject the theories of 'atom1 and
body, and profess that bodies are neither a combination of
atoms nor of matter and form* Imam al-Haramain (Abu' 1 (1)Marali d*478) who is reported to have transmitted the

-Nittheory of I atom as a theory accepted by iimag * himself doubt
it, and along with him Abu' 1 Hasan al-B&sri (d*436) al-Raxi(2)
(d*606) too entertaineddoubts about it* The early leade

(3)
of Islam never maintained such theories*

(b) The similarity of bodies* This is a popular
theory among the Muslim philosophers* The upholders of
this theory profess that all bodies of any kind, are at
bottom like one another, because they are the combinations
of atoms which are themselves like one another* The

(4)
difference in them is the difference of accidents* Ibn 
Taimiya rejects this theory, firstly on the ground that it

1. He Is rAbd al-Malik b.cAbd allah b.Yusuf al-Jawaini. 
See Al-Aclam, II.p.598. Macdonald, Muslim Theology 
p.212 so.

2. Ibn Taimiya does not say in what book they did so.
3 . Ikhlas p.70 
4* Ibid* p.22
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has been refuted by Rasi and Amidi and also by most intell:

Mu tazilites$ thirdly beeause the upholders of the theoi 
in accordance with the principles of the Jahmites and the 
Qadarites maintain that to each individual body God gives 
accidents peculiar to itself* According to them the speci 
(ainas) cannot change from one to another. A body does 
not turn into accident nor one species of accident into 
another species of it. Because were they to hold that 
bodies are created (i.e.phenoaenal) and all created things 
turn from one to another* it becomes necessary to hold that 
species too are changed. These people further assert that 
all things are atoms preserved in the matter (maddal , and c 
the basis of this theory they were divided into two partlec
One party maintained that the atoms of which a body is con
stituted will be destroyed and then created afresh* while
the other maintained that the parts of a body are separated
but will again be united in the next world. Unfortunately, 
this party has to answer a riddle. If a man is eaten up t

1. I have not found this statement in the Ibana. Perhaps 
Ibn Taimiya has confused this work with another.

gant peoplef and secondly because Asiiarl rejects this
because it is a theory of the
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an animal (aay a fish) and then the animal Is eaten up by

_; _ * 4 ..._'* * ' ;
another man* then how would he be raised on the day of
resurrection? In reply, some of them said that in the
human body there are certain parts that cannot be dissolved
and in these parts there will be nothing of that animal
which has been eaten up by the second man. Ibn Taimiya
objects to this and points out that according to the Sclent
fuaala) there is nothing in the human body that cannot be 

<*>dissolved; and that according to the salaf. the fuaaha
and the general view, one body turns into another by losing

(2)
its identity completely.

(c) Does motion (haraka) prove the origination of 
bodies?

Philosophers among the Jahmites and the liuctazilites

1. For the whole discussion see Ikhlas p.22 sqq.
2. Ibid. p.24. On the basis of this jurists discussed a 

problem whether an Impure thing may become pure when it 
is changed to another; for example, if a pig falls into 
a salt-mine and becomes salt, will it be lawful for a 
Muslim to use the salt?
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have argued about the origination of bodies (huduth al-ajsai
from the story of Abraham who rngfcsed to call the stars. th<(1)moon and the sun his rabub, Lords. They held that
Abraham did not worship these heavenly bodies simply on the
ground of their 'motion* and 'shift' t

(8)suggested by the word uful in the Quran, In other wordi
they Maintained that motion and shift are the distinctive

(3)
signs of the origination of bodies.

Ibn Taimiya rejects this theory on the following grounc
(a) No such theory was maintained by the Muslim 

philosophers nor is there any indication anywhere that 
Abraham*s people ever thought so. Why Abraham's people 
worshipped the heavenly bodies may be attributed to theii 
superstitious beliefs, like those of the Kaldaniyun.

1. For tbs full story, see the Sura VI,76 sqq.

2. Sura VI, 76-77
3. M.Sunna.1.197 sq.
4• M* Snnna, I•197 sq•
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the Kashdaniyun and the
good luck and save them from evils* This is why Abrahi
said, "o ay peoplef I share not with you the guilt of jolnj

(3)
gods with God.*

(b) A linguistic cause* To the Arabs the word ufu^ 
means setting (of the sunf moon etc.) and being covered by 
veils* They did not mean by it 'motion' and 'shift1 as 
understood by these philosophers*

(e) A scientific esmse* 'Motion' and 'shift' in the
heavenly bodies always exist* There was no reason for

■

Abraham's ascribing the same to them only at the time of

1* This is a mistake of the author* They are not separat 
groups* Both are the same nation being called by the 
Hebrews Kasdim. and the Greeks Chaldrons« the former 
being with s and the latter with 1, due to Assyrian 
orthography.

2. In this connection Ibn Taimiya refers to a book written 
by one Abu Abd allah b. al-Khatib al-Haxi on sorcery, 
talisman and invocation to stars. ( - r * ) 
M.Sunna, 1,197

Hindus, they would bring th<
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their disappearance# He could realise •motion' or •shift' 
even before they disappeared from the sky# It was on 
account of such a misinterpretation that Ibn Sina arrived 
at a wrong conclusion that "disappear an<
is po8ibility of existence and everything the existence of 
which is possible is liable to disappearance**

To sum up| what Ibn Taimiya maintains here is that the
theories of atom* body and similarity of bodies are (i) all

Cl)innovations, (ii) the general body of the theologians(2)
gave many contradictory opinions about them, (ill) the 
theory of indestructible atoms as held by the philosophers 
goes against the agreement of the c ulami that one thing may 
turn into another,' and that (iv) the atoms have no exist* 
enoe just as the intellectual atoms^ ( of the
peripatetics are mere conjectures#

The actual cause of the divergence of opinion among tb 
ulama, as suggested by Ibn Taimiya, was their invention of

1. M#Sunna 1,181; Bayan Mawafiqa+Sarih al-mmcqul p. 23.
C on the margin of M • S • I •)

2. Ikfelas p.72
3# M.Sunna 1.182
4. Ibid.
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certain equivocal terms. For example, what Is an indivlsi
atom? It Is obvious that most Intelligent people have
failed to conceive of it* Those who are supposed to have
understood it could not prove it and those who were said tc
have proved it had to take shelter under long and farfetehtfl(1)interpretations* It is definitely known that none of
the compaAdtms nor their successors nor any one prior to tl 
in natural religion (fitra), ever spoke about indivisible 
atoms. Naturally, therefore, it cannot beyuggeated that 
those people ever thought about the word ’body1 and its 
being an assembly of atoms* Moreover, no Arab could con
ceive the idea of the sun, the moon, the sky, the hills, tl 
air, the animals and the vegetables being combinations of 
atoms* Was it not impossible for them to conceive of an 
atom without any dimension? The traditionists, the mysti 
and the jurists never thought of such doctrines* The 
word jism* body, in the flur^an and the Sunna is used in 
meanings different from those understood by the philosophe 
sometimes it means body and sometimes the quality of

1. Ikhlas p*72 sq.
2. Ibid. p.74
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(1)

body.
The proverb "hadha ajsam min hadha" Is used by the 

&toaist8 to support their theory but what it means is a 
matter of doubt. According to a report this is not a 
genuine Arab saying. The Arabs did not mean by it that a
thing was bigger than the othery because it was a combinati(2)
of a greater number of atoms than the other.

(Ill) The doctrine of resurrection.

According to Hazi and his followers God will create ni
bodies of men on the day oflresurrection and their souls wi]

rbe
return to them. This is the/cause the object of resurrecl
is only to punish the souls, and it matters little if the

(3)
body be this one or some other. To Ibn Taimiya this
theory goes against the explicit statement of the Qujran

1. Ikhlas p.75. Sura 11,248; lxiii, 4. "and (God) hath 
given him increase in knowledge and stature." "When 
thou seest them their persons make thee marvel."

2. Ikhlas p.73
3. Ikhlas p.23
4. Such as Sura xxiiif 16
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which says that these earthly bodies will again be created* 
He accuses the theologians of having followed the Jahmites
and the Qadarites in the doctrines of creation, resurrectio(1)first day and the last day* In short, Ibn Taimiya
believes, as against the philosophers in a physical resurr-*

ection and urges that just as God is able to create men,
fruits and fire In this world from matter, so also He is
able to create men again in flesh and blood with the same(2)
nature as they hold in this world*

IV. The Necessary Cause* Here Ibn Taimiya refutes the 
philosophical interpretation of • He say®
that if by fNecessary Cause* the philosophers mean an 
existence which has no will and no power, then such an 
existence bears no meaning, nor has it any significance 
externally, much less then can it be necessarily existing. 
Philosophers like Ibn ftughd and others contradict themselv 
in their discussion of this problem# Theyjpdstulate at 
the outset a final cause and then other final causes
to assist it in creation( ^  ) which needs volition* An 
since they interpret the final cause as mere knowledge

1* Ikhlas p.23 sq. 
2* Ibid* p.24
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and the' knowledge'as the'knower' it becomes totally
absurd and contradictory because we know
necessarily that volition (irada) is not identical with kno
ledge 9 nor knowledge with the knower. To these philosophs
heterogeneous expressions may take only one meaning; by
knowledge they mean power or volition, by attribution they
mean the attributed just as by knowledge they mean the know
by the powerful they mean power, by volition the volitient
and by love the lover* Granted that there is a Being with
•will* ( ‘Vr* ) and ’choice* ( ) then it is
impossible for such a being to create this universe, becaus
such a 'necessary cause* needs its own causes and cannot be(1)independent*

Rejection of the theories of (i) Harakat al-Falak,
(ii) Namus, and (iii) Mumkin.

(i) Ibn Sina and his followers in trying to compromi 
between Prophecy and Philosophy invented the theory of 
'Harakat al-Falak' (movement of the sky). They maintain t 
the heaven moves in obedience to the 'First Cause'.( ^9';
To them the word ilah (deity) means a leader in obedience t

1. M.Sunna I,iii
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whom the sky moves; and their highest philosophy is to rmaa
obedient to their leader* The chapter of Maaalat al-lam
(Book L) in Aristotle's Metaphysics supplies us with such(1)
descriptions*

(ii) The Philosophers believed in'Nanus' * By 'Nanus'
they meant universal government of the world invented by
wise men for the welfare of the world and in order to check
oppression* Those amongst them who acknowledged Prophecy,
maintain that all religions were of the type of this Naumas
brought to the world for the common good* Ibn Sina was on
of those who held this view* Besides, in accordance with
their grades of practical philosophy, they considered the
*ibadat% acts of worship, gharifa, revealed and
injunctions as moral, domestic and civil laws#

Ibn Taimiya strongly opposes both of these theories#
(i*e#Harakat al-Falak and Nanus) and condemns the phi Issoph
for their vain attempt# He pronounces them all to be far
from the truth and stigmatises Aristotle (d*322 B.C.), the
first teacher as the most ignorant of men who knew nothing

(3)
of God though he was well versed in Physics#

1. Ifrhlas p.79 
2# Ibid# p.79 sq#
3# Ibid# p#80
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His arguments in condemning the Aristotelian phil
osophers are the following:

(1) They did not believe in God* Aristotle himself 
knew nothing of Him*

(2) They did not believe in the Prophets, their 
Seriptures and in the angels*

(3) They were the greatest polytheists* They busied 
themselves in the discussion of astronomy^ worshipped the 
heavenly bodies and built their images.

(iii) The scholastics are of opinion that every mumkin 
possible thing is either mutahaiyiz. occupying spate os
— j* rtt+il o e e _qai^m M L  1-mutahaigjr existing in/space. Ibn Sina and his 
followers, Slmhrastani, Rasi etc. in affirming an existing 
thing different from these, postulate humanity, anlaality o: 
such other generic groups. To Ibn Taimiya these generic 
groups exist only in the mind, and he observes that people 
objected to such theories when the philosophers wanted to 
prove a thing which was beyond imagination or which existed 
by itself imperceptibly. He further disapproves the theorj
that all existing things must be seen with the eyes o*(2)perceptible by the senses*

k Mi" "pfss
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& . ..>rCan 'Direction1 jiht be applied to God?

How far is Ibn Taimiya justified in saying9 as again® 
the philosophers,that God is above us in Heaven?

"Upwards and downwards do not signify place, but the 
predicament where, Just as 'yesterday and to-day1 do not 
signify time, but the predicament when”* in this case it 
does not contradict the dialectics of Ibn Taimiya who 
protests against those who say that God cannot be in any 
direction, because it signifies a place, and one who is in 
a place must be created* In his opinion those who say th 
God exists in some direction, meaning thereby that He is 
in some existing place, are in the wrong? but if by 'difcec 
they mean some non-existing thing above the universe (6al,a 
then they are right, because above the universe there is 
nothing but God*

3U Aristotle’s Organon p. 18 (London* 1877)
2. M.Sunna, 1,250. For Razi's view about the theory of

'the Direction' see his Lubab al-Ishara* p.61 (Cairo,
1326) According to one of his interpretations, direc<
is a theoretical matter ( ) which has no
practical existence either in respect of motion or 
indication.
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Then what is the Throne of God (cArsh) and why do men 
raise their hands upwards when invoking the assistance of 
God? This is beeausey according to the Qur^ an He is upon 
His Throne and the angels bear it* The early philosoph
erroneously believed that the Throne meant the ninth heaven 
( because the astronomers could not discover anythl
beyond it* They further maintained that this Throne was t 
cause of the movements of ihe other eight heavens* The 
ninth heaven was also called by them al-ruh. spirit, al-na& 
soul or al-lanh al-mahfuy. preserved Tablett and sometimes 
al.^aal al-fafcCal« active intellect9 and so on* They furth 
compared this ninth heaven in its relation to the othere9
with the human intellect in relation to bodies and their(2)
activities. All such theories are9 in the opinion of ou;(3)
author, mere conjectures without any foundation* Here hi
quotes a tradition in defence of his belief that the rArsh
is above all the heavens which are above the earth, and is(4)
in the shape of a aubba* dome. He further argues: gran

1* Sura xl.7
2. M R M.IV,106-8
3. Ibid. p.116
4. On the authority of Abu Da^ud, narrated by Jubair b*Mutc;

a
Ibn Taimiya here seems to have quoted this tradition of
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that the cArsh is round and it envelops the whole creation
it must be on top of all existing things from any directio
and a man will naturally turn his face upwards when asking
for God's favour and not downwards or in any other direct!
One who looks to any of the heavens in any directions
except upwards must be counted a fool, and what is to be
said of a man who seeks God's favour but looks in any
directions other than upwards? Because upward is nearer
Him than any other directions, right, left, front, backwan
Supposing that a man were to Intend to climb the sky or
anything that is upwards, he must begin from the direction
that is over his head; no sensible person will ever advis
him to rend the earth and then go downwards because that 1
also possible for him* Similarly he will not run to his
right or left, front or back and then climb, though that 1(2)
also equally possible for him to do*

doubtful authenticity, because this tradition has not b 
accepted by all authorities* See annotation by Rashid 
Rida in M R M,IV, 114 sq.

1. This is a part of the famous question put to Ibn Taimiy 
whether the cArsh is Kuriv. round or not* M.R.K.I 267| 
M R M,IV,106 sqq.

2. M R M.IV. 124-26



Pantheism
By the time when Ibn Taimiya appeared with his polemic

against all sciences and religious experiences whose origin
he had failed to trace to early Islam, Pantheism occupied
the mind of a number of refuted Muslim Scholars* Of th'esfl
he mentions IbncArabi,(d.638/1240) Ibn Sabcin (d.667/1268),
Ibn al-Farid (d*577/1181) al-HallaJ (executed in 309/921)(1)and a few others*

In answer to a question based on sayings of the above 
pantheists our author gave a fatwa in which he assailed all 
of them, right and left* Pantheism, according to him, is 
based upon two wrong principles which are against Islam,
Christianity and Judaism; and are contradictory to national(2)
and scriptural arguments.

1. M*R*M*I,61-66
2. M R M.I.66. cf* Newton H.Marshall (M.A.Ph.D*) Theology a 

Truth, pp 137 sqq* He says, "And yet Christianity is no 
a Pantheism, For Pantheism (e*g* the Indian Philosophy 
and the teaching of Spinoza, to which we may add that of 
Mr*Bradley) reaches Unity by denying the finite while tl 
absolute religion, which Christianity proves itself to fc 
sees the finite pass into, and gain its true individual 
being by virtue of9God."



(a) Some of the pantheists who profess the doctrines of
hjglul, incarnation, ittihad, unification or other closely
related doctrine like 'Unity of Existence', maintain that
'Existence' is one, though there are two degrees of it*

(i) Necessary in the creator, and
(ii) contingent in the creation.

To this group of pantheists Ibn Taimiya assigns Ibn cArabi,
Ibn SabcIn, Ibn al-Farid, Tilimsani, etc* Of these Ibn cAr
distinguishes between wudud and thubut. (Existence and
affirmation) saying that 'substances' do exist in r<Adam
(non-beingl independent of God, and that the existence of
God is the existence of the substances themselves: the
Creator needs the substances in bringing them into their
existence, while the substances need him for obtaining the!(1)existence which is the very existence of himself* A1 
. - (2)Qunawi (d.673 A.H.) and his followers made a distinction

between » the general and the specia
They maintained that the necessary one is the existing thin 
in general, unconditioned* To Ibn Taimiya these are fan
tastic imaginations, because what is general in conception
& _________________________

1. II H M.I. 67.
2* Muhammad b* Ishaq. For his Mss* see H V K B.3. No.3027
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(1)must be definite in individuals. If it is argued that

the general < ) is a part of the definite, then the
creator must be a part of creation. Now the part cannot 
events the whole and necessarily the creator cannot exist.
Similarly the theory of Ibn Sina and his followers that the

» . (3) creator is 'Existence' in so far as absolute, is absurd,
because this too, like the former, exists in mere imaginati

(b) Ibn ftab in and his followers hold that thenoeessary 
and the contingent ^  are like matter and for• • '  i

Ibn Taimiya considers it absurd and contradictory. In his 
opinion it leads to the theories of incarnation and unity o 
existence. These people are the pantheists who failed to 
conceive the divine attribute called al-mubavana l i ^  maicft- 
luoat, different*, from originated things# They knew that 
God exists and thought that His Being is the same as His
Existence, just as a man looks to the ray of the Sun and ca

(5)
it the sun itself. In this connection, Ibn Taimiya quotei

1. U.R.M. I. 67 1. ci
2. Ibid.
3. . • - • ‘
4. M.R.U.I.67 sq.
5. M R M.I.68 sq.
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a saying of Shaikh Junaid Baghdadi ( v
"Belief in the unity of God is to separate the quality of 
origination from that of eternity," and emphasises his
statement that there must he a distinction between the cree(1)
tor and the created: they cannot be one and the same*

In order to score offthe Pantheists still more heavily 
he used the weapon of ridicule in such stories as the 
following:

(1) Once Ibn cArabi met a disciple of his in * 
•solitude with God* * The latter was called by nature
but he could not attend to it, as whereever he looked hi(2)
found God*

(2} Once Tillmsani and Shirazi were passing by a dead 
scabby dog* "Is this also from God*s essence?" asked
Shirazi* "Is there anything besides Him?" replied

. C (3)Tilimsani*
(3) If there be no existence except the existence of 
God, it becomes necessary to hold that the words of men, 
their eating and drinking, their marriages, their heresd

1. M R M.I.102
2. M R U * I * 104*5 
3* Ibid* p.105
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and their other evil actions are all the very existence 
God. One who takes these as the attributes of God is 
undoubtedly the greatest heretic and the most erring on 
Ibn cArabi, the leader of these heretics said

"Every word in the existence is His word* be it in pros(1)or poetry,"

Critic,i^m,.,of, iadjyiduala
So far Ibn Taimiya1 s attacks have been made on genera 

principles of Pantheism9 but he also criticises individual 
on its different aspects,

(1) Ibn ^Arabi
According to him the non-existent is a positive thing

even in its state of non-being. He further maintains tha 
the existence of these things is the existence of God Hims 
they are distinguished by their essential characters which 
persist in the void* and are united with the existence of
God. who knows them. This is also the theory of the

- r ' - - (*) Mu tazilites and the Rafidis, Abu Uthman al-Shahham

1. M R M.I.112 M.Fatawa V (Bughva) p.90
2. <13 A V ^

3. He is also known as Abu Yacqub al-Shahham. See al-Farq

(2)

p .  163
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the teacher of al«*Jubba^i was the first man to speak about 
in Islam. These people argued in favour of their theory 
that had there been nothing in thi void, there would not 
have been any difference between (i) things known and relat 
of and (ii) things unknown but talked about. That is, die 
tinction, in their opinion, can exist only between positive 
things, Such a theory is absurd according to Ibn Taimiya. 
The Sunnite mutakalllmun called these people heretics.
All Ibn ^Arabi’s theories generally revolve round this poin 
Regarding the above doctrine of Ibn^Arabi, Ibn Taimiya make 
a remark that the Jews, the Christians, the Magians or even 
the heathens never maintained such a faith. He, therefore
calls it a pharaonic theory which had also been held by the(2)
Qarmatlans.

Ibn ^Arabi's theory, continues Ibn Taimiya, reveals t*
things when analysed.

(i) vrX&\ Denial of the existence
(f God*

1. U R It.IV.6
2. Ibid.IV.17
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(ii) cK^>y  \£>\ Denial of His creating(1)
creations.

Besides, according to our author, Ibn cArabi maintain! 
that <̂ Vu, (friendship with God. i.e. sainthood) is
better than «^  prophethood, and that will
never come to an end, whereas Prophecy has been finished.
He is said to have recltdd:

"The position of Prophethood is in a barzakh (Intermediary
stage), a little above the apostle, but below the wall ,(2)
saint.

Here Ibn Taimiya gives various expositions of the
pantheistic theories of Ibn Arabi, but he does not supply
us with any definite reply save that (i) he considers Ibn 
^Arabi’s theories absurd and (ii) that a critic cares litl

C T afor such theories. He compares Ibn Arab! to a deaf and 
dumb man and quotes the verse of the QurJan^*2eaf, dumb, 
blind: therefore they shall not retrace their steps from ei

1. M R M.IV.17
2. Ibid. IV.58. cf. Muslim Theology, p.263
3. Sura II, 17. M R M.I.7.
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and (iii) that the Affirmation of a thiny in theory is not 
like the affirmation of it in practice.

(I)(2) Tilimsani (d.690/1291)
He is a devil to Ibn Taimiya who does not care a fig

for his knowledge and personality. He accuses Tilimsani
of misleading a pious man e£ Jerusalem named Abu Ya6qub
al-Maghribi who used to say, "The Existence is one, and th

(3)
is God. I do not see the One non God.w

Tilimsani does not discriminate between essence
and existence j>? j> nor between a general thing
and a definite one • He considers creations as

(4)
parts of God.

As before, Ibn Taimiya tries to score off his opponent 
by citing a report of Tilimsani1 s death-bed recantation, on 
the authority of a friend who had been told by a certain 
pwwson (who was known personally to Ibn Taimiya) that he sa

1. U R 11.1 .8
2. Brockelmann 1.258. Pawat 1,228. See also F.Krenkow’s 

article 1 Tilimsani1 in the Enc. of Isl.
3. M R M.I.105
4. Ibid. p.23
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Tilimsani at the time of his death in a very perplexed
condition and asked him, "What makes you sigh?" "For the
fear of passing away (i.e. deathf" replied Tilamsani.
"Glory be to God," said the man, "should a man like you be
afraid of death? You called in your disciples and presen-
ted them to God within three days?" "Ah, all that is gom(1)I do not find any reality in it now," was his reply.

A forged tradition of the pantheists.
According to our author, the foundation on which the

pantheists build is a saving of the Prophet. "There was
God and nothing was with Him, and He is now as He was(2)
(before)." But the second part of this tradition, "He
is now as He was," is a forgery. The Prophet never utter<
these words. All traditionists are agreed on this point.
It was some of the later Jahaite theologians who added it 
to the first part of the tradition and then it fell into 
the hands of the pantheists. The genuine tradition that

i/ — — .has been narrated by BAkhari on the authority of Imran b. 
Husain from the Prophet is, "There was God, and nothing

1. M R 1I.IV.91
2. Ibid. IV.93 ^_C _ > ^
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was before Him. His Throne was on the water, and He wrot«
the record of everything to be. Then He created the heave(1)
and the earth. By the words 'He is now as He was', the 
Jahnites deny the Divine Attributes, such as His sitting on 
the Throne, and coming down to the sky over our head. The 
hold that in eternity God was not sitting on His Throne and
He is now as before. He cannot be on the Throne as in(2)that case He suffers change and renewability.

Ibn Taimiya&s reply to the above theory, which he givei
in the name of the Sunnites, is as followsi

(1) The renewable is a subsidiary relationship between
God and the throne. Ibn "Uqail calls it States'# It is
agreed by all Muslims that such relationships can exist

(3)
because they do not involve change*

(2) Thou^i His sitting on the Throne needs change of
one condition to another, it is just like His nuzul. descent
taklim* speaking (with Moses 1 and His coming down in a font 

_ (4)
(Sura) on the day of Resurrection*

1. M R M.IV.94

2 f Ibid.
3. Ibid. 94 sq.
4. Ibid.
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That the forged part of the tradition (i.e. He is now 
He was) is against Kitab. Sunna. U m a  and wiyas. may be 
proved, according to our author, on the following grounds.

(1) Qur^an says that God is with His Servants, and t<
be with one indicates that there are two separate things! n<

(3)
the same as pantheists do believe.

(<(2) God forbade men to asociate another God with Him.
He never prohibited them from taking the worldly things as
His creations or men as His servant^« which indicates that
He is sin le in His Lordship. He never said that * there ii
nothing existing except Him', 'He is nsmhht but He', or

(5)
'there is nothing with Him except Him.'

(3) When God existed, according to the opponents, witho 
anything with Him, it means that the heavens, the earth and 
all other things were created afterwards. How if God is

1. Ibn Taimiya uses here i' tibaT which means oiyas. M R U .  
IV.96,1.5

2. Sura lvii.4
3. U R M.IV.96
4. Sura xvii, 41.

M R M.IV.97
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later as He was before* the result is that created things 6
not exist along with Him. One who holds such a theory is(1)
heretic.

(4) According to a genuine tradition God existed 
before all things. Then He wrote the record of all things 
to be. How, if God was and nothing else was, and then He 
wrote what was to be (as tradition says); if there is still 
nothing, what is the difference between God writing and God
before He wrotfc? The pantheists say that He is the writii(2)
and the Tablet.

Has Pharaoh got salvation?

A group of the pantheists believed that Pharaoh was a 
believer (mu^min) and that he was not cast into Hell. In 
support of their view these pantheists advanced the followd
Qur anic verse. MBring 4a the people of Pharaoh into(3)
the severest punishment." They said that according to
this verse, it was "the people of Pharaoh" who were punish*

1. M R M.IV.97
2. Ibid
3. Sura xl.49
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(1)and not Pharaoh himself*

Ibn Taimiya objects to the above interpretation of the
pantheists and says that Pharaoh is included among "his
people (al)" according to all learned authorities. The
Qur an bears testimony to it when it includes Lot among his
people (al) in the verses," when the sent ones came to the
family^of Lot, he (Lot) said, 'Ye are persons unknown to
me.' Similarly, there is another verse that proves thai
Pharaoh was included among his (al) family. The verse is:

(3)
"To the people of Pharaoh also came the threatenings •"

Tal i y a' j Thepry^f,, Knpwlfdgft

Grades of Knowledge According to certain expressions 
of the Qur ’ an, Ibn Taimiya divides knowledge into three elai
(i) H i m  al-yaqin, (ii) aln al-yaqin and (Hi) haoo al-yaoii 
gIlm al-yaain is like the knowledge of a man who has been 
informed by a trustworthy person about some honey in a certi 
place and 6ain al-yaain represents the knowledge of a man wl 
has seen that honey* Hence the knowledge of thelAtter is

1. M B M.IV.98
2 . Sura xv 61-62
3. Sura liv, 41. M R M.IV.99.
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better than the knowledge of the former. The Prophet said
"The bearer of the news is not like the

seerM. Kaqq al-yaain is like the knowledge of a man who
«

has tasted that honey himself and realised its sweetness. 
The third kind of knowledge is the best ef all and to this 
class, adds Ibn Taimiya, belongs the ecstatic and emotional 
knowledge of the saints (ahl al-mac rifa) This is why the 
Prophet said: "He who combines three things in him finds
the sweetness of lman. They are

(i) love of God and His Prophet above all other things
(ii) love towards humanity for the sake of God and
(iii) abhorrence of return to Kufr. infideility after
having been saved from it as much as one fears to be(1)cast into Hell-fire.
In this connection he cites also a tradition from Musi- 

"He who is pleased with God as his Lord and with Islam as 
his religion and with Muhammad as His Apostle, tastes the

_ _ (2) ’ (37
sweetness of iaan" But he adds, the sweetness of
thus enjoyed by a mu’ mln varies in accordance with the grad« 
of knowledge mentioned above.

1. Bmkhar 1 • Sahih kit.al-Iman 1.9. M R K. 11.146
2. Muslim, Sahih, kit.al-iaan 1.9
3. M R K.11.146-147
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In the first grade it is the sweetness of a mere repor 
gathered from one’s trustworthy Shaikh or from what is hear 
from the personal reports of the gArifun* saints, in whom 
there is found some sign that indicates the sweetness they 
enjoy.

In the second the believer himself observes with his o 
eyes the emotion and ecstasy of the sufis though he lacks t 
personal experience of the same.

In the third he personally experiences the ecstasy and
emotion of which he has heard from his shaikh.(2)

Similarly he proceeds, the knowledge of the next wor 
as conceived by a believer may be classified as follows*

(a) Knowledge based on the reports of the Prophets 
about it or on the proofs of the existence of the same
(b) Knowledge of what one reads in the Scripture about 
the promises and threats with one’s own eyes*
(c) The certitude when one will actually see the 
righteous enter into Heaven and the sinners cast into 
Hell* On this point, the QurJan says, "Then ^ou wil] 
most surely see it with the eye of certitude*"

1. M R K.II.146-147
2. Ibid.II,147 
3* Sura ciif7
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On the basis of the above mentioned grades of knowledg
Ibn Taimiya holds the opinion that all human beings may be
divided into three classes in regard to all matters that(1)occur in their mind or concern them outwardly*

As an illustration of the enjoyment of the sweetness o 
iman* Ibn Taimiya says that the heart of a believer, when i 
is filled with iaian* becomes so closely attached to it that 
it will not separate itself from it, even for a moment, for 
it derives from it indescribable cheerfulness and Joy* In
support of this view he quotes a remark attributed to the n(2)
Muslim Byzantine King Heraclius in whose days the Prophe 
died*

Once in the course of his enquiries regarding the 
preaching of Islam Heraclius asked Abu Sufyan whether any 
man proved an apostate after once accepting the faith* HNp 
replied Abu Sufyan* "And such is belief, iman when its
cheerfulness mixes with the heart none can make it discontei(3)
was the King's reply*

1. M H K*II. 147
2* In Arabic Hiraql or Hirqil.
3. M R K. 11.148
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_ (1)Ibn Taimiya then cites some verses of the <3urJan and con

cludes that love of God is the supreme love and that love e(2)
all other things is subordinate to it*

On the ground of the same classification of knowledge 
three stages can be distinguished also in the realisation o 
tawhid* belief in one God, ikhlap* sincerity, tawakkul. 
resignation to God and duca ila allah* prayer to God*

(a) To listen to the OurJan and the Sunna in connectio 
with them, (i*e* tawhid, ikhlas etc*I
(b) To see personally their results on men*
(c) To experience their essence personally; that make
a man a sincere believer and protects him from all sor

(3)
of wordly allurements*

1* Sura xiii, 36, iii, 29 ix, 125 
J H  K,II,149 

3* Ibid, p*150



CHAPTER VII

THE GENERAL CHARACTER AND DIRECTIONS OF 
IBN TAIMIYA'S TEACHINGS

Although Ibn Taimiya left about two hundred and fifty(1)
works, it cannot be said that he deals in a systematic(2)
manner with any single topic. Our investigation has 
shown that his views can often be fully understood only by 
piecing together fragments from several treatises, but on 
the other hand it will generally be found that he is con
sistent in his principles.

The main principle on which he bases all his teaching 
is "Go back to the Book of God and the Surma of His Proph* 
Beyond this there is nothing but bid ca« innovation, fisQt 
impiety, shirk, polytheism and kufr, infidelity. This 
principle underlies his arguments, whether in regard to 
dogmatic or legal problems, as, for example, when he refui

1. See Appendix.
2. Possibly his refutation of the Imami doctrine in 

Minha.i al-Sunna may be excepted, but its discursive 
tendencies and repetitions are characteristic of 
Ibn Taimiya*s style.
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to explain "equivocal" verses in any meanlngf because the
early Muslims were silent about them, and to accept later (1)legal i.1mac and restrictions upon ^ur’anic ordinancesf or 
in regard to the religious practices of his time. In 
interpreting the texts he is a literalist, and clings to th 
old doctrines, even though they are opposed to the current 
belief of his time# For instance, he accepts the literal 
meaning of the verse containing dhanbaka (your sin, l#e# oi 
the Prophet) and brings forward several arguments, which 
prove, as against the accepted theory of^the Muslims, that 
the Prophet was not impeccable (macsum). He rejects 
likewise the later belief that the Prophet1s parents were 
given life a second time in order to accept the faith and 
to be saved from the torment of the Hell-fire, because of
the contradiction which this involved with the literal

(3)
meaning of the v^ur’anic text. Together with this he 
exhibits a critical spirit in his investigations. He 
does not accept certain traditions as genuine even though

1# See Chapter on Law, pp.73-75.
2 . Supra pp 20-22.
3. Sura ix, 114.
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they are reported by canonical collectors. He does not 
hesitate to point out the mistakes of the early leaders 
whenever he finds them to have misunderstood the true 
meaning of traditions or of verses of the <iur^an. He 
relates Instances of wrong judgments on the part of the 
early caliphs and maintains his own opinion as against 
them. But it should be observed that his object in 
doing so was not to glorify himself or to criticise these 
early leaders, but to find out the true solution of a prob
lem. He has a profound respect for them all, which has 
been well exhibited in the title and contents of his 
Raf^ al-malam can a ’immat al-a£ llm (Removal of blame from 
the great leaders). Moreover, in his Mlnha.1. he 
repeatedly quotes traditions from the Prophet forbidding 
ill feelings against the early leaders of Islam. There
fore the view expressed by Goldziher, ,fSo scheute er 
(Ibn Taimiya) sich auch nicht, die ersten Chalifen offen

1. M H, pp.55-83.
2 . M.Sunna I, 153 sqq. These were directed in the first 

place against the Shiite abuse of Abu Bakr and 
^Umar.
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zu tadeln,r0mar zich er eines Fehlers, von ""All sagte er,(1)das er in 17 Fragen eine irrige Entscheidung traf11,
cannot stand. True it is that Ibn Taimiya mentions the 

r -(2) (3;
mistakes of Ali as well as of cUmar, but he never doei
so in order to injure their prestige, but either in the
course of his own investigation of hadith materials, or in
defence of the Sunnis against the exaggerations of the Shi

Similarly his principles do not allow him to aceept
the popular view as to the six authentic collections of
hadith although he quotes from them all. Of all the
canonical collections the Sahih of Bukhari alone escapes• • «

his criticism. He finds mistakes in the Sahih of Muslim,
and criticises the Jamjc of Tirmi£hi in several ways. B
has a special regard for the Musnad of Ahmad b.Hanbal and(4)
endeavours to assign a high position to it.

In Law also, though he accepts ^iyas as one of the

1. Die Zahiriten, 188, 190, Z.D.M.9, 52-156,
Brockelmann 11,102. 

tp M.Sunna IV,137.
3. supra pp 47-49.
4. w pp 64-66
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fundamental principles of Islamic Law (subject to the pro
vision that it must be plied subject to the literal
meaning of the texts), he criticises the methods em
ployed by Abu Hanifa, even when his own investigations lead

and independence in legal matters are amongst the most 
striking characteristics of Ibn Taimiya. He does not 
maintain like other authorities that the doer of ijtihad 
has long ago been closed, and though he does not claim 
the title for himself in any of his extant works, yet the 
opinion of his contemporaries and of subsequent generations 
was that he acted as a mujtahid, as has been well said by 
Prof .Macdonald, "But from time to time individuals appeared 
who moved either by ambition or by objection to fixed 
positions, returned to the earliest meaning of ijtihad 
and claimed for themselves the right to form their own

1. supra p. 75
2. " pp.77-82
3. " pp.85 sqq. .

to the same results
Right of Private Judgment. The critical attitude

(3)
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opinion from first principles* One of them was Ibn 
- (1)Taimiya?
In regard to this right of private judgment Ibn 

Taimiya asserts that two groups of mujtahids will not be 
pardoned for their wrong judgments* They are the self
op iniated and the careless* In proof of this, he quotes 
the saying of the Prophet, "Judges are three, two in Hell 
and one in Heaven* The one in Heaven is he who knows the 
truth of a matter and gives his decisions accordingly.
As for the two who are in Hell, one judges ignorantly and 
the other, though he knows the true affair, acts contrary 
to it." The rest deserve recompense in spite of their
errors, because it is difficult to give right judgments in(2)
all matters. His principles of Hadith criticism well 
demonstrate his own system of handling the traditions 
before exercising his own judgments, and show clearly the 
circumstances under which a mujtahid will be excused for

1. Enc. of Islam s.v. idhtlhad. See also Die Zahiriten 
pp.1^8 sqq.

2* Berl.No.4592 fol.47/a, See also Raf*al-malam in 
M R.pp.64 and 69.
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(1)

his errors or be liable for them. He further notes
that it is not necessary for a mujtahid to be acquainted
with all traditions, because if such a condition be laid
down for ijtihad not a single mujtahid would be available(2)
in the community.

We may justly give Ibn Timiya the credit for his 
honesty of purpose in searching for the truth unfettered 
by the chains of tag lid, blind following of authority. 
Often he cuts through the casuistical reasonings of the 
jurists and comes back to simple arguments from first 
principles supported by examples from tradition. An
example of this is his argument on the dissolution of

(3)
marriage by desewtidn, in which the jurists do not
abide by the decision of the Caliph cUmar, while in his
opinion cUmarfs decision was absolutely right and in

(4)
full agreement with analogy.

The same principles and methods determine his

1. supra pp.45 sqq.

2 . M R, p.58
3. supra pp.85 sqq.

4. " pp.82 sq.
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attitude towards theology and philosophy. These he regard
as harmful innovations# He quotes an opinion of the Imam
Shafic 1 that theologians should be beaten with shoes and(1)
palm branches, but while replying to theological ques
tions he cannot help adopting theological termsf though 
often taking shelter under irrelevant arguments# The 
theories of atoms and accidents are innovations, and the 
theories of body and similarity of bodies have no foundatio 
in Islam. There is no indication of them in the Qur'an 
or in the Sunna. Moreover the upholders of these theories 
namely Abu'l MaGali, Abu’1-Hasan Basri and Imam Razi were 
themselves in doubt about them. God is settled on His 
Throne, but it is unlawful to interpret the manner in which 
He is therein. The doctrine of "Eternity of God without 
His Attributes” was the cause of denying the Divine 
Attributes. He is quite at a loss to explain the theory 
of the "Divine Justice”, and takes it to be a secret seldon 
understood by human beings# In the problem of predesti
nation, he holds the Ashcarite view though he does not

1# supra p.137
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acknowledge this in any of his writings#
From his method of discussion it is obvious that in 

Theology and Philosophy he is able to put up an argument 
only by referring everything to the Qur^an and the Sunna. 
declaring the rest to be innovations and maintaining 
silence when in difficulties# He can, further, oppose 
by flat denials, and accusations of heresy without reason
ing the matter out# But he has very little idea of the 
real nature of these problems# He endeavours, however,
to conceal this by introducing irrelevant arguments and(2)
trying to ridicule his opponents#

As a practical reformer Ibn Taimiya*s activities are 
based on his conception of the usages of the primitive 
Islamic community, and aimed at restoring the old ways and 
customs, especially as against the practices associated
with the Sufis.

He preaches against the commonly accepted doctrine of 
intercession (Sftafa^a), Even the Prophet Muhammad cannot 
intercede for one except on the day of Resurrection by

1. supra pp.152 sqq.
2. See specially Pantheism,, supra, pp.200-212
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(1)the permission of God# Consequently it is unlawful

to make journeys (sha d  al-rlhal) to visit the tombs of
the Prophets and the saints with a view to entreating theii(2)
blessings and favours# The music and dance of the
dawighes are against the injunctions of Islam and both are
to be condemned# Amongst other practical reforms which
he urged, the most striking is his condemnation of the
practice of tahlil of his time# He makes some allowances
in halaf bi' 1 talaq by suggesting only an atonement of oatl(3)
in case of hanath (breaking the oath)#

Finally it is extremely difficult to say anything abo\ 
the personal character of Ibn Taimiya# He was not a 
social man# His whole life was full of struggles and 
efforts for reform and the reward that he received was 
bitter hostility and imprisonment. He was once forbidden

1# supra p.99
2. w p.93 sq. It is a mistaken view that "Ibn

Taimiya is against the practice of Ziyara# visitation 
of tombs, for that is permitted by the Sunna#

3# supra pp 131-133
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by royal edict from circulating the f^lwa of halaf bi^l 
talaq, but he boldly said, "I cannot conceal the truth." 
Consequently he was imprisoned in the citadel of Damascus. 
He was a fearless fighter but, unfortunately, had no power 
of reconciliation. The words "innovation", "polytheism" a
"unbelief" were constantly on his lips. Unlike al-Ghazali(2)
and Ibn Rushd his extreme conservatism prevented him fr 
making any compromise between the later ideas and the earli 
ones. This characteristic of him seems to convict him of 
obstinacy and a narrow vision of things. He cared very 
little for personal happiness and was ready to accept even 
physical torture in preaching his own opinion. He did not 
stop writing even in his prison and probably the greatest 
shock that he ever received was to be deprived of paper and
ink in the prison. We are told that more than two hundred

(3)
thousand people were present at his funeral, which shows

1. Fawat, 1,41
p. For al-Ghasalis1 liberal views see his Ihya and for thoi 

of Ibn Rushd see his Falsafa (Cairo, undated).
3. Fawat,1,41
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that Ibn Taimiya exercised a great influence over the mob 
though the rUlama of his time were opposed to his plans 
Wf reform. He had no doubt a very sincere desire for the 
reformation of Islam but because he tried to bring about & 
radical change at once both in theories and in practice, 
his efforts seemed to be wasted. But the events of later 
years showed that they had not perished entirely, for aftei 
lying dormant for four hundred years they were to bring 
forth a new movement in Arabia, which, under the name of 
Wahhabism, is one of the most vital elements in the life 
of Islam to-day.



APPENDIX A

A LIST OF IBN TAMIYA'S BOOKS HITHERTO PUBLISHED

MaJmuat al-Raaall. Collections of treatises.

(a) Majrauat al-Rasail al-Kubra in two volumes consisting 
of 875 pages, Cairo,1323 A.H.

Vol.I
1. Ris. al-Furqan bain al-haqq wa'l-batil.
2. " Ma’ariJ al-Wusul.
3 # " Tibyan fi nusul al-Quran.
4. w al-Wasiya fi11-Din wa* 1-dunya also known as

al-Wasiyat al-Sughra.
5. " fi'l-Niya fi'l-Ibadat.
6. " fi'l-Arsli hal huva kuriy am la*
7 . w al-Wasiyat al-Kubra.
8. w al-Irada wa^-amr.
9 . " al-Aqidat al-Wasitiya.
10. * alfcfiflunazara fifl-cAqidat al-WasitiJwu
11. H al-Aqidat al-Hamawiyat al-Kubra.
12. " fi'l-Istighatha.
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Vol.II

13. His. al-Iklil fi1 1-muta^Jiabih wa'l-ta’wil.
14. n al-Jawab can aawl akl al-halal muta'adhdhar

' (1)15. N fi ziyarat Bait al-Maqdas.
16. tt fi maratib al-irada.
17. n al-Qada wa11-qadar.
18. ft fi'l-lhtijaj bi11-qadar.
19. rt fi Darajat al-yaqin.

CO o . it bayan al-huda min al-«Dalal fi amr al-hilal,
21. it fi Sunnat al-Juma.

CO CO . ft fi tafsir al.Mu'awwadhatain.
23. ft fi'l-uqud al-muharrama.

: ( 2 )

24. N fi ma*na al-qiyaa.
25 . ft fifl-samaf wa'l-raqs.
26. tl fi'l-ka^amala al-^itra.
27. ft fi ajwaba an ahabith al-Qussas.
28. ft fi raf* al-Hanafi yadaih fi'l Salat.

CO 00 . ft fi manasik alvHaJj.

1. Also published In J A 0 S Vol.56,No.1 by Mathews,C.D.
2 . It also occurs in Fusul 11 Ibn Qaiylm. Cairo,1346 A.H.
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(b) Majmuat Rasail (pp.122 91),Cairo,1323, consisting

3o • His.
of nine treatises. 
al-Ubudiya.

31. t< al-Waslta bain al-KJialq wa'l-Haqq
32. n Haf'al malam an aimmat al-a'lam.
33* tt Tanawwu11-lbadat.
34. it -fl'l-radd ala al-Nusairiya.
35. tt fi ziyarat al-qubur.
96* tt

. * 2 )  

Ma'arij al-Wusul.
3*. « Uazalim al-mushtarika.
37. S Hlaba fi'l-Islaa.

%

(c) Majmuat al-Hasail wa'1-masail,Cairo,1341-49 in
five volumea containing twenty one treatiaea in
866 pagea.

Vo 1*1
38. Ris. fi hijr al-Jamil wa'l-Safh al-jamil,etc.
39. " fi'l-Shafaat al-Shar'iya wa'l-tawassul 11a Allah

bi'1-a'mal wa'l-ashkhas.
40. " fl Ahl al-Suffa wa'l abatil fihim.

1. Thia treatiae haa been translated XfflC&XKKgXmX by Guyard
JAP S 6,1871,XVIII,158; Salisbury ,JAOS.11,1851 p.257eqq

2. A repetation of No.2
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41 .
42.

43 •
44.
45.
46.

47.

48.

49.

50.
51.

His. fl ibtal Wahdat al-Wujud.
,f 11 munazara Shaikh al-Islam 11 dajajila al-Bata-

"ihiya..
11 11 libas al-Putuwwa clnda al-Sufiya.
" 11a a^.Nasr al-Munbiji.
M fl sifat allah wa^uluwwuhu "ala khalqih.
11 fl Fata*a (on legal and ethical decisions!

Vol. II
" al*Qaida al-jail la fi ma yataallaqu bi ahkam al- 

safar wa'l-iqama.

Vol. III.
Kit. madhhab al-salaf al-qawim fi tahqiq mas’alat Kalam 

allah.
Vol. IV.

Haqiqat madhhab al-Ittihadiin.
-  (1)Arsh al-Rahman.

Vol.V.
Ris. f^l-Mu^jizat wa* 1-Karamat.
" taf^il^al-ijmal fi ma yajib lillah min sifat al- 

karaal.

1. A repetation of No.6 f in the 1st collection.
2. Identical with a Ms. in the India Office Lib.Loth.467.
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52t Hi8* al-ibadat al-Shariya waSl-faraq bainahU wa bains 
al-bidciya.

53. Futya Shaikh al-Islam fi mas'ala al-ghiba.
54* Fi fi'l- al-mashya wa'l-hikma wa'l-qadawa'1-qadar etc.
55. Ris. fi sharh hadith Imran b. Husain "Kana allah wa

lam yakun shaiy qablah.
56. Qa'ida fl jam'i kalimat al-Muslimin.
57. al-Madhab al-sahih al-wadih fi mas'ala wadc al-jawa'lh.
58. Majmuat fatawa in five volume8,Cairo, 1326 A 4H.

It contains his Ikhtiyarat al-^Ilmiya, Sharh‘Aqidat 
al-Isfahaniya etc.

Besides the above-mentioned collections we have 
the following Independent books left by Ibn Taimiya.

59. al-Sarim al-Maslul ala Shatim al-Rasul,Haidarabad,
1322 A.H. consisting of 592 pages.

60. Qacida Jallla fi*1-Tawassul wa'1-wasila,Cairo,1345 A.H.
pp.155.

61. al-Kalim al-taiyib min adftkar al-Nabiy,Cairo,1349 A.H.(1)
pp.99.

1. Also published in Berlin,1914 A.D. See British Museum, 
14521,b.45 or.Section.
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62. His* al-ijtima" wa'l-iftiraq fi'l-halaf b^l-talaq, 

Cairo|1342 A.H.
63. Tafsir Surat al-Kawihar. (An Urdu translation, Hilal 

Book Agency,Lahore,1344 A.H.)
64. Tafsir Surat al-Ikhlas,Cairo, 1323 A.H.
65* Tafsir Ayat Karima i }

•m * ' *

(An Urdu translation,Hilal Book Agency ,Lahore, 1928 A.J 
The original in Majmuat Fatawa. 11256*303.

66. Kitab Minhaj al-Sxknnat al-Nababiya fi naqd kalam al- 
Shica, Bulaq,1321-22 A.H. in four parts,pp.1156.

67. Muwafaqat Sarih al-macqul 11 Sahih alvmanqul, on the
margin of Minhaj al-Sunna mentioned above.

68. Tafsir Surat al-Nur,Cairo,1343 A.H. pp.126.
09. Jawab an Law ( A study on the particle Law*if ) pub 11 si

in al-Suvuti*al-Aahbah wa'l-Nazir,Haldarabad, 1317,III, 
310.

70. Kitib al-radd ala al-Nasara. (Brit. Mus. Cat.no.8^5,1.i
71. al-Jawab al-Sahih liman baddala Din al-Masih,Cairo, 132J* 4 »

A.H. in four volumes.
72. Al-Furqan baina awliya al-Bahman wa awliya al-Shaitan, 

Cairo,1325 A.H.
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73* al-Risala al-Ba* labakkiya in MaJmuat al-gaaall publi
shed by Muh^tal-Din Sab^ri,Cairo,1328 A.H.

74. al-Jawamir fl'l-Siyasa al-Ilahiya wa*l-Ayat al-Nababiyi 
Bombay,1306, (Out of print)*

75* Kitab Jawab ahl al-il* wa'l-iman bi tahqiq ma akhbara 
bibi Rasul al-Rahman min anna ttulhuallahii abad ta‘dll 
thuluth al-Quran,Cairo,1325 A.H. (vgl. Hevue Africa, 
1906,s.267| Berl. 2435*

76# Arbauna Hadithan,Cairo,1341 A.H.
77# Sharh Hadith Abi Pharr in Khams Kasail Nadira,pp*86, 

Cairo,undated*
78* Fatawa fi qawl al-Nabiy t

In the Khams Rasail mentioned above*
79. Risala khilaf al-Umma fi1 l-'ibadat,Cairo, 1347 A.H.
80. al-Risala al-Qubrdsiya, Cairo, 1319 A.H. Berl*885/3*
81* Fawaid mustanbita min Surat al-Nur, on the margin of

Jawami' 1-Bayan fi tafsir al-Qur'an by Safadi. See Sark
82. al-Masail al-Murdanlya,Damascus, 1333 A.H.
83. al-Sufiyat wa*l-Fuqara,Cairo, 1328 A.H. (Second edition
84. Sharh Hadith al-Nuzftl, Amritsar, India,1314 A.H.
85. Majmuat al-Tawhid, Brit* Museum, or. 14516,0.33.
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BOOKS IN MANUSCRIPTS.

India Office Library.
86* Mas ala fl qurb al-abd 11a al>Rabb. Delhi Collection, 

Arabic,1867.
87. Risala ila al-Uallk al-Muaiyld Abul Pida Ismail,

Delhi Collection,1857.
88. Burhan Kalam Musa (lith) with Urdu translation, Vern.

tracts* Arab* 2462.

Stadtb. Berlin*

89* al-Kalam ala Haqiqat al-Islam wa1l-Iman,No*2089*
90* al-Qa'ldat al-Marralcuihiya* No *2309 pp*95/b - 119/b*
91* Mas’alat al-Uluw,No*2311,Gotha,No*83,III; Munich no. 

885,V.
92* Risala fl Sujud al-Quran,No*3570*
93. Hisala fi Sujud al-Sahw,No* 3673*
94. * m Awqat al-nahy wa*l-nizac fi ghawat al-asbab

wa ghairiha.No *3574*
95. Kitab fi Usui al-Fiqh,No. 4592* foll*10JB/b*
96* Iqtida* Sirat al-nrustaqim wa raujanabat ashab al-jahim, 

No. 2084.
97* al-Aaidat al-TadmurIya,No*1995* It also contains Sual 

li Ibn Taimiya on Theology*
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LKIDKN

98* Naqd Ta’sis al-Jahmiya,No.202*l •
99* Kitab al-Farq al-mubin bain al-talaq wa1 l-yamin,No 

1834.

Bib. Nat. Paris*

100. Kitab al-Siyasa al-Sharciya fi islah al-ra c± wa*l 
raciya,No. 2443-2444.

101. Mas'alat al-Kanais,No.2962/2.

Bodl. Libr. Oxford*

102. Taldijil Ahl al-Injil.Cat. 11,45.
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APPENDIX B.

-  ( 1 )C Books on Different Topics Ascribed to Ibn Taimiya)

tafsir.

Qa'ida fl1l-lstic adha .
2. " " Basmala.
3. al-Kaliun sala al-jihr bi Basmala.
4. Qa'ida fl iyyaka na~budu wa iyyaka nasta‘ in.
5. Tafsir of verse no.7 of Sura II.
6 . " " " 171 " " VII.
7 . " " " 8 " " V.
8 . " " « 16 " ■ III.
9. " " " 16 " " II.
10. " " " 8 1  " " IV.
11. " " " 124 " II.
12. " " " 256 " II.
13. " Sura al-Kafirun no. cix.
14. " " Lam yakun " xcviii.
15. " " al-Qalam " lxviii.
16. " " Yusuf " xii.
17. * " Tabbat " cxi.

-  (1 )18. " al-Bahr al-Muhit.

i. See Chapt. of Tafsir p.l and 3
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- (1)USUL

19* al-Iradat al-Misriya ala al-fatwa al-^amawiya in 
four volumes*

20* Sharh awwal al-Muhassal*
21m * bidc Gashar aasV’ll min Abba^un of Fafchr al-Din

al-Hazi*
22* Ta^arud al-aql wa81-naql in four volumes*
23* Jawab ma awradahtf Carnal al-Din Ibn al-Sharis hi.
24* M al-§ahih raddan ala al-Nasara in four volumes* 
25* Minhaj al-Istiqama*
26* SJ^arh awwal Kitab al-Ghaznawi fi Usui al-Din

• #

27• al-Radd 6ala al-Nutq *
28* Zawajir latif*
29* al-Hadd^ala al-Falsafa in 4 vols*
30* Qacida fi'l-Qada ' al-wahmiya*
31* n fi qiyas ma la yatanaha*
32* Jawab Risala al-^afadiya*

'ii.i. •! •’ ■ v ' _  < 5 ,f ■*

33* 11 bacd al-Falasafa anna muGjizat al-awliya quwan
nafsanix

34. Ibtal al-ma^add wa1 l-raddGala Ibn Sina*
%

1. This includes usul ingeneral not in particular*
2* Perhaps identical with no*70 in Appendix A.
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35# Sh&rty Risala Ibn^Abdua fi Kaliun al-Imam Ahmad fi'l-
%

Usul*
36 • Thubut al-Nubuwwa ̂ aqlan wa naqlan.
37• Qa'ida fi* 1-KullIyat.
38. Risala ila ahl Tabarastan wa Jilan fi kha}.q al-RAh 

wa11-Nur.
39# Risala azhariyat al-Qadariya al-Baghdadiya.
40. Ajwabat al-Quran wa&l-Nut^q.
41. Ibtal Kalam al-Nafsanl. (1)42. Jawab man halafa bi'l-talaq al-thalath.
43. al-Quran harf wa $awt.
44. Ibtal al-sifat wa’l-uluw wa’l-Istawa in 2 vols.
45. Ris. al-lduwakikislya (2)
46. Sifat al-Kamal wa*l dabit.

• * »

47. Jawab fi'l-istawa wa ibtal ta'wil al-istawa.
al-?if£

48. Jawab man qala la yak*R yamkunu al-jamc bain ithbat/‘ala
zahiriha mac nafi al-taahbih

49. Ajwaba kawn jiht al-aamawat kuriy wa aabab qasd al-qulul
(3)

1. Probably Identical with No.62 ,Appendix A.
2. " " " No.51 , " "
3. " " " No.6 , " "
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50. Jawah kawn al-shaiy fi jiht allah ma* kawnihi laisa
bi jawahir wa la*ard.

51• Jawab hal al-istawa wa*l-nuzul haqiqa.
.  (1)52# S>arh Hadith al-nuzul.

53. Mas’alat al-Irbiliya.
54# " al-nuzul wafkhtilafihi bifkhtilaf waqtihf#
55# Bayan hall Ashkal Ibn Hazm
56# al-Kalam *ala naqd al-murshid.
57# al-masalat al-Iskandariya.fi$l-radda cala al-ittihadiya< 
58# Jawab fi liqa'allah*
59. w ru'yat al-nis~a rabbahunna fi’l-janna.
60# al-Risala al-^adaniya#
61# Jawab wa raddcala lisan malik al-Tatar.
62# Qawa^id fi ithbat al-radd ala al-Qadariya wa'1-Jabariyj(2)63# al-Radd ala al-Rafida wa11-Imamiya in 4 vols#
64# Jawab fi haqq iradat allah li khalq al-khalq.
65. Tanbih al-rajul al-aqil*ala tamwih al-mujadil#
66# Tanasi*1-shadaid fi*khtilaf al-aqaid.
67# Kitab al-Ioan#
68# Sharh hadith Jibril fi hadith al-iman wafl-Iala».

1# Perhaps identical with No.84,Appendix A. 
2. * " No.66f "
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69. &Ismat al-Anbiya.?
70* Mas^ala fifl-aql wafl-ruh.
71. " fi*1-muqarribin hal yaa ’aluhum Munkir wa Nakir.
72* M hal yuadhdhab al-jasad macal-ruh fi*1-qabar.
73. al-Radd'ala ahl Kiarawan.
74. Fl fadail Abi Bakr warUmar cala ghairihima.
75. Qaida fl tafdil Muawlya wa fVibnihi Yazid.
76. Kitab fi tafdil aalihill-naacala aa’ir al-ajnaa.
77. Mukhtaaar fi kufr al-Baariya fi jawaz qital al-Rafida.
78. Fi baqafl janna in refutation of Taqi al-Din Subki'a 

view.

(1)flM faL.oa Ugul, al-Fiflh

79. Qa'ida aqwal al-Fuqaha in 2 vols.
80. Qa'ida kulli hamd wa dhamm
81. Shumul al-nusu8 111 ahkam.• « •

82. Qa'ida fi'l ijmau
83. Jawab fi’l ijmaiwa'1 khabar al-mutawatir.
84. Qacida fl kaifiyat al-iatidlal ala al-ahkam.
85. Qa'ida fi ma nassa min ta^arud al-naaa.

1 . Fawat 1,43 aq.
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86, Qa'ida fi taqrir al-qiyae.
87* Qacida fi’l-ijtihad wa*l-taqlid fi'l ahkam.
88# Qa'ida fi'l-Istihsan fi waaf al-Umum.
89. Qarida fi anna al-mulditi fi'lvijtihad la yathim.
90* Jaqab hal al-Qadi yajib 'alaih taqlid madhhab muaiyin.
91* 11 fi tark al-taqlid fi man yaqulu madhhabi madhhab

. (1) ~ al-Nabiy.
92# 11 man tafaqqaha fi * l-macjhhab • (2
93. " taqlid al-Hanafi al-Shafifi fi'l-matar wa'l-witr.
94. al-Fath^ala al-Iman fi*1-^alat#
95. Tafdil qawacid madhhab Malik wa ahl al-Madina.
96. ,f a’immat al-arbaca wa mamtaza bihi kullu wahid min

hum.
-  (3)

97* Qa ida fi tafdil al-Imam Ahmad.
98. Jawab hal kana al-Nabi qabla al-risala Nabiy.
99. Jawab hal kana al-Nabiy muta^abbid bi *>harcmin qablih.
100. (|awacid ann al-nahly yata-allaqu yaqtadi al-madadd.

1# Perhaps identical M.Fatawa,11,386.
2m « " " ,11,387.
3. The title shows his great respect for the Imam Anibad. Cf, 

Chapter of Hadith pp.63-66.
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(1)BOOKS ON FIQH

101. Sharh al-Muharrar fi madhhab Ahmad In 4 vols.
102. Jawab masaJil waradat min Isfahan.
103. MasaJil min Baghdad.
104. Masa’il waradat min Zarc.
105. Masa^il waradat min Wajna.
106* Masa^il durrat al-mu<Jiya fi fatawa Ibn Taimiya.
107. al-Mardahiyat al-Tarablisiya.
108. al-Qacida fi’l-mJAh.
109. Taharat bawl ma yu^kalu lahmuhu.
110. Jawab masa^il waradat min Salt.
111. Qacida fi hadith al-qullatain.
112. Qa”cida fi* 1-istijmar wa’l-tathir.
113. Jawaj al-istijmar mac wujud al-ma \
114. Nawaqid al-wa<Ju.
115. Qawa'id fi cadam naqd al-wadu hi lams al-nisa'.
116. al-tasmiya*ala al-wacjiu.
117. KJiata'l-qawl bi jawaz al-mush ala al-khuffain.
118. Jawaz al-mush ala al-khuffain.• •—

1. Fawat If 44.
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119* Tahrim duldiul al-nisa bila mi'zar fi * 1-hammama
120. Dhamm al-wawasa.
121. Jawaz tawaf al-ha'id.• *

122* Taisir al^ibadat li arbab al-dururat bi11-tayammum 
wa'l-jamc bain al-salatain,

123# Karahiyat al-talaffuz bif1-niya.
124* Karahiyat taqdim bast sajjada al-musalli qabla maj'ih. 
125* al-Kalim al-taiyib fi'1-rakcatain qabla al-Juma,
126* al-Qunut fifl-subh wa*l-witr*
127* Tarik al-mathani wa kufruh.
128. al-Jam* bain al-salatain fi'l-safar.
129* Ahl al-bidc hal yusalla khalfahum.
130. Salat bard ahl al-ma<JJiahib.
131* Tahrim al-samo..
132* Tahrim al-shababa.
133* Tahrim larb b^l-shatranj. *
134. Tahrim al-hashishat al-maghribiya.
135. al-Nahy ran al-muaQiaraka fi aryad al-Na$ara.
136. Qa^ida fl miqdar al-kaffara bi'l-yamin.
137. Qa rida fi anna al-mutallaqa bifl-thalath la tahillu 

ilia bi nikah zawj thani*

1 # Perhaps identical with M.Fatawa 11,79-81»
2 . " * * III (2nd part)
• Most prabably identical with the one preserved in therUmum 
Library, Stambul. See Murray:His article on Chess in J.R.A.
1937,p.70*
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138# Sayan al-halal wa* 1-haram fi* 1-talaq.
139# Jawab man halafa la yaf*alu shai/an'ala al-madhahib 

al-arba" a thumma tallaqa thalathan fi'1-haid.
140. Lumhat al-muqtataf fi'l- farq bain al-yanln wa'l-

' (1) halaf.
141. Kitab al-tabqiq fi'l-farq bain ahl al-yamin wa'1-tatlic 
142* al-Talaq al-bidci la yaqac.
143. Masa’il al-fapq bain al-talaq al-bidci.
144. liana gLk al-HajJ fi hajJa al-Mabiy.
145. Uaqalat al-Alam fi mas'ala huduth al-Alam. (See 1.0.i>. 

Delhi Coll. No.1857.

1 . Perhaps identical with No.62 in Appendix A.


